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Het gebruik van de 'central position phase' vereenvoudigt de nunif riekt.

studie van deeltjesbanen in cyclotrons.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk Til.

Wanneer men deeltjes van buiten af injecteert in een •. y,_- .ut rem .jra.vrpL

voor 'single turn' extractie, moet ervoor gezorgd worden daL du;.i- deel'

zoveel mogelijk dezelfde 'central position phase' hebben.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk IIT.

Het Hamilton-formalisme is zeer geschikt voor de beschri jvinp \. tn

dynamische systemen. Dit formalisme dient meer dan tot nu toe hij

verkenning van mogelijke oplossingsmethoden beschouwd te worekr,.

J.T.Tou, Modem Control Theory, 'AaGrao-hill £>:>>. • •• •.--.

H.L.Hagedoorn en N.F.Verstf-r, .Vu,-Ï. Tnstr. '•!•.•-•. . .•

In elektronenopslagringen die ontworpen zijn voor productie van synchrottvn-

straling, heeft het gebruik van homogene magneten raut parallelle in- on

uittreevlakken de voorkeur boven het gebruik van s

R.H.Helm e.a., IEEE DIS-20,7973,1100

Detectie van sporenelementen met door ionenbundels t'eïnduceerd.- uör.t ;en-

straling, is een uiterst geschikte methode voor de analvse van r.vr v.-i. l

monsters.

Deze methode leent zich uitstekend voor toepassing bij een :u--jlk im-:i;i • r.

naar ziekteverschijnselen.

Zo is het mogelijk door bepaling van het zinkgehalte in Mn--i . p .1 •• 1 •

voor kanker in een vroegtijdig stadium te krijsen.

K.Kanperek, '•'£nk1e-in esr-en; '...' l.n .'"fi-:-- iv '. ',
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'••L ue in de stelling 5 genoemde methode is een detecfciegevoeligheid

in l ppm bij een bestraald oppervlak van 1x1 pm niot reëel voor de analyse

•-•,-i!i biologische materialen in verband met de maximaal toelaatbare temperatuur.

Ui' huidige koppeling van het aantal amanuensisplaatsen op scholen van het

voortgezet onderwijs aan het schooltype, is onjuist.

Gida vooi> WO/AVO, juli 1977.

Rapport V.a.v.o.-Amanuensis, september 1978; de aommissie

akbie van het l-!.a.v.o.-Verband.

8

Voor oen goed begrip van literaire teksten is het nodig te weten wanneer deze

teksten geschreven zijn. Daartoe dient in elke literaire tekst die

>_i jdsaanduiding gegeven te worden.

Aangezien op universiteiten en hogescholen verwacht wordt dat een stelling

origineel is, zullen deze wetenschappelijke instellingen zorg moeten dragen

vi'ir een hanteerbaar naslagsysteem van stellingen.

r iiiUuven, 2É, november 1978 W.M. Schulte
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.I Scope of the present study

The interest in high energy heavy ion beams has grown during the last

ten years. The separated sector cyclotron suites very well the

requirements for an accelerator, which is flexible in producing a

beam of many different energies for many different ions. At several

facilities all over the world new accelerators of the separated

sector cyclotron type are under construction.

Ons cf the difficulties, encountered in the design studies of these

cyclotrons is the lack of sufficient knowledge of the beam dynamics

when a frequency of the accelerating voltage is used equal to several

times the revolution frequency of the ions in the cyclotron. Although

the present status of computers allows a thorough investigation of

the acceleration process, no clear insight in the interesting

parameters can be gained from the huge amount of numerical data. In

this thesis is presented a theoretical approach of the acceleration

process, in which the influence of the accelerating structure is

clearly seen. The variables which describe iti orbit motion are the

energy, the phase and the position coordinates of the orbit centre,

with the turn number as the independent variable.

I

The theory has such a form that it provides differential equations,

which can be solved by simple and very fast numerical programmes. As

a direct output these programmes will have the physical quantities

of interest. Orbit motion in some specific cyclotron can be

investigated by only adapting a few parameters. In this study we

examined cyclotrons in Berlin (VICKSI), Vancouver (TRIUMF),

Louvain-La-Neuve (Cyclone) and Eindhoven (the Philips prototype

cyclotron).



Attention was also devoted to some specific problems and ideas

concerning injection and extraction. Finally we looked into the HF

phase measurements, concerning the interpretation of the measurement

and the HF phase control.

1.2 The cooperation between the cyclotron laboratory in Eindhoven

and the VICKSI-group in Berlin

In the fall of 1971 the nuclear physics division ef the Hahn-Meitner-

Institut in West Berlin proposed the VICKSI accelerator combination

[VICKSI 1, VICKSI 2]. VICKSI stands for Van de Graaff Isochron-

Cyclotron {Combination, fur £chwere jtonen. The combination consists of

a 6 MV single stage Van de Graaff accelerator, injecting into a

separated sector cyclotron with fourfold symmetry which can produce

heavy ions with mass number A and charge number Z to an energy of

120 Z2/A MeV. A primary demand of this system is the acceleration of

carbon to argon ions to 200 MeV or more. The building of the

cyclotron started in April 1973. The first internal beam in the

cyclotron was achieved in June 1977, while the first extracted beam

was achieved in November 1977. At present, during roughly 50% of the

time, beams are mads of which about 80% on target. About 5 of the 10

planned experimental stations are already active [Ziegler]. More

information on the accelerator combination is found in the next

section of this chapter.

The cyclotron laboratory in Eindhoven dates from 1969 [Poppema 69].

The cyclotron is the Philips prototype isochronous cyclotron, built

in 1962. It can accelerate light ions up to an energy of 30 Z2/A MeV.

Since 1969 much attention has been paid to beam diagnostic studies.

Especially the beam control received much attention. Also theoretical

investigations on beam dynamics were undertaken.

When it became clear that for a proper understanding of acceleration

of heavy ions on high harmonic numbers in the cyclotron an accurate

knowledge about beam dynamics of accelerated particles was necessary,

a close contact developed between the cyclotron laboratory in

Eindhoven and the VICKSI-group in Berlin. During a period of 4 years
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starting February 1975, the author studied the beam dynamics of

accelerated particles, especially for heavy ions. This study has been

financially supported by the Hahn-Meitner-Institut and was carried

out at the Department of Applied Physics of the Eindhoven University

of Technology.

In 1976 Van Heusden, member of the group in Eindhoven, was asked to

give his advice on a new design of the HF phase measuring equipment

for the VICKSI cyclotron. We report about this work and associated

investigations in chapter VII.

1.3 The VICKSI project

'A

A

1.3.1 The_facility.

The anticipated beam data for VICKSI are summarized in table I.I,

taken from a report of Maier [Maier 75]. The lay-out of the VICKSI

system is given in fig I.I, taken from [Maier 75].

•pulse-
'suprassor

TEO

side view

1

•V»

Fig 1.1 Lay-out of VICKSI facility



Mass range 1 <. A <, 40 (80)

Table I.I

Main specifications of the
VICKSI system

Energy limits E <. q(ion source) 100 HV

E i 120 q2(stripper)/A

Ep - 50 HeV, Ea - 60 MeV,

E(3He) - 160 HeV, E n - 120 MeV

Primary goal E - 200 MeV

(12 1 A i.40) E/AE - 1000

I - 100 pnA

emittance 5 on mrad

pulse width ^ I ns

The Van de Graaff preaccelerator is positioned vertically. By means of

a bending magnet the beam is bent in the horizontal injection line

for the cyclotron. The original HVEC Model CN Van de Graaff, already

present at the HMI before 1973, has undergone a major reconstruction

to achieve the necessary heavy ion beam performance. Now it is capable

of producing ions of mass 1 <_k £ 40 and charge q (1+ to 3+) with

sufficient intensity, which are accelerated by a voltage up to 6 MV.

Beam matching system

The beam matching system between the Van de Graaff accelerator and

the cyclotron, as described in detail by Hinderer [Hinderer 75a,

Hinderer 75b], comprises two bunchers and a stripper apart from a

number of bending magnets and quadrupole lenses. Together with the

prebuncher in the terminal of the Van de Graaff accelerator the first

buncher provides a time focus at the stripper, such as to minimize

the effect of energy straggling. A minimization of the angle

straggling is achieved by a horizontal and vertical focus. Stripping

of the ions can be done with a gas target or a foil. Especially for

heavy ions the foil stripper gives a much better efficiency for the

higher charge states (f.e. Ne 7 + and A r 9 + ) . The second buncher

assures an injected beam in the cyclotron of 6 RF degrees phase

width.

Cyclotron

The cyclotron has been constructed by Scanditronix. We will summarize

some main points of interest in relation to this thesis in section

1.3.2.
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Beam lines

Installation of the beam lines from the exit of the cyclotron to the

target positions is nearly finished. Its design has been described in

detail in [Hinterberger 73, Hinterberger 74]. There are ten target

stations six of whi.ch are reached after passage of two 90 bending

magnets. Through the use of double monochromatic and double telescopic

systems nearly any wanted mode of beam preparation is possible.

Computer control

The whole accelerator and beam handling system is computer controlled.

Detailed description can be found in [Busse 75;», Busse 75b]. The

computer, a PDF 11/40, monitors and sets all elements like magnets,

quadrupoles, probes and slits. Further it may link these elements to

the control desk, which follows the design of LAMPF and the SPS of

CERN. The operator can select whatever he wants to monitor or adjust

via several touch panels. In this way ho has access to a system with

several hundershi of parameters. Through the touch panels or a special

interpreter MUMH it is possible to control the physical parameters

of the facility. All data transport runs via a CAMAC system.

General information on the project and its progress over the years is

found in [VICKSI 75, Maier 75 , VICKSI 77]. The status of extracted

beams in August 1978 is given in table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Extracted Beams in August 1978

particle

achieved

energy

(MeV)

He

140

0

130

20Ne

110, 150

155, 170

220, 285

' 22Ne

90

110

180

Ar

140

180

205

Kr

290



1.3.2 The_VICKSI_cyclotron

The VICKSI cyclotron has been designed and constructed by

Scanditronix/Sweden [Lindback 77]. Fig 1.2 shows a lay-out of the

cyclotron and table 1.3 sumnarizes the main characteristics. A

photograph of the cyclotron is seen in fig 1.3.

Magnets

From model measurements the final shape of the pole edges was

determined to be close to an isochronous field for 50 MeV deuterons.

Adaption to other relativistic fields can be made by the use of 12

trim coils. Four of them are closed at the outside. The radial

dependence of the magnetic field of the trim coils on the mid magnet

line is shown in fig 1.4 for an intermediate field level of 1.35 T.

(m)

Fig 1.4 The radial dependence of the magnetic field of the
trim coils at the mid magnet line for a field level
of 1.3S T. The current -through the coils is SO A.
Maximum current is 100 A, only for coil 3 ISO A

The radial dependence as shown in fig 1.4 changes for different

excitations of the main coil. Towards high excitations (about 1.6 T)

the undershoot of the coils closed at the outside is of the same

size as the overshoot. The trim coils 2, 3 and 11 have separate power

supplies for their components in each of the four magnets. Thus, apart

from contributing to the average magnetic field we can make first and

second harmonic field perturbations. This is useful at the injection

region and at the extraction region (see also chapters V and VI).
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Lay-out of ayalotron
with beam measuring
and beam steering
deviaes indicated

Fig 1.3 A photograph of the VICKSI cyclotron
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Two independently driven identical systems

Dee angle 36°

Cap voltage 100 kv

Minimum gip width 32 mm

Voltage stability 10"'

Frequency range 10-21) MHZ

Frequency stability 10~6

Harmonic number 2,3,4,5,6,(7)

Inter-Dee phase; stability 1°

Straight coaxial resonators

Length of resonator from cyclotron

center 5 a

Resonator diameter 1.5 n

Rough tuning moving short

(Below 10 MHz the capacity is increased by flaps)

Fine tuning capacitive

Q-value > 5000

Drive SO kW amplifier

Coupling indjetive

Vacuum systen

Design pressure 1-5 » I0'7 torr

2 cryopusps (3 K) each 10000 1/s

2 turbo molecular pumps each 450 1/s

2 rough poops each 35 m'/h

All metal sealed system

Pole pieces and pole face windings inside vacuum

Vacuum tank diameter 4.6 m

Vacuum tank height 0.64 m

Total vacuum surface (macroscopic) 300 m2

Total vacuum volume 20 m3

4 separated C-roagnets

Nominal width 50°

Pole gap uniform 6 cm

Pole radii 0.306-2.054 m

Beam radii (mid magnet) 0.45-1.89

E /E. . (non relativislic) 16.8
excr inj

Pole edges Rogowski shape

Homogenizing gap between yoke and pole

Sector field 0.5-1.55 T

Corresponding mass energy product AE/q2 • 12-120 HcV

Field stability 5 « 10"6

Field flutter 0.63-0.82

Radial betatron frequency I.06-1.14

Vertical betattron frequency 0.65-0.82

Height of one sector 100 t

4*2 main coils of 2000 A « 30 turns

Total power consumption 300 Ml

4K2 harmonic coils included in main

Coils of 40 A * 37 turns

4*2*12 pole face windings of 200 A « 2 turns

The one or two innermost and the outermost but one can be

driven harmonically

Total trim coil power 24 kW

• • *

Table 1.3 Main technical parameters of the VICKSI cyclotron



HF system

The acceleration system consists of two Dee systems, as can be seen

in fig 1.2. Each Dee system is a straight cylindrical resonator,

extended radially outwards from the 36° Dee. The resonant frequency

is tuned by a movable shorting plate.

• T * l

Vacuum

Two almost identical pump systems are placed in the two Dee free

valleys. The main pump in each system is a cryopump which uses liquid

helium of 3 K, resulting in a pumping speed of at least 10.000 1/s.

The vacuum, reached in the accelerator chamber is close to 10~ 7 Torr.

Injection

About 50Z of the original DC beam from the ion source in the Van de

Graaff terminal is compressed by the bunchers into a pulse of 6° phase

width. The emittances of 10 ma mrad are matched to the cyclotron

acceptance with respect to dispersion and shape of eigenellipses. The

beam is injected through the valley into a "7° window frame magnet"

(element B in fig 1.2), an 86° bending magnet (element C ) , which is

essentially passive and gets its flux from all the magnets, and a

270 mm long electrostatic inflector with a maximum electric field

strength of 110 kV/cm over an aperture of 7 mm (element D ) . Around

the opening of all infiectors a probe system is installed that

permits to find successively the optimcl settings for steerer A and

the inflectors. The computer controls the scanning of the different

parameters after which the operator has to decide for the optimal

setting for transmission [Uinderer 78]. When this is achieved, final

centering of the orbits will be done with the harmonic coils 2 and 3.

Extraction

The beam is extracted by means of an electrostatic deflector, a

0.14 T septum magnet and a 42° bending magnet. All ions will be

extracted in single-turn mode (see also chapter VI). For light ions

the turn separation is enhanced by exciting the v r - 1 resonance.

This resonance can be passed due to the cut-back of the pole edge and

a strong negative excitation of the last trim coil (no 12). An



oscillation is created by this resonance when a first harmonic

perturbation field is prenent. This perturbated field at the

resonance can be adjusted by trim coil 11.

Diagnostic system

A number of fixed and Movable diagnostic probes are used for

alignment, centering and phase control of the beam. In chapter V we

will consider two radial differential probes more closely, while in

chapter VII more information is found on the HF phase measuring

equipment.

Parameter setting

As for the whole facility, also for the cyclotron, all the parameters

and diagnostic elements are controlled and set via the CAMA.C system

by the computer. The main parameter settings are calculated in a

programme PARSET, which can run on the control computer [Lindback 77].

Using accurate field maps and some relativistic relations, an

isochronous field for an arbitrary energy is composed. Up to now all

parameters have needed only very small additional adjustments to reach

the goal. The magnetic field from the PARSET values mostly shows only

20° HF phase deviations with respect to the desired HF phase. Next to

the calculated parameter settings, PARSET also prints the calculated

control matrix for HF phase control, the resulting average magnetic

field, corresponding energies and resulting radial oscillation

frequency as a function of radius. Hereby PARSET is also very well

suited as a serving' progressie for the operator and user of the

cyclotron.

1.4 Introduction to the present study

For the VICKSI cyclotron it is of interest to know if an injected

bean of only a few nanoseconds duration and with high quality can be

maintained during acceleration so that single turn extraction is

performed. In calculation for the GANIL accelerator in Caen, France

[GAMIL 75] increasing emittances and HF phase widths of the internal

bead were observed. Experimentally a large beam width has been seen

10
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in Cyclone (cyclotron of the University of Louvain-La-Neuve) for an

acceleration on the 3rd harmonic frequency.

To be able to answer these questions and explain the observed

phenomena a theory has been developped which describes the

acceleration process and its influence on the beam quality. In order

to obtain a general applicable theory the derivation starts from the

general Hamilton function for the motion of charged particles in

electric and magnetic fields. After some coordinate transformations

a Hamilton function results > that is a function of the variables

energy, phase and centre coordinates of the orbit motion. The phase

(denoted in this thesis by central position phase or CP phase) is the

Canonical conjugated variable of the energy, and differs slightly

from the comnonly used High Frequency phase. The influence of energy

and phase on the centre motion and vice versa may be studied. Up to

now it has been permissible to neglect this coupling in most cases.

For acceleration with a frequency on the accelerated electrodes,

which is several times the revolution frequency of the particles,

this coupling is an essential part of the beam dynamics.

The above mentioned theory will be explained in chapter III. Prior to

this chapter we discuss in chapter II the radial and vertical orbit

motion for non-accelerated particles, as it is known already from

literature.

In chapter IV we use the same theoretical approach as presented in

chapter III to derive the equation of motion in a synchrocyclotron

and omegatron. In the synchrocyclotron the well known synchrotron

oscillations in energy and phase appear. For the omegatron our

approach gives a clean and relatively simple description of the

particle motion.

In chapters V and VI special problems, concerning the internal beam

during injection and extraction in the VICKSI cyclotron were studied.

As to the injection process we looked into the possibilities to

centre the beam. In doing so we made use of the equations of motion

for the orbit centre, as described by Van Nieuwland [Van Nieuwland

72a]. As to the extraction-process we were mainly interested in the

II



influence of off-centered beams. It turned out theoretically that by

using a properly adjusted off-centered beam the accepted phase width

in the single turn mode of extraction can be enlarged.

In chapter VII the measurement and control of the CP phase are

considered. A description is given of the electronic equipment used

at VICKSI with which the HF phase is measured. ïhe difference between

CF phase and HF phase is illustrated in some experiments.

1 II

12
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CHAPTER II

ORBIT THEORY OF THE AXIAL AND RADIAL MOTION

II.1 Introduction

In the early days after the invention of the cyclotron by £.0.

Lawrence [Lawrence 30] in 1929, the magnetic field, that determines

the cyclic character of the particle motion, had cylindrical

symmetry. In that time already, it was recognized that the strength

of such a magnetic field had to decrease to larger radii, to yield

simultaneously the necessary radial and vertical stability of the

orbit motion. Due to this decrease in strength the final energy of

these earliest and therefore so-called classical cyclotrons, was

limited. In the long history of the cyclotron many improvements have

been performed. However, the requirement for stability of the orbit

motion increased the complexity of the magnetic field. After a short

sketch of the different developments after 1929, we will treat the

radial and vertical motion of non-accelerated particles in modern

AVF cyclotrons.

Classical cyclotron

The particle motion has always been described with respect to a

central ray with special properties. In classical cyclotrons the

central ray is a circle in the symmetry plane (median plane) of the

magnetic field with its centre in the centre of the cyclotron. The

radius (r) of this circle depends on momentum (p) of the considered

particles by

" qB-(r) (II.1)

Here q is charge and Bz(r) is the magnetic induction in the median

plane pointing ia axial direction. This central ray is called

equilibrium orbit. Since we consider non-accelerated particles in

this chapter we will refer to this equilibrium orbit as the static

equilibrium orbit (SEO).

13



Generally particles with momentum p will oscillate around the SEO.

When the' amplitude of the oscillation does not increase in time the

motion is stable. Stability is essential to keep the beam size small.

The equations of motion for the radial and vertical motion around the

SEO for small oscillation amplitudes have the general form

x + (1 - n)x

z + nz • 0

0

(II.2)

Here x and z are the radial and vertical displacement to the SEO. The

primes denote differentiation to the azimuthal position 8. n is the

so-called field index defined by

r dB(r)
B(r) dr (II.3)

The horizontal and vertical oscillation frequencies are denoted by vr

and vz. They give the number of oscillations per revolution. The

oscillations are known as betatron oscillations, because they first

received attention in betatrons [Kerst 41]. Consequently vr and vz

are called betatron frequencies.

vr •= (I - n)*

vz = ni (II.4)

Stability of the particle motion in both dimensions corresponds with

real values for both vr and vz, which implies 0 <_ n <_ 1 and hence a

decreasing magnetic induction with radius.

A time varying voltage of constant frequency on a hollow electrode

configuration (so-called Dee) is responsible for the acceleration.

However due to the decreasing magnetic field strength with radius and

the relativistic mass increase, the revolution frequency (u) of the

particles, given by

(II.5)

decreases with radius. Consequently the particle motion first

properly in phase with the accelerating voltage will get out of

phase. This limits the final energy of the classical cyclotron to

about 20 MeV for protons. Two different solutions to the problem

14
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of the phase slip made it possible to increase the final energy to

values around 600 MeV.

Synchrocyclotron

The earliest solution implies a frequency modulation (FM) of the

accelerating voltage, such that the frequency keeps pace with the

revolution frequency of the particles. The basis principles of this

solution were first described by Veksler and McMillan [Veksler 44,

McMillan 45]. The magnetic field is similar to that of the classical

cyclotron. Thus the motion of non-accelerated particles in radial and

vertical direction is still described by (II.2). Due to the FM

modulation of the acceleration frequency this type of cyclotrons,

called synchrocyclotrons! has a macros truc tur e in the beam current,

so that the average beam current is much lower than in classical

cyclotrons. The first synchrocyclotrons, were built about 1946

[Richardson 46, Brobeck 47, Heyn 51].

f:1

I
Si

-d

.- S

AVF cyclotron

The second solution was suggested by Thomas as early as 1938 [Thomas

38]. He assumed an azimuthally varying magnetic field, made by sector

shaped iron shims on the pole faces of the magnet. These variations

increase the focusing of the vertical motion by simultaneously

introducing azimuthal components of the magnetic induction and radial

components in the velocity due to the changing curvature of the

orbits. Thia effect resembles the edge focusing principle of

particles entering a bending magnet in a beam guiding system. The

'edge focusing1 effect could even be enhanced by using spiral instead

of radial shims, based on the proposal of the strong focusing

principle (alternating gradient focusing) by a Greek engineer

Christophilos in 1950 [Christophilos 50, Courant 52, 53, Laslett 56,

Kerst 56]. The vertically focusing forces from the azimuthally

varying magnetic field turned out to be large enough to correct the

defocusing forces that are introduced by a radially increasing

magnetic induction (see (II.2)). This opened the possibility to

correct the magnetic field for the relativistic mass increase of the

particles in such a way that the revolution frequency of the particles

is constant and equal to the frequency of the accelerating voltage.

I
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The cyclotron with an Azimuthally Varying lTield is mostly called the

isochronous or AVF cyclotron.

the new form of the magnetic field increased the complexity of the
equations of motion. The static equilibrium orbit i s no longer a nice
circle, as in the classical cyclotron of synchrocyclotron. We define
now as the equilibrium orbit that orbit of a non-accelerated
particle that closes aff>r one turn and has the same symmetry as the
azimuthally varying magnetic field. For stabil ity, the values of vr

and vz are important. Analytical expressions for these frequencies
were calculated by Hagedoorn and Verster [Hagedoorn 62a]. In the next
section we will go into this analytical treatment in more detail .

In spite of the early suggestion by Thomas the first AVF cyclotron
was designed and built in 1958 [Heyn 58]. Due to the constant
acceleration frequency i t has no macrostructure in the beam intensity
and as a result a much larger average beam current than the synchro-
cyclotron. Moreover by using concentric coils to adjust the average
magnetic induction as function of radius and a large range of
adjustable acceleration frequencies, the AVF cyclotron may be seen
as a good accelerator for light to very heavy ions. It i s therefore
not astonishing that most cyclotrons built after 1960 are of the
AVF type. ; : i-

An extreme application of the AVF principle is the split pole

cyclotron as applied at SIN (590 MeV protons, first suggested in

1963 [Willax 63]) and at HMI (heavy ions, see table I.I). In both

cyclotrons a number of separated magnets, placed in a circle, produce

the cyclotron field. The great advantage of such a structure is the

open space between the magnets, which facilitates insertion of

acceleration structures, injection elements, extraction elements and

diagnostic equipments. Consequently the gap inside the magnets can

be very small. To avoid the difficulties that would be encountered

in accelerating particles from zero energy in a split pole cyclotron,

a separated accelerator was suggested to preaccelerate the particle

beam [Willax 63]. The two-stage acceleration is now always used at

split pole cyclotrons. Recently even a three-stage accelerator was

built at Bloomington, USA [Rickey 69] and at present one is under

•''-:. >t
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construction at Caen, France [GANIL 75]. Since 1965 much attention

has been paid to heavy ion accelerators. A two-stage acceleration

with stripping to a high charge stage between the two accelerators

has proved successful. This method is also applied in the VICKSI

project.

Maximum proton energies at the present time are 500 MeV at Triumf,

Vancouver and 590 MeV at SIN, Villigen in Switserland. Cyclotron

beams of 100 uA are reached [Joho 78, Erdman 78]. Further the GANIL

cyclotron in Caen, France, at present under construction, will

accelerate e.g. carbon up to 100 MeV/Nucleon and uranium up to

8MeV/Nucleon [GANIL 75]. I

A new development is the use of superconductive magnets for cyclotron.

The total size of such an accelerator, at this time considered only

for heavy ions, will be small. At a few places tests with magnets are

performed (e.g. Michigan State University, Milan, Chalk River). More

historical information especially on the early days of particle

accelerators can be found in [Livingston 62, Kolomensky 66, Livingood

61].

In the next section of this chapter we will be mainly concerned with

the motion of non-accelerated particles in an AVF cyclotron.

II.2 Betatron frequencies

,,•

• • ) . • I

The most important quantities that determine the stability of the

particle motion, are the radial and vertical betatron frequencies vc

and vz. These frequencies indicate the focusing forces applied to the

beam and wether the motion is sensitive to resonances. To obtain

sufficiently accurate numbers, the values of vr and v z have to be

calculated with numerical orbit integration codes. These codes firstly

find the SEO. Secondly the transfer matrix over one turn for particle

motion in the neighbourhood of the SEO is determined by means of

linearized equations of aotion. From this transfer matrix the values

of vr and v z are derived. Although the values thus obtained are

I
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accurate, an analytical expression of vr and vz in the field

quantities increases insight into which of these quantities are

important for the betatron motion. The analytical expressions give

also a quick estimate of the vr and vz values for different

configurations of the magnetic field.

\-

To make the reader familiar with the way in which these expressions

can be found we will first consider the particle motion in a classical

cyclotron. After this it is briefly indicated how the treatment

changes for azimuthally varying fields. A full treatment has been

published by Hagedoorn and Verster [Hagedoorn 62a]. To discuss the

applications to split pole cyclotrons we will consider the accuracy

of their results, which were original meant for cyclotrons with a

relatively small field modulation.

Classical cyclotrons

In a classical cyclotron, where the medium plane is a symmetry plane»

the magnetic induction around the radius ro is approximated by

z=o

-i.,2
z-o

+ 0(z**)

Be - O (11.6)

The cylindrical coordinates 8, r, z form a right handed system. This

order is choosen because in this case a positively charged particle

rotates in the positive 6-direction in a magnetic field pointing in

the positive z-direction. Using the theorem of Stokes a related vector

potential is

r, z) - J Bz(r)rdr J BEdz 0)

(II.7)
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where r i s an arbitrary reference radius.

This vector potential appears in the Hamilton function, which is used

for the examination of the orbit motion. The general Hamilton function

in cylindrical coordinates for non-accelerated particles in a magnetic

field has the form

k (r- k (Pr - «V2 * k(P* ~ qV < n- 8 )

where P i s the canonical momentum, m and q are the mass and charge of

the particles, respectively.

?•"*'

Since we consider only time independent terms, H o is constant and we

can reduce the number of variables, to be taken into account, by

choosing -? e as new Hamilton and 6 as independent variable [Lanczos

64, Kolomenski 66]. With (II.7) the new Hamilton function becomes

H - - F, - -

with P /2m - H .o o

-qrA
'6

We turn over to relative dimensionless variables by

H
r Po o

i, - ? r

P

5 -
(r ~ro>

r o

\ - v1

(II.9)

1 - r (11.10)

Expanding the vector potential in accordance with (II.6) and (II.7),

AQr can be written in a power expansion in the variables. Note that

the last term in (II.7) is a constant and can be omitted.

+ u«) + i_ (y" + 2u') + ̂ ~

I C25(y' • v") - | C2C2({

' + 3u")

(11.11)

• P11)]
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This expression is inserted into (II.9). By choosing PQ « <lBo
r
o the

first degree term in the Hamilton function (terms linear in the

variables) disappears. Physically this means that r is equal to the

radius of the SEO around which the particles oscillate. The second

degree describes the well-known linear behaviour of the oscillation

in r and z

H2 - TT2 + -

2 r 2 H i ^ (11.12)

with v2 = 1 + u' and u2 = -p'. Stable motion occurs for -1 < u' < 0.
r z "~ —

Expanding the Hamilton function to a higher degree, the behaviour of

large oscillations and resonances can be studied.

In the appendix of this chapter we will indicate briefly how to

arrive at a relation equivalent to (11.12), in case of an AVF

cyclotron. Some attention is paid there to the accuracy of the

analytical equations for the different quantities of interest.

Furthermore a comprehensive discussion of resonance phenomena,

together with an indication of the most important resonances in

the VICKSI cyclotron may be found in the appendix.

Representation of the radial betatron oscillations

Generally the radial betatron oscillations are represented in xp

phase space, where x and p present the deviation in radial position

and radial momentum of the particle motion with respect to the SEO.

In fig II. I the orbit motion in a homogeneous magnetic field is

sketched with (?> a deviation in x and (b) a deviation in p with

respect to the S 3 at the moment the particles cross the positive

x-axis.

The radial motion of the particle with respect to the SEO can also be

considered as a motion of the centre of the orbit also known as the

guiding centre [Nothrop]. The relation between the coordinates of the

radial phase space and the position at the orbit centre (x ,

'centre') is indicated in fig II.1. In first approximation holds
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Fig II. 1 Partiële orbit with respect to the SEO; (a) with a
deviation in x and (b) with a deviation in radial
momentum at the positive x-axis. The corresponding
centre positions are indicated

centre

'centre Pr/P (II.13)

Because of symmetry the flow lines of the orbit centre will be

circles around the centre of the cyclotron.

In an AVF cyclotron the xp motion is more complicated. Looking at

the non-accelerated motion only at one azimuth» the point,

representing the particle in xp_ space, moves along an ellipse. This

ellipse is called eigenellipse and may be calculated from the transfer

matrix over one full turn. An ellipse can be represented in a matrix

form by [Brown 69]

x o *• x I - (Pr> (11.14)

The change of the ellipse into a new ellipse under influence of a

linear transformation represented by the matrix M, is

(11.15)

Taking for M the transfer matrix for the particle motion over one

turn the eigenellipse (o ) on the considered azimuth can be found by
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putting o • 0 and a - o e in (11.15). Together with the symplectic

condition for matrices (l^SM - S), one finds [Courant S8]

-I
T

( SM - M s )

«here

is a scaling constant

(11.16)

(11.17)

Relation (11.16) holds also for a n-dimensional problem. For the

S-matrix then a 2n * 2n matrix has to be taken with n times the S-

matrix, indicated in (11.17), around the diagonal and zero values for

the remaining elements. (For each dimension two variables have to be

taken into account).

An equivalent relation for AVF cyclotrons, as given in (11.13) can be

found from the description of the particle motion in [Hagedoorn 62a].

In section V.5 we present an alternative method, which is very useful

to derive the centre position in numerical studies as well as in

practice.

• r *
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APPENDIX A

A.I Betatron frequency in AVF cyclotrons

.-:T '«I

The magnetic induction in the median plane of an AVF cyclotron can be

represented by

where
2ir
ƒ d
o

+ I An(r)cos n6 + Bn(r)sin n6} (11.18)
tpl

<B(ro)>

f3V
+ z3 . .

*

Like we did to the c lass ical cyclotron we apply the theorem of Stokes»

taking A. • 0, and find for the vector potential

rA r z

" " J V d r + r J Br
5

r I B_dz

o
e* 0 ) (11.19)

o

- O

The signs in these equations are determined by our system of

coordinates (see (II . 6 ) ) . The choice of vector potential has the

advantage that the canonical momentum p , in the medium plane, and

p are equal to the kinetical momenta. Using (11.18) we can express
z

rA. and rA in relative variables
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o o
u') * — ~ \ CV~ \ CV - \

| u1" + w") cos ne

; • A») - I

<An + A ;

A - • A«)

? •«!

roAe(ro' e*

+ equivalent terms for B (II.20a)

£
+ equivalent terms for B

with 5 and C defined in (11.10).

sin n8] (II.20b)

In case of magnetic components in the medium plane (BQ and B or

B.B and # B ) extra terms arise
s o r o

in rAr: (II.21b)

The vector potentials must be substituted in (II.9) with V replaced
by P - qA. (The term r A. i s omitted because i t only depends on the
independent varisble 0.) In most important order this Hamilton
function, expressed in relative variables* looks like

CXI - \ r - qrAfl (11.22)

Since we like to describe the particle motion with respect to a

central particle, which itself is a solution of the problem, the

transformation, needed for this, should be so that first degree terms

in the variables vanish from the Hamilton function. When the orbit of

this central particle has the same symmetry as the magnetic field it

is identical with the SEO.

The expression for the SEO thus obtained is given by [Hagedoorn 62a]:
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f:
r • r + Y + J * cos n8 + B sin a6
e o o ** n n

(11.23)

with

0 (^.
nH

F* .,

f.-.-;

From these formulas it can be seen that the SEO is mainly determined

by the contribution of the basic harmonic with n » N, in which M is

the symmetry of the magnetic field. In [Hagedoorn 62a] |i' has been

regarded as a small quantity. For larger p' the terms (n2 - 1) should

be replaced by (n2 - 1 - y'). The last term on every line represents

the accuracy expressed in field quantities F , being A or A*

[Schulte 76a]. For example in the assumption that A > A', a more

accurate expression for a would involve extra terms with the order

of magnitude A3/nu

From (11.23) follows the length of the SEO and going with it the

revolution frequency (u). Consequently an expression is found for the

isochronous average field strength.

<B> Bo(l • yQ ! |)t (A
2 • [1 - (I)

+ 0 (-f ,
n*

y') ("1.24)

with X « c/u, where c is the velocity of light, u is the frequency of

the acceleration voltage and N is the symmetry of the magnetic field.

In the new Hamilton function as a function of the deviation ü and \

with respect to the SEO, some transformations eliminate the

azimuthally varying parts, so that the new Hamilton H becomes a
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constant of the notion [Kagadoorn 62a]. In the second degree the

expressions for vr and vz are found.
• '«1

1 . 1 ,2 r 3n2

" r " 1 " ! " ' 8 U + £ 4(n* - I)(n2 - 4) *"n "V
(A? +

(A; 2 •

(11.25)

With respect to the results in [Hagedoorn 62a] we have included a

term 1/8 u'2, because we assume u'/N2 to be snail, so that u' itself

need not be small. At the same time we assume A^/n2 to be a quantity

of the first order. In [Hagedoorn 62a] the derivation was made for

A Q of the first order and u' of the second order.

Equation (11.25) underlines the essential feature of an AVF cyclotron.

For example in a cyclotron with straight radial shims the relative

radial derivative of the magnetic field u' may become as large as

£ 1/2 A^ without loosing vertical stability. Since it follows from

relativistic equations that u* , % y2 - I, Y being the ratio of the

total energy of the particle to the rest energy, the proton energy in

a cyclotron with given £ 1/2 A^ cannot exceed a certain energy.

Further it is seen that for not too large energies vf lies always in

the vicinity of unity.
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If:

As u' is of the order of A Q or less, the overall relative accuracy of

the above given expressions equals AJj/n2 or, in the case of a large

spiral angle A^/n 2. However, the treatment given above becomes

complex for u' >. 1. Therefore the y' in the preceding equations was

assumed to be smaller than unity.

We performed a test on the accuracy of the given expressions by

calculating the v and v values for a split pole cyclotron, assuming

a hard edge approximation. We took N straight sectors of azimuthal

width 2«f/N and a constant average field, so that this cyclotron would

accelerate non-relativistic particles.

The tables II.1 and II.2 compile results for the betatron frequencies

as functions of f and N, acquired from our analytical equations and

from a numerical calculation of Gordon's [Gordon 68]. The numerical

method determines the oscillation frequencies in a split pole

cyclotron in which the hard edge approximation is valid, by making

use of the matrix method to follow the beam through parts of the

cyclotron. (In a more realistic field this method becomes complex.)

The results of the two methods are strikingly similar, with the

exception of values in the neighbourhood of the N/2 resonance, in

which case our analytical treatment should be adapted to the

appearing resonance. (In the next paragraph we will treat resonance

problems in some detail.)

The tables II.1 and II.2 illustrate some typical properties. Higher

values of the symmetry number N result in smaller values of the

oscillation frequency vr« However, since the N/2-resonance limits the

possible ii' (1/2 u' has to be added to the values of table II. 1, ses

(II*25), and by that the possible final energy of the cyclotron, high

energy cyclotrons need large N-values. This is seen at SIN (proton

energy 590 MeV) and TRIUMF (proton energy 500 MeV), where N - 8 and 6,

respectively. Different N-values do not influence v considerably. For

a value f of about 0.5, \>z is about 1, which is an important

resonance. To avoid this resonance the ratio is often chosen to be a

bit larger than 0.5 or considerably smaller than 0.5 to account for

the decreasing vg values towards higher energies, see (II.2
rj
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Table II.l The vr - 1 values for non-relativistic particles in
aeparated aeotor oyclotrona for different f-value8
and S-values. The estimated error and the values
found by Gordon are given.

f

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

As

0.22

0.47

0.74

.07

.27

.50

.70

.87

vr - 1

0.0091

0.0411

0.0962

0.1750

0.2756
....

Error

<3Z

<3Z

6Z

UZ

18Z

GOR

0.009

0.038

0.093

0.191

0.500

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

-1

0041

0168

0386

0695

1093

1566

2105

Error

2Z

2Z

AZ

7Z

10Z

I4Z

18Z

GOR

0.004

0.016

0.037

0.067

0.110

0.167

0.245

«r " '

0.0015

0.0062

0.0141

0.0253

0.0396

0.0569

0.0770

0.0996

Error

1Z

IZ

2Z

3Z

5Z

6Z

8Z

10Z

GOR

0.002

0.006

0.014

0.025

0.039

0.057

0.079

0.106

Table II. 2 The v3-valuea for non-relativistio particles in
aeparated aeotor cyclotrons for different f-values
and S-values

f

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

O.S

0.4

0.3

0.2

AN

0.22

0.47

0.74

1.07

1.27

1.50

1.70

1.87

V

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

z

338

515

618

854

048

Error

<3Z

< • »

a
III

I8Z

GOR

0.339

0.514

0.679

0.8SS

1.060

«z

0.332

0.505

0.663

0.828

1.023

1.251

1.544
....

Error

<2Z

2Z

4Z

7Z

I0Z

14Z

ISZ

GOR

0.336

0.507

0.667

0.835

1.029

1.287

1.840

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

.329

.495

.655

.822

.005

.230

.533

.008

Error

IZ

IZ'

32

3Z

5Z

6Z

az
I0Z

GOR

0.335

0.503

0.660

0.824

1.012

1.250

1.600

2.377

For relativistic particles the field index has to be taken into

account again. We calculated the analytical values of v and v from

(11.25) and compared them with numerical orbit integration results

iu a field that was based on the 1.47 T hill field of the VICKSI

cyclotron [Schulte 76a]. The average magnetic field was theoretically

adjusted to get nearby isochronism for proton acceleration. Some

properties of this field are listed in table II.3. The oscillation

frequencies, as were calculated with (11.25) and with numerical orbit

integration, are plotted in fig II.2. The results turn out to be

remarkably similar. Hhile calculating \>r with (11.25) one must pay

special attention to the second derivatives, because the accuracy with

which they can be calculated from field data is often very poor.
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Table II. 3 Same properties of interest of the magnetic
field in which vrand vz were calculated,
see fig II. 2.

Radius
(an)

45

166

An

0.87

0.98

A4

0.18

0.29

AS

0.25

0.28

v'

0.001

0.21

u"

0.014

0.16

<B>
(T)

0.82

0.91

•ÏI

•i

Fig II. Z Vj, and vz as functions of radius. The line represents the
values found with numerical orbit integration. The dots are
analytical values. The strange behaviour at r = 1.06 m is
caused by a drop in ABl giving high values of A$. This
appeared because of a small mistake in the first measured
magnetic field maps

Influence of the acceleration gap on the vertical motion

The influence of the acceleration gap on the vertical motion is well

known in cyclotrons with an internal source [e.g. Wilson 38, Cohen 53,

Kramer 63, Hagedoorn 74]. In these cyclotrons it forms an essential

contribution to the focusing of the beam on its first few turns.

In the VICKSI cyclotron the beam is pre-accelerated so that there is

no central region. Also the strong flutter of the magnetic field

ensures a large vz value. Therefore the influence of the acceleration

gap will be small. The v^values for the first turn in the cyclotron

as a function of the HF phase is given in table II.4 for proton and

argon, which are the two extreme cases [Schulte 76dl. The v -values
z

were extracted from the transformation matrix for the vertical motion

3
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over 1 turn. This matrix was constructed by using the lens-matrices,

which represent the action of the electric field, as well as the

transformation matrices for the motion in the magnetic field from

gap to gap. The latter were calculated by numerical orbit integration.

The turn separation used for protons is about 20 mm and for argon

50 mm at a 450 mm injection radius. The harmonic numbers (h) are 2

and 6, respectively. At a lower turn separation the influence of the

Dee structure is less.

Table II.4

The v 3 value as function of
the HE phase for protons and
argon.

*HF

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

P h=2

0.6419

0.6414

0.6408

0.6403

0.6397

0.6391

0.6387

4°Ar 9 + h=6

0.6660

0.6590

0.6514

0.6434

0.6353

0.6272

0.6295

The influence of the Dee gap on v will vary according to E~3'2.

Since the vertical electrostatic focusing effect of the Dee gaps is

very small, no further attention has been paid to it.

A.2 Betatron resonances

In the foregoing section the radial and vertical motions were regarded

to be independent of each other and we assumed that they could be

described in linear approximation by the Hamilton function in (11.12).

In a more general Hamilton function like (II. 9) with (11.11) one

finds, however, that coupling exists and that the oscillations may

interfere with Fourier-components of the magnetic field, which show

up in e-dependent coefficients. As a result the simple linear

oscillation may be disturbed when the betatron frequencies come close

to specific values, resonant frequencies. Since oscillation

amplitudes might, grow then to such a large size that the beam is
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lost, many papers deal with the description of the different
resonances (see for instance 1 ICC, 2 ICC, 3 ICC). Resonances can be
divided into two main classes: the uncoupled or one dimensional and
the coupled or two dimensional resonances. After a short description
of these classes, we will discuss the most important resonance for

the VICKSI cyclotron.

•3

•Ï?

A. 2.1 Xhe_one_dimensional_r esonances

Resonances of this kind occur when

x k (11.26)

were n and k are integers and v • v or v . The integer k is called

the degree of the resonance and represents the degree of the relevant

resonant term in the Hamilton function. Linear resonances are given

by k = 1,2 whereas for k ̂  3 the corresponding terms in the Hamilton

function give rise to non-linear terms in the differential equation

of motion, hence these resonances are called non-linear resonances.

The integer n is the harmonic number of the periodical component of

the magnetic field that drives the resonance.

To illustrate the phenomena we consider the Hamilton function for a

harmonic oscillation, to which a resonant term is added:

I

H = i (11.27)

where a(6) = b cos n(9 - 6 ) and b > 0. For convenience 6 is set to
o o

zero. Note that apart from x-terms also P -terms may be involved.

Transform now to a new set of canonical variables by

(H.28)

The new variables (I , & ) are known as action-angle variables. To
simplify the discussion given below we introduce a moving coordinate
system, in which the frequency u> occuring in this expression has yet
to be chosen
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<j> + ui 9 •-1W

According to the rules of canonical transformations the total

transformation yields

(v - in )I + I
X X X X

cos n6 cos (* - w9)
X

(11.29)

with

b(2/v

The k-th power of the last cosinus-term involves, as leading term, a

term cos (k$ - km 6) which may interfere with the cos nO-term for

n = ku . Also frequencies with k - 2, k - 4 etc. show up. However,

these frequencies will also appear as leading terms in a lower degree

like k - 2, k - 4. Since x, Px are small quantities, lower degree

terms generally have higher significance. We exclude these lower

frequencies in this degree. Consequently

i - (km ± n)e) (11.30)5 - S ï cos

Now we choose u = n/k and take only the beating term into account.

Normally the oscillating terms should be transformed into a higher

order to obtain an accurate description, as has been done in

[Hagedoorn 62a]. To understand the nature of the resonance it is

sufficient to consider

H cos (11.31)

with

Av V - U
X X

At the resonance frequency v » u or Av » 0. The equations of motion
A X

show that for k$ equals 3ir/2, I grows to infinity. Due to the time

independency of H the same conclusion can be drawn from (11.31) by

plotting the flowlines of the motion in phase space (lines for which

H is constant). See for example fig II.3a.

k = 1 or integer resonances

This type of resonance is very dangerous, because it appears in the

first degree. In cyclotrons much attention is paid to making the
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driving harmonie of this resonance as small as possible. A special

feature of this resonance is that it may displace an area in phase

space, but will not change the form of the area. This feature makes

the integer resonances very suitable for use in beam extraction

methods (see chapter V). Outside the resonance (Av j 0) flowlines

are always closed since for large I values the second degree is

dominant.

k • 2 or half integer resonances

Close examination of (11.31) reveals that instability at this

resonance already exists when |Av| < 1/4 b. The values of v

satisfying this inequality lie in the so called stopband of the

resonance. Due to this resonance a circle in phase space will be

stretched keeping its quadratic form. In the stopband Ï can become

large and therefore the expansion in (11.27) must be extended. The

first contribution may come from terms of 4th degvee (x1*), which will

be transformed into a general form £I2. For the radial motion in a

cyclotron £ % 2u" + uf". This fourth degree term may stabilize the

•notion.

k >. 3 or non-linear resonances

For non-linear resonances the instability is determined by

Av < (1/2)k b" ï(k/2-l). Inside this region the resonance deforms an

area in phase space considerably. Fig II.3b illustrates the influence

of Av on the 4th degree resonance. Note that for the k - 4 resonance

there exist four asymptotes along which the amplitude grows to

infinity.

The most significant resonances in an AVF cyclotron are the

resonances N/l, N/2, N/3 etc. with N the symmetry of the magnetic

field. The coefficients of the corresponding resonance terms are of

the order of size of the field modulation (A , A ' ) . Especially the

resonances N/l and N/2 are important. In practice it is impossible

to pass these resonances. In cyclotrons with strong spiraling sectors

difficulties are to be expected at v - N/3, because the resonance

terms depend linearly on the first and second derivatives of the

field modulation.
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Fig II. 3 Phase trajectories for a resonance of the fourth degree

In most cyclotrons the radial oscillation frequency «r is close to

unity. In these cyclotrons the N/N resonance should always be taken

into account. This holds especially for the low N-values 3 and 4.

(The use of values of N = 1 or 2 is forbidden in a cyclotron, since

then no stability is present at all.) In the treatment in [Hagedoorn

62a] the 3/3 and 4/4 resonances have already been taken into account.

In [Hagedoorn 62b] an application in the centre of a three-fold

symmetric field shows the importance of the 3/3 resonance.

A-2.2 The_two_dimensional resonances

Resonances of this kind occur when

kv ± lvx z (11.32)

with k and 1 positive integers. The sum k + 1 indicates the degree of

the relevant resonant term in the Hamilton function. The integer |n|

is the harmonic number of the periodical component of the magnetic

field that drives the resonance.

To illustrate a resonance of (k + l)th degree we have to consider the

Hamilton function for the radial and vertical harmonic oscillation to

which a coupling term of (k + l)th degree is added. For example

H " I 1 *l * 1 V 2 (11.33)

- • • ' '•

where a(0) - b cos n8.
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Using similar transformations of coordinates as in section A.2.1, now

for both x and z coordinates and with a - v , u - ± n/1 • k/l v we

find a Hamilton function equivalent to (11.31).

ÏÏ/2• (i) k + 1 ÏJ/* cos (k|x ± l*z)

where

Av - -j (lvs ± kvx T n)

(11.34)

From the differential equations it follows that

II + kl - constant (11.35)

the Hamilton function can now be simplified by choosing new

coordinates according to [Hagedoorn 65, Hagedoorn 66, Schutte 75] .

H - Avl2 + ( i ) k + 1 I 2 ) k ' z I 1 ' 2 cos 1*2

± \

•2 T V (11.36)

Consequently 4i does not appear in the Hamilton function» so that Ii

is constant. Thus the problem of describing the coupling resonance is

reduced to the description of a one-dimensional problem.

Two types of coupling resonances can be distinguished: ttie sum

resonance and the difference resonance.

the sum resonance

This type of resonance appears when v and v satisfy (11.32),

involving the plus sign. The then following minus sign in (11.35)

shows that a differencet involving the squares of the oscillation

amplitudes, is preserved. However, the absolute values may increase

to infinity. Obviously the sum resonance is dangerous and has to be

avoided. To stay away from instability, one has to take care that
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On the resonance the maximum growth is given by

(11.37)

(11.38)

The difference resonance

For this type of resonance, with a mitais sign in (11.32), it turns

out that a sum, involving the squares of the oscillation amplitudes,

is preserved. Therefore none of the two can exceed a certain value

given by the initial conditions, but will merely fluctuate between a

minimum and a maximum. The ratio p - (l z) m a x/^ z) mj n
 on the assumption

that I x » can be estimated by

2 max
(11.39)

with

. - (i) k + l o

Generally the difference resonances are not too dangerous.

A.2.3 Resonances in the VICKSI^cvclotron

In fig II.U the working path for acceleration of He and Ar is

indicated in a v -v diagram. (In the foregoing a general frequency

v was used; now we refer with v to the radial oscillation

frequency.)

A first harmonic field distortion at the resonance v - 1/1 provides

a large off-centered beam in the horizontal plane used for enhancing

the turn separation at the extractor entrance (precessional

extraction method). In chapter VI we will treat this extraction

method in more detail. An extensive discussion of the use of first

and second harmonics at the v - 1/1 and 2/2 resonance for increased

extraction efficiency can be found in [Van Nieuwland 72a].
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Pig II. 4 The resonance diagram for the acceleration
of 3He2+ and h9Ar*+ in the VICKSI cyclotron
The hill field is 2.53 T and E-. -= 120 q2/A

Table II. S Resonances in the VICKSI cyclotron.
The second eoUmn gives the b coefficient in (II. 27)
in which we take Byi = 0 for convenience. The third
column shoos the equatione in which the resonant term
uas found and the fourth line indicates the permitted
values for b.
* In thie eaae the influenee of the SEO contributes
to the term already given in (II.20a) [Hagedoorn 62]
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In table II.5 the resonances occuring in the VICKSI cyclotron are

listed. The second column shows the coefficient (b) of the

corresponding most important resoiumt term (see (11.34)). The third

column indicates the boundaries, put to the field quantities to avoid

large distortion, calculated according to the treatment in the fore-

going section. In these calculations oscillation amplitudes of 6 mm

radially and vertically are assumed. We demand an increase of the

amplitude less than 0.5 mm per turn. Mostly this is reasonable as

most of the resonances appear in the fringing field, where the

resonances are passed quickly.

From table II.5 only the resonance v , - 1/1 turns out to be important.

Extraction takes place before this resonance, although it is so nearby

that even a mis-setting of the gradient trim coil 12 (see section

I .3) together with a median plane error might give considerable

vertical displacement of the beam. We have to consider that if the

error is caused by for instance a tilting of the whole cyclotron, it

may not be considered ass a distortion. In this case our coordinate

system should be adapted.
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CHAPTER III

THE THEORY OF ACCELERATED PARTICLES

I
III.I Introduction

The electric fields, needed to accelerate the particles, are produced

between pairs of electrodes. In each pair one of the electrodes is at

ground potential and the other one is part of a 1/4 X system, which

generates the voltage with the necessary frequency. In the early

cyclotrons the voltage carrying electrode had to form of a capital D.

In spite of the different shapes in modern cyclotrons, it is still

coanon use to denote the electrode by "Dee". The earth electrode is

called "Dunmy Dee".

Important characteristics of the total accelerating structure are che

number of Dee electrodes together with their azimuthal positions.

Since a particle will feel an electric field when entering and

leaving a "Dee" electrode, the number of gap crossings per revolution

equals twice the number of Dees. Fig III.I shows sketches of

.shorting plan

-RF resonator-

7" x—dummy

particle motion

one Dee (wo Oees three Oees

Fig III.l Accelerating structures inoolving onet too or three Dees
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accelerating structures involving one, two or three Dees» We will

r«£er to these accelerating structures as one-, two- and three-Dee

systems respectively.

In the classical cyclotron with a one-Dee system, in which a high

voltage between the electrodes was necessary [Livingston 62], a

complete second Dee electrode was installed instead of the Dummy Dee.

However, in the AVF cyclotrons and synchrcyclotrons, in which

acceleration does not require high voltages, the Dee-Dummy system

offers more space for insertion of ion source, extraction system and

beam diagnostic equipment. The AVF cyclotron of the Eindhoven

University of Technology has a one-Dee system [Vérster 63].

In a two-Dee system the azimuthal extent of a Dee has been reduced

to values generally equal to or smaller than 90°. The two Dees are

180° separated in azimuth. This system is often used in separated

sector cyclotrons, in which the Dees are placed in the open space

between the sector magnets. The accelerating structure of the VICKSI

cyclotron illustrates this.

Three-Dee systems have been installed e.g. at Julich and Karlsruhe,

Germany (ISO 66). In such a system the Dees have to be separated 120°

in azimuth, whereas the azimuthal opening is, within bounds of course,

a free parameter.

Besides the configurations shown in fig III.I many other accelerating

structures are in use in cyclotrons (GANIL, Cyclone (Louvain-La-

Neuve), SIN, TRIUMF). They mostly differ in the way the high frequency

electric field is generated. However, for the description of

accelerated particles only the number of gaps and their azimuthal

positions are generally sufficient to characterize the structure. In

this chapter we are concerned with systems equal or similar to one-

and two-Dee systems.

The energy gain of a particle, crossing an accelerating gap, depends

on charge, amplitude of the time varying potential difference, the

moment the particles pass the middle of the gap and the path length

over which the particles feel the electric field. The width of the



ff

gap is especially important during the first few turns in a cyclotron.

In this chapter we will assume a very narrow gap and thus a stepwise

increase of energy. The moment of gap crossing is conveniently

expressed in a time difference with respect to the moment of maximum

potential difference over the gap. A time difference of 360

corresponds to a full period of the accelerating voltage. The

difference is commonly called high frequency phase (fyjp)-

In fig III.2 the moments of gap crossing at the two gaps, belonging

to one Dee electrode with an azimuthal opening angle of 2a, is

indicated for an arbitrary particle on the curve of the voltage of

the Dee as a function of time. Scaling the time in such a way that

the revolution time equals 2tr, the voltage can be represented by

V - V sin ht. V is the amplitude and h is the so called harmonic

number, which equals the ratio between revolution time of the

particles and period of the accelerating voltage. Since we know that

the time spent in the Dee equals h2a we represent the moments of gap

crossing of the two gaps tj and tj by $ - ha and $ + ha, respectively,

see fig III.2. The total energy gain becomes

AE - qV sin ($ - ha) + qV sin (• + ha)

* 2qV sin ha cos 4 (HI.l)

time

Fig III. 2 The momenta of gap crossing (tj and to), indicated on the
curve of the voltage of the Dee as a function of time
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If k Dee electrodes are involved the energy gain per turn is

AE = 2kV sin ha cos * (III.2)

From (III. 2) it follows that the maximum energy gain per turn (AE,,,^)

occors for $ • 0°, which corresponds to a crossing of the mid-Dee line

by the particle at the moment the voltage is zero. In fig III.2 also

the HF phase for the two gap crossings is indicated. However,

examining (III. 2) the quantity • turns out to be a better measure for

the energy gain per turn and may therefore be called the HF phase of

the particle on the considered turn. The final energy of a particle

is the sum of all energy gains per turn

Efinal

nmax

n-1
cos <Kn) (III.3)

'T «I

In an ideal AVF cyclotron the magnetic field is perfectly isochronous.

However, in practice the magnetic field will differ from a perfectly

isochronous field, resulting in a change of $ from turn to turn. The

relation between $ as a function of ladius and the deviation of the

real field to the isochronous field (dB/B) is [Livingood 61]

f2irq2B*sin * - sin + i n i t i a l + ^ h
max

f dB , . ,

J B~ r dr

In reverse the behaviour of $ as a function of radius contains

information about the magnetic field. After measuring <j> the field can

be corrected with the available trim coils. A method for computer

controlled correction has been developed by the group in Eindhoven.

We shall pay special attention to this subject in chapter VII as such

a system is in use at the VICKSI cyclotron.

Up to now we have ignored the influence of the acceleration on the

motion in the radial phase plane and vice versa. Often the particle

motion in the neighbourhood of resonances is examined by assuming

that the parameters in the equations of motion for non-accelerated

particles change slowly [Hagedorn 56]. However, a close examination

reveals that the time of gap crossing is not independent of the

position in radial phase plane. Generally there exists an interaction
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between the accelerating mechanism and the motion in this phase

plane. This may even be responsible for instable orbits.

In this chapter we will present a theory of accelerated particles,

which gives a description of the most important influences of a one-

Dee system and a two-Dee system on the radial and longitudinal

(Energy and HF phase) phase planes. To describe accelerated particles

we start with cartesian coordinates and with time as independent

variable. We note that the description of the magnetic field is

rather complex in this system, whereas the representation in

cylindrical coordinates with azimuth as an independent variable is

relatively simple (see chapter II). However, for the introduction of

the acceleration the cartesian coordinates turn out to be convenient.

••M

"\

First a short description of non-accelerated particles in a classical

cyclotron is treated to explain the way in which the particle motion

will be represented in this chapter. Then the one-Dee system and the

two-See system are taken into account, resulting in an analysis of

the coupling between radial and longitudinal motion.

In chapter IV we will indicate how our theoretical approach can be

used for the description of the motion in azintuthally varying fields

(e.g. first and second harmonics, gap crossing resonance), in

synchrocyclotrons (synchrotron oscillation) and in an omegatron

[Bijma 73].

III.2 Description of non-accelerated particles in cartesian

coordinates

Generally the motion of particles with respect to the SEO is

represented in radial phase plane, with as coordinates the radial

displacement and the radial momentum.

'yi

In this chapter we shall use another representation of the particle

motion. The total motion is split into the motion of the orbit centre

and the motion with respect to the orbit centre, denoted by circle

motion. The centre motion may be seen as the equivalent of the motion
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in radial phase plane, while the circle motion is determined by the

energy and the HF phase of the particles» The simplest illustration

is seen in a homogeneous magnetic field. As sketched in fig III.3, in

this case a particle describes a perfect circle, whose centre does not

move. A description in radial phase plane leads to a circle motion

with a frequency equal to the revolution frequency or, in other words,

with a radial oscillation frequency equal to unity. This illustrates

the majot difference between radial phase plane and the so-called

centre phase plane: the radial motion is a fast motion in comparison

with the centre motion (see also (II.1)).

Fig III.3 shows the coordinates of interest: the centre coordinates

x and y and the circle coordinates x . and y .. The energy of the

particle is represented by half the square of the radius of the

circle and the phase of the particle motion by its position on the

circle. The phase of the circle motion will facilitate the definition

of "central position phase" in section III.3. This definition is

important in examining the total horizontal motion and gives great

help to the interpretation of numerical and experimental results.

Note front fig III.3 that the particles, all starting from the same

point but in different directions, have different starting conditions

for their circle motion (the starting phase of the circle motion is

different).

particle

Fig III. 3 The motion of a particle in a homogeneous magnetics
field. It can be represented by a airale motion
foci* yoi) and a centre motion (xa, yol
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In a magnetic field of a classical cyclotron or AVF cyclotron i t is
much harder to define the centre position of a particle motion in ait
appropriate manner. The centre of curvature in a magnetic field is
not suitable since i t has a complicated motion, especially in an
azimuthally varying field. In a useful definition i t must follow
explicitly that the centre of the SEO l ies in the centre of the
cyclotron. The equations of motion provide a method to define such
an orbit centre: we define the centre motion as that part of the
motion which oscillates much more slowly than the main oscillation of
the motion and we project this motion around the centre of the
cyclotron (the particles follow the SEO when the slow motion has zero
coordinates). In the equations of motion this means that we rearrange
the position and velocity variables in such a way that after some
appropriate transformations the coefficients of the terms of one set
of variables are small and do not contain any fast oscillating parts
(with frequency equal to or larger than the revolution frequency).
Furthermore in the Hamilton formalism al l f irst degree terms should
disappear, so that for the considered set of variables (0, 0) is a
solution of the problem. This solution then represents the SEO.

1!
Is

The basic idea of the definition given above will be illustrated in

' this section for the case of an homogeneous and an inhomogeneous

axial symmetric magnetic field. Since we describe the particle motion

in cartesian coordinates, an AVF field has a very complicated form

and is therefore not treated here. Consequences for the approach for

these complicated fields are considered in chapter IV.
Si

Homogeneous field and definition of the new coordinate system

A symmetrical representation for the vector potential of a homogeneous

field with induction B , pointing in positive z-direction, is

tv
» 0 (III.5)

The Hamilton function for the particle motion becomes
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2 + s <V 2 (III-6)

In order to eliminate the constants q, m and B Q we define new

variables together with a new time unit based on the revolution

period, and adjust the Hamilton function accordingly

f «I

ui t
o

5 -J,
0111)2

(III.7)

Mote that the dimension of the canonical momentum is that of a length.

The time has become dimensionless. H has the dimension of length

squared. The new Hamilton function as a function of the new variables

is given by

H = •£• (III.8)

For easiness we will not consider the z-motion (this does not limit

our treatment). Now H is still a function of four canonical

variables. In this specific case of a homogeneous magnetic field we

introduce a transformation to four new variables (x, P* , y, P ) , two
y

of which appear to be constants of the motion. The generating function

of the transformation is•v —
P X
X y

(III.9)

where

+ x

y = y

This transformation yields a representation of the motion in x, y

by the motions in two separated phase planes as sketched in fig III.4.

In future we will refer to the x, y coordinates as position

coordinates (x , » ">-pos
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x(m)
t •«1

J U . 4 2%e trans/oPRUtion (III. 9) aorreaponds to a description
of the Xposi ypoe motion by two separated motions that
represent a description of the circle motion (%, PXt
expressed in m) and the centre motion (y, Pyt small with
respect to x, P~ and therefore expreaaed in mm)

The Hamilton function in (III.8) ie transformed to

H 2 Px + 2
(III.10)

The canonical pair y, P has disappeared out of H (cyclic variables)

and therefore form constants of the motion, Ci and C 2 respectively.

The solution of the x, y variables (x , y ) indicates the position

of the particle with respect to the centre of the cyclotron.

" Ro cos (t - to )

ypos " " Ro 8in (t " (III.11)
I 1

With R and t determined by initial conditions. From the well knowno o
solution of the particle motion in a homogeneous magnetic field we

may conclude that the variables P , y are identical to the x and y

position of the orbit centre and that the variables x, P are

identical to the x and y position of the particles with respect to

the orbit centre. Here the transformation (III.9) represents the

splitting of the total motion in the centre and circle motion, as

suggested in the introduction, by

pos centre xcircle

y m y + v
'pot 'centre 'circle
x " V — qA » y . .
pos x * x 'circle

Py - "'"circle (III.12)
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Fig III.3 already illustrated this relation between particle position

and new variables. We see that this case is an extreme example of a

slow moving part of the total motion» i.e. the centre does not move.

Axial symmetric magnetic fields

The axial symmetric magnetic field can be presented around the median

plane by

B • B 2<xxzx o

B » B 2ayz
y o
B • B (1 + ax2 + oy2 - 2az2 + ....) (III.J3)

We will consider a(x2 + y') as a snail quantity of the first order.

Au associated vecior potential in symmetrie form is

Ax " ~ i V ° + 1 • x 2 * iayZ"2("2 + ••••)

A = -j Box(l + -j ox
2 + -j oy2 - 2az2 + ....)

A = 0
z

(III.14)

Substitution and transformation to the convenient variables described

by (III.7) yields

H - i yz> -

-i [Py - j x (l + i a ü
2 + y2) - 2az2)]2

(III.15)

Analogous to the case of the homogeneous magnetic field, we want to

change the variables into variables that describe the circle motion

and the centre motion. We will now use the definition of orbit centre

as given in the introduction. For clearness' sake three successive

transformations will indicate how to fied the wanted variables (see

also [Corsten 77]. The first step is the transformation used in

the homogeneous field extended with the identical transformation of

P , z into P* , z (see (III.9)). Although it is obviously not the
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proper transformation for yielding the demanded splitting of motion,

it will bring us closer to this situation. The transformed Hamilton

function up to the first order is

±P (III.16)

In (III. 16) we assume that a(?2 + x2) is a small quantity and there-

fore we neglect all terms with a2. Furthermore we consider y, P , z,

P to be small quantities with respect to x, P and therefore only

terms up to the second degree in y, P , z, P are taken into account.

On examining the Hamilton function it turns out that first degree

terms in y, P are still present. In order to eliminate these terms

the next transformation is applied (here also a2 terms are neglected)

G .

S -i-2

7 y-}y-}«#,<*!•«*>

(III.17)

The resulting Hamilton function is

H - I (52 • Ï2) + { «(f* + £2)2

i a(£Py •

i 52 - aS2(Px • £
2) (III.18)

At this stage it turns out to be convenient to change the x, P

coordinates into their action angle variables by
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F - fix. sin

cos (III.19)

The action variable may be interpreted as the energy of the motion

expressed in m2. The angle variable, which is the phase of the circle

motion, is a cyclic variable, if we neglect the coupling term,

represented by the second or third line in (III.18). Hence E is a

constant of motion then. The y, P variables do not yet fit the

definition of centre coordinates, because the coefficient of the

second degree terms in y, P is still oscillating fast, as can be

seen by filling, in the zero order solution of 5c, P . Therefore a

third transformation is needed. The concept of transforming fast

oscillating terms to higher order in the Hamilton function is

extensively treated in [Hagedoorn 62a]. Froo this it follows that in

this case we only have to take into account the average of the present

terms, as, after transformation, the oscillating parts will contribute

to the second order of smallness in the considered degree, which we

neglect. The transformation needed will only shightly change the

variables. Consequently the Hamilton function we have to consider is

H - E + aE2 + aE(P2 + y2) + \ P2 - 2oEz2 (III.20)y * ' 2 z

The derivative of 4 with respect to time is well approximated by

• - - ( 1 + 2aE) - - £ - ui - - u (III.21)
o

This corresponds to the well known cyclotron frequency of the

particles w - q/m B, with q is charge and m is mass.

The oscillation frequencies for the y, P and z, P motion are

Uy 2aE OR I B dR I

U2 - - 4aE - - 2aR
2 - - u' (III.22)

with

R2 - S2 + P2

These results are in agreement with the results for v - 1 and v2

from the treatment in chapter II (see (11.25)).
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III.3 Accelerated particles in a one-Dee system

III.3.I General approach

A schoutical drawing of a one-Dee system is given in fig III.5. The

accelerating gap lies along the x-axis. Its gap in the y-direetion

is chosen so small that energy will change stepwise every time the

particles pass the gap. If the width of the gap is taken into account

the treatment given below does not change essentially. It will give

rise to a phase focusing effect that is described at the end of

section III.4.

- • •"<•

ref. aiis

dummy Dee —j-f ^ r - pus
ycenbe d( particle motion (Py.y)

centre of cyclotron

tig III. 5 A sahematioal dealing of a oner-Dee system, in which
the new introduced variables (Pyt y for the centre
motion and Et 4 for the circle motion) are indicated

. 1

As can be seen in fig III.5, the potential of the electric field may

be choosen to be zero for negative y p o s and equal to V cos ut for

positive ypos* H 1 6 potential as function of Xp O S > yp0S and t can

therefore be represented by

V - 9 He (y ) cos «it (111.23)

The Heaviside function He is a function identically equal to zero

for negative argument and identically equal to unity for positive

argument. This potential function will be used in the Hamilton

function to include the acceleration of the particles.

First ve shall investigate accelerated particles in a homogeneous

magnetic field. Subsequently the changes necessary to include an

axial symmetric magnetic field will be indicated.
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III. 3.2 Hpnogeneous^mjgnetic^field

A potential function is added to the Hamilton function for particles

in a homogeneous field( given in (III.6). On applying-transformation

(III.7) for a more convenient notation and transformation (III.9) to

yield the centre and circle coordinates, the new Hamilton function

is found to be (deleting the tilde over the canonical variables and

the bar ove» t)

H - -j Pj • -j x* • qV He (y + l»x) cos ht (III.24)

P , x *?e the variables for the circle motion, y. P are the variables

for the centre motion, q is the charge, V is related to the amplitude

of the voltage by V - V/u£m, h is the harmonic number of the

acceleration frequency and t is the independent variable (the time is

dimensionless).

A simplification of the Hamilton function is achieved by

transformation of x, P to action and angle variables E*. $*. They

have the same meaning as the action and angle variables in section

III. 2, namely "energy" and phase of the circle motion. Since the

particles rotate at the cyclotron frequency, a co-moving coordinate

system in the xP space, i.e. moving along with the particles, seems

appropriate. The two transformations involved are

1) to action-angle variables (see also (III.19)

x - /2Ë* cos •*

sin **

«••

2) to a co-moving coordinate system

E - E •

* - •* + t

TET • ~ E

(III.25)

(III.26)
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Furthermore, as ve take the magnetic field positive in the positive

x-direction, the particles rotate clockwise in fig III.5. Therefore

a positive value of • corresponds to a particle that passes the

positive x~axis at s later notnent than another particle with $ - 0.

The variables are indicated in fig III. 5. The new Hamilton function

in the coordinates (E, 4, •• * ) is

H - qV He (y + /2Ë sin (• - t) cos hfc (III.27)

In the Hamilton function for non-accelerated particles both y and P

are cyclic coordinates. In this case,, having acceleration taken into

account, ve see that only P is cyclic and consequently only y remains

constant. We aim now an expansion of H into such a form that the

influence of the acceleration on the particle motion can easily be

estimated.

Let us examine the argument of the Heaviside function. There will be

an infinite number of instants at which the argument changes from

positive to negative and vice versa. The topline in fig III.6 shows

an example of the Heaviside function as function of time for fixed

values of the variables. The second line shows the Heaviside function

with only sin (-t) as the argument. Finally the third line indicates

the difference between the two top lines. The width of the pulses,

that appear on the last line, are functions oi the variables ys E and

•• These widths are reduced to zero when y and $ go to a value of

zero. Due to this last property it seems more practical to use in the

potential term the function on the last line instead of the Heaviside

function. To accomplish this, we have to substract the function

qV He(- sin t) cos (ht) (fig III.6b) from the Hamilton function. This

is permitted without further action, because this last function

depends on the independent variable t only.

We denote the function, sketched on the last line of fig III.6, as

F(y, E, f, t). The Hamilton function becomes

qV F(y, E, 4, t) cos ht (III.28)

Due to the periodicity of F it is possible to Fourier analyse F. Thus

we find (with Atx and &t2 defined in fig III.6)
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2nk

He(-sin t)

F(y.E.tp.t)

'i T ' f l

UI. 6* The Ueaoiaide function in (III. 27) aa a function of time
for arbitrary valuea of the variablea (a) and for ain-t
oa an argument (b). The difference betueen these too
functions ia aeen in (c). The quantities Afcj and Ai2 can
be expreaaed aa function of the variablea

F - a + I a cos nt + I b sin nt
n-1

(III.29)

with
a„ - -~ (Ata - At2)

1 . r-h»an " ™ 8in

"n-ir-ir008^!-
sin nAt2

The time widths At! and At2 are determined by the moment the argument

of the Heaviside function changes sign. Note that physically this

corresponds to ths moment a particle passes the gap. Thus

Ati is determined by y + /ÏE sin (* - t) - 0 with t - Ati mod 2tf

At2 is determined by y + 1/2Ë sin ($ - t) - 0 with t - At2 + w mod 2ir

or for

At2:
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y + /5Ê sin (• - Atj) - 0

y - /S sin (• - At2) - 0 (III.30)
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fe-
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Now it follows

Ati « 4 +

At2 - • "

arcsin

arcsin (III.31)

We shall denote arcsin (y//2E) by 6. Since /2Ë corresponds to the

radius of the circle motion, see (III.25), the quantity P is equal

to the angle between the Dee gap and the vector (x, Px> at the moment

the particle crosses the gap. This is illustrated in fig III.7. Thus

(III.31) is simple to understand.

VS

Fig III. 7 The relation between Atj (corresponding to the moment
the partiële crosses the middle of the Dee gap) and
the canonical variables. The quantity B is indicated.
We see that A*i = • + B

The Hamilton function becomes i/f
H " qV {a + £ a cos nt + J b sin nt> cos ht

n-1 n n«l

with ao - |

odd n a » —- (sin n<J> cos nB)n nir
2

b • — (1 - cos n$ cos nB)

even n a • - r (cos n$ sin nB)
n nil

b » —- (sin nifi sin nB)n a*

with B - arcsin
2E

(III.32)
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Now we have determined the functional form of the Hamilton function

in terms of the centre coordinates y, P and the circle coordinates

E, 9, where 9 is the angular position with respect to the"co-moving

coordinate system.

The accelerated equilibrium orbit

With the Hamilton function (III.32), determining the motion of

accelerated particles, it is possible to define an accelerated

equilibrium orbit, abbreviated by AEO. We remaind the reader that

in this Hamilton function F is a cyclic coordinate, so that y is

a constant of that motion. As we require that the AEO is a symmetric

solution, y = 0 seems to be an appropriate choice. Consequently the

Hamilton function for the E, <j> motion contains only terms with

odd n. The variable 9 is constant, because E is now also a cyclic

coordinate. The energy E of the AEO as a function of time can be

found by solving the equations of motion

,$) • qV{ ][ — sin n$ cos nt + — ( I - cos n<f>)sin nt}cos ht
I »3»

J|3

-rr— = -5T • qV { £ — (cos n$ cos nt + sin n? sin nt) }cos ht
a t 0 9 1 1 "1 J

qV cos ht I (-J)k 6(t - <f> + kir)
k=-« °

(111.33)

For odd values of h, the harmonic number of the accelerating frequency

dE
•gr2 = qV cos h* I 6(t - 4. + kir)
dt k—«

(III.34)

For even h the coefficients of the delta functions contain an extra

(-l)k term.

The equation for dEQ/dt fits perfectly into the physical idea we have

of the acceleration, for the energy increases with the amount

qV cos h$ the particle crosses the acceleration gap, this happens

avery time when t = 9 mod ir.
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Note that for even h no effective acceleration occurs, due to the

fact that the particle is alternatingly accelerated and decelerated.

Integration of (III.34) yields the accumulated energy after N turns

E - 2qV N cos h* (III.35)

neglecting for the moment a possible initial energy.

•-fart

Instead of immediately solving the differential equation for E we can

also transform away the oscillating terms in the Hamilton function by

a transformation of the energy variable via

I - E {1 + |£ cos
n=2,4, irn

s i n - t)} (III.36)

The generating function is

G - -
- 2 r cosfn» - (n-h)t) cosfn» - (ni-h)t)

- qV - I (n - h)n + (n + h)

"i3 (III.37)

The second part of the right sight of (III.36) is the integral of the

series £ cos n($ - t). This series represents a train of delta

functions as sketched in fig III.8a.

qV cos h<t> E - cos n(<|>-t)

(a)

integral of (a)

qV cos h<)>-

ip«2TC

(b)

Fig III. 8 The function I aoa n(i - t) and its integral as a function
of time, describing the difference between the real energy
behaviour and the smooth energy behaviour

The integral sketched in f ig III.8b describes the difference between
the stepwise energy gain in time with respect to the description of a
smoothly varying energy, that increases linearly in time. The
resulting Hamilton function for the Ë, $ motion i s
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H m qV sin h*
ir h

(III.38)

The solution for Ê from the corresponding differential equations is

equal to (III.35) with N = t/2ir.

With (III.32) the equation for P is

dP o o _ 3H _ _ 3H jMS,
dt 3y 3B 3y

(III.39)

with

B = arcsin

If we take for the AEO y = 0 so that B - 0, we find only terms with

even n

dP
(cos n$ cos nt + sin roj> sin nt) > cos ht

Uven n

cos ht - 6(t - <f> + kir) (III.40)

The solution of P shows that the orbit centre is displaced alongyo
the gap at the moment the particle passes the gap (P corresponds to

the x-direction)• This displacement is due to the stepwise increase

in radius of curvature of the particle motion, corresponding to a

stepwise increase in E. The integration constant in the P motion

can be adapted in such a way that the limit of very large E (large

with respect to qV)the centre lies in the centre of the cyclotron.

The total solution for the AEO in the coordinates y, P (centre

coordinates) and x, P (circle coordinates which follow from E, <j>

via (III.25) and (III.26)), is schematically expressed in a plot of

the two phase planes.

Note from (III.34) and (III.40) that the AEO is different for

different «^-values.

Motion with respect to the AEO

Knowing the AEO, we like to examine the particle motion with respect

to the AEO. A Hamilton function will be formulated up to the second
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circle mot ion

%

Ë

I
• • r * l

total motion

Hg III. 9 The motion of the AEO in the xPXJ yPy phase planes and in
the position coordinates x„0Si yp08

degree in yiPy« Within each degree the coefficients of the terms are

taken up to the most important order in which qV/E is considered to be

of first order. (We regard y to be small with respect to /2E so that

y//2E is also seen as a first order term of smallness) The Hamiltonian,

that rises after application of the transformation to be derived from

(III.37) i.e. introduction of the smooth energy variable, is given by

H =

with a = 8/iro

a
n
 cos nt ht

2 _
odd n a_ = —• sin n$ (cos nB - 1)

XL an

rnr
cos n4> (cos nB - 1)

even n a = — cos n$ sin nBn nir

b = — sin n$ sin nBn nir (III.41)

B - arcsin ( y / / S ) where E has to be expressed in the new variables
(of (111.36)). Now B is expanded into a power expansion of y//2Ë~.
The expansions of the different terms are then

B • arcsin
•'ZË

_ T W ü ü a

fiË 6 (^2Ë)3 I ^ Ë J
+ O

sin nB

( c o s n B - 1 ) = - • ! • •

+ O

2Ë
•+ o (III. 42)

j3

•'1

1
•ê

1
_,a3;

l ' f

' - 1 " fT7"J — l~' "tl -^-t-^Y • | ~ * ~ ^ J . ^ T - J ,
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After substitution in the Hamiltonian and some rearrangement it

follows that

qV s*-n
n " it h

- 2 _ qV { [ - + 7 — cos n(i " O] cos ht}
/2Ë U 2 ,4, ïï

1 f-2-1 qV { [ - I •§• n sin n(+ - t ) ] cos ht}
2 WaU 1,3, *

+ TT6
- - I - (n2 - 1) cos n(i - t)] cos ht}
* 2,4, *

III.43)

We introduce new variables y and V , which describe the motion in yP

with respect to the centre motion of the AEO. The variables Ë and $

have been kept, because they are in fact in common use and easy to

understand.

The form of the transformation in y, P , with yo> P equal to the

solution of the centre of the AEO (i.e. y = 0), is

• 2 (III.44)

:>•

Foe simplicity's sake we keep Ê, $ instead of E and |.

Since the AEO is a real solution of the problem the transformation

(III» 44) will be taken in such a way that the first degree terms
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shall vanish. Of the remaining terms only resonant terms will now be

taken into account. Non-resonant terms can be transformed to higher

order [Hagedoorn 62a]. A replacement of E by Ë does not effect the

Hamilton function to first order either. Finally we arrive at the

surprisingly simple expression for the Hamilton function of the centre

motion and the circle motion in a one-Dee system with a homogeneous

field.

H
qV sin hj»
ir h

h SÏ sin (III.45)

15-

In the next subsection a non-homogeneous axial symmetric magnetic

field is incorporated.

III. 3.3 Axial_symmetric_magnetic_field

To take an axial symmetric magnetic field into account, a potential

function for the one-Dee system (see (III.23)) must be added to the

Hamilton function given in (III.20). The vertical motion is omitted

to keep the calculation clear. After the transformation into a moving

coordinate system, the Hamilton function is

aE(P2 y2)

+ qV He(y, P , E, cos ht (III.46)

l-il

We have to express the argument of the Heaviside function in the

variables of the centre motion (y, P ) and the circle motion (E, $).

The transformation that leads to the appropriate splitting of the

variables, differs slightly from the transformation that does this

in a homogeneous field. With the help of (III.17) the position

coordinate in the y-direction ( y , see (III.12)), expressed in the

circle and centre coordinates, is up to the first order in ct(x2 + P2)

or aE

v » (y + P ) {1 -'pos J x

~" sin («. - t) (III.47)
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(The shifting of fast oscillating terms into a higher order, which

was necessary to obtain the first part of the Hamilton function in

(III.46) (see section III.2) has again been neglected. We remaind

the reader that aE is a first order quantity. Throughout the whole

treatment second order terms have been neglected.)

•rn

The argument of the Heaviside function is in fact equal to y and

therefore given by (III.47). As (1 - 3/2ctE) is always larger than

zero, the argument is only zero when y + P = 0 and consequently the

argument may be replaced by y + P . Then the expression for the

potential function does not differ from the expression in the case

of a homogeneous field. Therefore we copy the expansion of the

potential function as given in (III.43). Remember that in this

equation E represents the smooth energy variable. As we already have

remarked before, a replacement of E by Ê in (III.43) does not effect

this Hamilton function in the first order. We now arrive at the

Hamilton function equivalent to (III.43).

H

_ qV {[i + l | cos n (* - t)] cos ht}
fii * 2 ,4 , w

+ 1

•i

qV {[- ^ — n sin n (| - t)] cos ht}
1,3, *

3 _ 1 2 -
qV {[+ l - (n2 - 1) cos n (£ - t)] cos ht}

* 2,4, *
(III.48)

We substract the centre motion of the AEO from the y, F motion, so

that all first degree terms in y and P vanish and keep only resonant

terms. The final Hamilton function up to second degree in y and up to

first order in qV/2E and aE becomes

12

a£ Bin (III.49)
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The first term (a!2) represents the non-isochronous field. From the

coefficients of y2 and P2 follows the expression for v - 1 • 2oE,

the oscillation frequency of the centre motion. In this case the

particles move clockwise around the cyclotron centre (see (III.25)).

The mathematical expression for the AEO is complicated. Now P is no

more a cyclic coordinate and therefore the solution of the AEO has a

small y (t). Therefore the energy gain per turn is not anymore

proportional to cos h$ but to cos h($ + +o) with $Q - hyof</2Ë as yo

has to be inserted in (III.48). Since y //ËÏFmay be seen as a first

order term, it yields in (III.39) only coefficients of second order

in any degree and is therefore neglected. Furthermore, the phase of

the AEO changes due to the non-isochronous field. In fig III.10 the

motion is sketched in the x, P plane, the y, P plane and the

x , y plane, in which the sum of the first two motions ispos 'pos r

represented. When we examine the motion in the y, P plane closely,

we see that it is not a closed motion, but that the figure slowly

shrinks with one over the square root of E.

Tt(Vr-1>

circle motion centre motion total motion

Fig III. 10 The motion of the AEO in the xPx, yP„ phase plane and in
the position aoordinates Xp08t ypog vn case of an axial
symmetric magnetic field

In section III.4 we treat some examples in which the above described

theory is used.

III. 3.4 The_de£inition_of J>P_j»hase_

In the foregoing paragraphs we have seen that a proper description of

the total particle motion is obtained by dividing it into a centre and
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a circle motion. The canonical conjugated variable of the energy is

the phase of the circle motion. Coupling between centre and circle

motion only appears in the second degree in y, P .

It is common use to define the HF phase of a particle with respect to

the phase of the Dee voltage. Zero phase of the particle coincide

with the Dee voltage at its maximum. Hence the moment of crossing of

the middle of the gap determines its phase. The time of gap crossing,

however, is determined by both centre and circle motion and therefore

the HF phase is not a properly canonical variable. The HF phase has

the advantage that one can measure it and that it follows very easily

from numerical orbit integration. In spite of this advantage, for the

description of the total motion it is more appropriate to identify

the particle according to their energy and the phase of the circle

motion.

To emphasize the difference between both phase definitions, we will

take the phase of the circle motion (in RF degrees) to be the central

position phase (CP phase), as it determines the phase of the particle

motion with respect to its centre position. In order to assure that

particles that are too late, have negative CP phase, the relation

between CP phase and the quantity $ (see (III.26)) is

• ™ - - h« (III.50)

and CP phase (<t>Cp) at the momentThe relation between HF phase ($

the particle crosses the positive x-axis, can be determined by using

(III.31) in which Atj determines the time of the gap crossing and

therefore corresponds to $ (r is radius).
HI?

'CP - h arcs in (III.51)

Concluding there are two main reasons why the CP phase is preferable'

to the HF phase:

1. The CF phase is independent of the centre motion and therefore

unique on a single turn. A measurement of the HF phase at an

arbitrary azimuth does not yield a good value for the estimate

of the energy gain.
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2. The CP phase and the energy form a canonical pair, whereas the

HF phase and the energy do not. Using the HF phase, an apparent

coupling may show up between on the one hand energy, phase and

on the other hand the centre motion. This becomes more

pronounced in the case of a high harmonic acceleration.

We will pay special attention to the CF phase in section III.7 in

which examples, calculated with numerical orbit integration will

underline the statements given above. See also [Schulte 76e,

Schulte 78b].

III.4 Applications in a one-Dee system

A general form of (III.49) may be formulated, which describes the

centre and circle motion in a one-Dee system and a cyclotron magnetic

field with an arbitrary form

- f(ï)

(III.52)

In what follows we will omit the bars over the variables. The

derivative of the function f(E) with respect to E equals the relative

deviation (SB) of the magnetic field with respect to its isochronous

value (B. ) . Hamilton's canonical equations illustrate this, as

}• 3H/3E 2L 3f/3E should give £ * 3B/Bigo. The quantity v is the

radial oscillation frequency of the SEO. This quantity may also

contain contributions from azimuthally varying fields. Although we

did not prove this, it turned out that no essential errors are made

in comparison with numerical orbit integration, when v and f (E) are

given in tables. It has to be mentioned that consequently the gap

crossing resonance is not included [Gordon 62]. In chapter VI we

consider the AVF field and the gap crossing resonance more closely.

III.4.1 The description of^thg^coupling effect in the centre motion

(y« F phase plane)
j

to gain an insight into the effect of the coupling in the y, P phase
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plane, we assume for a moment that E and • are fixed. On this

assumption the motion in the y, F plane is described by

V I aF* • I by* (III.53)

with

v t - l

The presence of the term - 1/2 qV/2ir h(sin hi(i/2E)y2 can be explained

by means of a simple argument. Due to a displacement of the orbit

centre in the positive y-direction, the particles arrive too late at

the gap in the positive x-direction and too early at the gap in the

negative x-direction. As indicated in fig III.11 a particle with a

non-zero phase will experience then different acceleration voltages

during subsequent gap crossings, resulting in a netto shift of the

orbit centre into the x-direction.

r2n gap V

tYpos
I centre
: ƒ

icle

*pos

Fig III. 11 An off-oentered particle with non-zero phase experiences
different acceleration voltages at the two gap crossings.
This results in a netto shift over one turn of the orbit
centre into the x-direction (* centered particles,
* off-centered in y-direction)

The main properties of the motion can be investigated by examining

the flow lines on which the orbit centre moves. When the quantities

a and b, defined in (III.53), have the same sign the flow lines in

the y, F plane are ellipses. A dangerous situation may occur when

a and b differ much in magnitude becauce then the excentricity of the

ellipse becomes very large. When a and b differ in sign no stable

motion exists: all flow lines are hyperbolas. When we assume a positive

v, the motion is stable when the next condition holds
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or with (III.SO)

*CP
2E

> 0 (III.54)

Especially for cyclotrons with small positive \>r - 1, high harmonic

number and low injection energy, this condition may not be fulfilled

in a region of positive $ values, corresponding to negative CP phases

(see section III.3.4).' The motion of the particles with negative <fr

values (thus positive CP phases) will not be effected seriously.

In fig III. 12 the change in time of an area in phase plane is

illustrated for the case that (III.54) does not hold. After several

turns originally circular surface will .be stretched. Since the

coupling effect will lose its significance at larger radii, because

E becomes large, the stretching process will diminish and the

stretched surface will finally start to rotate. Then the well known

'precessional mixing' may occur and experimentally the beam seems

to occupy a surface in the y, P phase plane that is much larger

than at injection. In fig III.12 the area stretches to such an

extent that an increment of a factor 10 can be expected.

Note that this coupling has also a larger influence on the centering

of a beam. Consider for example the unshaded area in fig III. 12.

After several turns the geometrical centre of this area has drifted

away considerably, Due to the linearity of the Hamilton function in

the y, P variables this off-centering has no extra influence on the

shape of the area. However, when too large oscillation amplitudes

appear higher degree terms in the Hamilton function must be taken

into account.

1) 'preoessional mixing' is Ohe effect that the rotation of an area
in y, Py phase plane dependa on the CP phase for particles with
the same energy, due to different numbers of revolution. In oase
thie area has the form of an ellipse, thé contribution of all
areas for different phases will show an area with enlarged
surface.
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Fig III. 12 The effect of the coupling on the j/, P„
motion in oase (III.S4) does not hold

III.4.2 The description of the coupling effect_inthe_E-$ phase

plane

Let us assume for the time being that y and P are fixed and the
1) .

magnetic field is isochronous. Then the Hamilton function for the
2)

E—4> motion is

• ^fei) (111.55)

•• r m

As H is not an explicit function of time, H is constant. Therefore we

can relate the starting values of the variables to the values at

large radius, where E is so large that the terms between the brackets

in (III.55) can be replaced by unity. The starting values have index

i and the values at large radius have index f

hy?
in h«L CI - -ftf) ' sin h+fsin (III.56)

1) This assumption is not essential, but merely serves to simplify
the picture.

2) The phase focusing due to a Dee voltage changing vtith radius, as
described by Joho [Joho 74], does not follow from this Hamilton
function, because We assumed V to be constant. If it has to be
incorporated, the changing voltage plue the induced magnetic
field must be incorporated into the original Hamilton function.
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Thus a final phase occurs which depends on the centre position in the

y-direction. For example when h • 3, y - 5 mm, IU - 20 nm (R? - ZE/i,

a starting CP phase of 30° (4cp - - h*) gives a final CP phase of

21 . However, in practice the centre position changes, due to a non-

zero v - 1 and realistic results are only obtained by numerical

integration of Hamilton's equations.

III.4.3 Calculations

The equations of motion, following from the Hamilton function in

(III. 52) are

§ - f cosM-gcosh^

* - ( V r " I ) P y

(111.57)

as
y

Here the variation of v as a function of E is neglected as v

generally changes adiabaticly. However, it can be simply incorporated

if one needs to know its influence. Expressing these differential

equations in more handsome coordinates like turn number instead of

time and CP phase instead of the phase $, yields

£ - 2*5».

t
dP

dn

2ir(v -r

' - 2n(vr - Dy - qV sin 2E
(111.58)

where E « | r 2
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These differential equations are integrated numerically. The values

of df/dE and v as a function of radius are given in tables. In this

case the particles move clockwise. Anti-clockwise motion is considered

when we replace P by"-P in (III.58).

We shall now treat two examples. The first will be based on the

physical parameters of the TRIUMF accelerator [Warren 71] and the

second on those of the cyclotron at the Eindhoven University of

Technology [Verster 62].

The coupling effect in the y, P phase plane was first seen by Bolduc

and Mackenzie in their numerical calculations for TRIUMF [Bolduc 71].

To compare our results with Bolduc's and Mackenzie's» obtained by

complete orbit integration, we use data, corresponding to TRIUMF1s.

Starting conditions are R. = 0.30 m or E =• 0.045 m 2 (injection is at

the start of the "second turn"), the harmonic number of the

acceleration frequency is 5 and we use three different values for

v - 1 (0, 0.01, 0.02). The influence of the azimuthal variation is

only taken into account via v - 1. Fig III.13 gives the result of

the calculations after 10, 25 and 50 turns for particles with CP

phases of *_ 30° [Schulte 76b].

For negative CP phases an elongation occurs in the y, P space plane.

For a positive CP phase this elongation is almost negligible. The

results axe in good agreement with the results given in [Bolduc 71].

This also illustrates that (III.58) provide a proper description of

the orbit motion. Moreover the assumption that the azimuthally

variation of the field may be represented by the v - 1 values only,

proves to be right in this case.

It is clear that in this case acceleration on a negative CP phase

should be avoided. However, a negative CP phase is needed for

vertical stability [Kramer 63]. Three different solutions exist to

compensate for the influence of this coupling, thus opening the

possibility of obtaining sufficient vertical focusing. These three

solutions have already been proposed in [Dutto 72] as results of

numerical investigations. The theory presented in this chapter gives

an analytical proof.
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JXT. 33 2%e motion of a grid in yt Py phase plane (centre motion)
for different values of vr - 1 and for ± 30° CP phase.
For negative CP phases a strong influence of the coupling
is seen. The particle motion is clochHse
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1. The first way out is the introduction of a higher harmonic

component into the frequency of the acceleration voltage. In

(III.41) the term cos ht must then replaced by

cos ht - Yj. cos kht, where Y^ is the ratio of the k-th harmonic

to the fundamental frequency (k is an odd number). The term,

describing the coupling between centre and circle motion (see

(III.45)) then becomes

h (sin h$ + y. k sin kh<|>) (III.59)

We can adjust y. in such a way that the coupling term equals zero.

For example when k = 3 and h » 30° the proper value for f, is

- 0.17.

2. The second possibility to overcome the influence of the coupling

is the introduction of a second harmonic component in the magnetic

field. By choosing such a second harmonic component (A2) that its

maximum value lies on the same azimuth as the position of the Dee

gap, the Hamilton function for the y, F motion ((III.53)) must be

extended with two terms (see [Hagedoorn 62a] and chapter V).

H = \ (V + A2)Pj + I (V - A2 - £•
 h "*g h V (111.60)

with

v • v r - l

The criteria for stability now become

v + A 2 > 0

(III.61)

A good choice may be

which yields

_
2

af
2TT

h sin
4E (III.62)

If, instead of the value of the second harmonic component, A2, its

radial derivative is also taken into account, A 2 in (III.60) has
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to be replaced by A2 + 1/2 A2 (see [Hagedoorn 62a]). Often A2 may

be very important indeed. The above given choice for A2 results

in a circle for the motion of the orbit centre in phase plane.

However, for decreasing radius the second harmonic component has

to go to zero. Therefore optimal compensation of the coupling will

probably be obtained by a second harmonic that equals zero at zero

radius and its rapidly increasing to a value a bit larger than

indicated by (III.62). However, only integration of Hamilton's

equations will provide the correct functional relation between

A2 and the radius.

'a
'#
"•4

3

'1

:'£.

3. The third solution is the introduction of phase slipping. After

the first few turns (for TRIUMF 5, for Eindhoven 20) the vertical

focusing of the magnetic field will be adequate. The CP phase of

- the particles can then be shifted from negative to positive

values by a non-isochronous field. Due to the phase dependend

coupling effect, the stretching only occurs in this case during

the first few turns and will even be corrected somewhat in the

region of positive phases. This method is in use at the TRIUHF

accelerator.

In fig III. 14 two examples are given of the phase slipping method

for the situation of v - 1 - 0.01. The CP phase as a function of

the turnnumber is plotted in the inserts. Phase areas in y, P

plane after 50 turns for different starting CP phases are given.

The results should be compared with the case of a CP phase equal

m
to - 30° and - 1 = 0.01 in fig III.13.

Up to now we have not considered the motion in the E—4» plane. With

the starting conditions of the above given examples no notable effect

of the coupling on the motion in the E-$ plane can be expected. The

spread in y of 5 mm should be compared with the injection rsdius of

300 mm. Then the value of the term 1 - h2y2/4E in (III.51) equals

0.996.

We- also applied the theory to conditions of the cyclotron of the

Eindhoven University of Technology. In this cyclotron the harmonic

number normally equals 1. In order to accelerate heavy ions one has

to use a harmonic number equal to 3 or higher. Due to the geometry
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start after SO turns

f>cp~20°

W'

Fig III. 14 Reduation of the coupling effect in two examples of phase
slipping. The areas for $QP = - 20° in the first example
and $CP - °° in i^le second example should be compared
with fig III. 13 for v r - 1 = 0.01 and $CP = -

 30°- The
CP phase dependency of the coupling effect is clearly
seen

of source-puller system maximum current on the first turn can be

expected around a CP phase of - 40° [Schulte 75aJ. In fig III.15 areas

in centre coordinates are given for CF phases of - 30°, - 40° and

- 50 , after 20 turns for the first and third harmonic acceleration.

The improvements at the third harmonic operation, when there is a

phase slip towards more positive CP phases, is also illustrated. Such

a phase slip is easily obtained in existing cyclotrons, since circular

correction coils for adaption to an isochronous field are already

present.

[
'I
i1
ri
-1

•;.- i
j •

The influence of the coupling into the E—(p plane may not be neglected

now. A displacement of 5 mm perpendicular to the acceleration gap

(y direction) has already much influence en the E-$ motion. To

illustrate this we projected the beam in the E-<J>-y-P space on the

P -$ plane. The coordinate y does not change very much. Conditions

are taken in accordance with those used in the calculations for
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fig III. 15, 3rd harmonic vithout phase slipping. Note the phase

focusing for large y-values, already predicted in (III.56). However,

at the same time we see a larger P width. I
•tm

L30

-30

0,01

1 ' .* ' JJJjb
turnnumbet

-aoi

•002

.« .20

radius c

3

leharm

3eharm

30-

1 0

turnnumber

"Pi-=-3Cf

-3e harm

: M
;V--i

III. IS The motion of an area in the y, Pj. plane for different
negative CP phases in case of a first or third havmonia
acceleration in the Eindhoven cyclotron. In the third
harmonic acceleration phase slipping reduces the
influence of the coupling, as is seen in the lower part
o f the figure. The corresponding CP phase behaviour is
indicated. The particle motion is anti-clockoise
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i'
harmonic without phase slipping. Note the phase focusing for large

y-values, already predicted in (III.56). However, at the sane time

we see a larger P width»

We compared the analytical results with the results obtained by
numerical orbit integration. For the calculation of in i t ia l orbits
in the Eindhoven AVF cyclotron a computer code is available, in which
use is made of a complete map of the electric f ield. This electric
field map has been obtained by measuring the field strength in a
magnetic model of the cyclotron, the so-called magnetic analogon.
This magnetic analogon method has been developed by Hazewindus and
Van Nieuwland [Hazewindus 74] and is in use at the Eindhoven
University of Technology* •

In our calculations a Dee voltage was used that yielded a radius
of 40 mm after one turn. This i s twice as large as in normal
operation conditions and in the calculations for fig III.16-

h=3

ii,3,5mm

Pig III. 16 Projection of the particle motion on the P„-$ plane. The
shaded Burfaoe is the initial surface wiHh constant y-
value at the first turn with radius 21 mm (to- = 12 mm).
The harmonic number is 3. Three different surfaces are
followed for initial y-yalues of 1, 3 and S mm. The
result after 20 turns is indicated. A stretching in the
Vy direction goes together with a focusing in ̂ -direction.
Tor y > S mm a proper description of the motion in this
cyclotron requires an expansion to a higher degree

1

1

; w
• fr' il
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Fig III. 17 Projection of the particle motion on the Py-$ plane after
20 turns obtained by numerical orbit integration. The
phase and y position of a particle as function of turn-
number are given in the insert. Starting conditions are
Si = 40 rm3 Mi = 20 mm, Py-$ values for different y as
indicated by the shaded area. The large phase compression
effect with respect to the analytical results in fig
III. 16 is caused by the extension of the Dee gap

We chose this high Dee voltage to avoid non-linearities due to the

source-puller geometry. The results of the calculations are given in

fig III.17.

What is most remarkable is that the phase focusing is much larger

than the one found by the analytical results. Furthermore there is a

component in the electric field that displaces the y-position of the

orbit centre during acceleration over about 10 mm in the negative

y-direction. This component has not been taken into account in the

analytical calculation, so that a direct comparison is not possible.

However, it is clear that the effects found by the use of the

analytical study also appear in these calculations.

i
'fi
3

jp

The extra phase bunching effect (from 30° init ial $ width to 12° in
ClT

fig III.17) is due to the extension of the acceleration gap. In this

case the gap tridth is 20 mm and the vertical opening of the Dee is

25 mm. Here, the electric field has an effective extension of about

37 mm corresponding to an azimuthal extension on the first turn of

w
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about 60° [Hazewindus 74]. In our analytical treatment we have assumed

stepwise acceleration up to now. It is obvious that in this case this

assumption does not hold for the first two turns. The extension of the

Dee gap can be taken into account by replacing the block functions in

fig III.6 by trapezium-like functions. The new coefficients, a and b

of the Fourier analysis, expressed in the a , b coefficients derived

in (III.32), are

- _ sin (hn/2)
n " an hn/2

sin (hn/2)b = bn n (III.63)

where n = azimuthal extension of the Dee gap.

t #

The new Hamilton function that describes centre and circle motion in

a homogeneous magnetic field is (compare with (III.45))

H qV s i n hfr s i n (hn/2)
it h hn72

qV s i n h» h 2 y 2 s i n (hn/2)
~ 2it h 2E hn/2 (III.64)

If the azimuthal extension of the Dee gap is constant as a function

of the radius, the new Hamilton function will only differ by a

constant factor from the old Hamilton function in (III.32) and

consequently in that case a strong extra bunching effect does not

appear (see (III.56)). However, in case of a constant gap width the

opening quantity n will be inversely proportional to the radius.

The Hamilton function for the E-$ motion is still time independent.

Therefore we can establish a relation between the initial and final

CP phases, e.g. for y •> 0 we find

sin (hnj/2)
sin *CP,init hnT72 sin *CP,final

sin (hnf/2)
(III.65)

where n. « initial and nf «• final azimuthal extension of the

electric field.

Assuming that nf tends to zero, the CP phase will be bunched with a

factor sin (tn./2)/hn./2. In our example this equals 0.64, which

corresponds roughly to the results from the numerical calculations

t
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(extensions of the electric field over 40 mm, the initial radius

40 nan, n. • 60 ). These bunching effects have also been described

numerically in [Van Nieuwland 74]. Bohm and Foldy theoretically

indicated this effect, called phase bunching, as early as 1947

[Bohm 47].

III.5 Accelerated particles in a two-Dee system

III.5.1 General approach

In this section a Hamilton function is derived which describes the

centre and circle motion of accelerated particles in a cyclotron with

a two-Dee system. The treatment is similar to the one in section

III.3 where a one-Dee system is considered.
*

A schematical drawing of a two-Dee system is given in fig III. 18. The

«id Dee lines coincide with the x-axis and the azinuthal extension

of one Dee equals 2a. The angle a characterizes the Dee structure and

is a free parameter in our treatment. We will refer to it as the

'half Dee angle'. Furthermore we assume stepwise acceleration as the

particles cross the gap.

Fig III. 18 A sahematioal drawing of a two-Dee system
with half-Dee angle equal to a. In the text
we will refer several timss to the different
gap crossings by the indiaated numbers

Two different classes of potential distributions of the electric

field can be chosen. The first class is represented by (the so-called

push-push mode)

.1

•ï

1
i
3rï

y •
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V = V He (arg) sin hut

arg • - (cos ay + sin ox)(cos ay - sin ax) (III.66)

where h is the harmonic number of the acceleration frequency. The

Heaviside function He is equal to unity inside the Dees and equal to

zero outside the Dees. The part of the potential function depending

on time is represented by sin hut. In this way we incorporated that

both Dees oscillate in phase. For acceleration the harmonic number

is limited to even numbers.

•im

In the second class of potential distributions both Dees oscillate

with a 180° phase difference, permitting only odd harmonic numbers:

the so-called push-pull mode of operation. To choose this mode we

have to replace the Heaviside function in (III.66) by a function

thSt equals plus unity in one Dee and minus unity in the other Dee.

We «ill carry out the calculation regarding the push-push mode only.

Ill.5•2 The_homogeneous_magnetic_field

We start with the treatment of accelerated particles in a homogeneous

field. Applying transformation (III.7) and transformation (III.9),

due to which scaling and separation in the centre and circle motion

is performed, the new Hamilton function (skipping the bars over the

variables) is

H-I + -i x2 + qV He (arg) sin ht

arg = - (cos a (y + P ) + sin a (x + P ))

(cos a (y + Px) - sin a (x + P )} (III.67)

P , x are the variables for the circle motion, P , y those for the
_ y

centre motion, q is the charge, V is related to the amplitude of the
RF voltage by V = V/u^ m> n ±B t n e harmonic number of the acceleration
and t i s the independent variable (time, expressed in radians).

V..,. ,'

The P^, x variables for the circle motion are transformed into action

and angle variables E, ifr where $ is the angular position with respect

to a coordinate system moving at a frequency equal to the cyclotron

frequency. In our scaled variables the frequency is equal to I.
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For 4 is zero, the particle will cross the positive x-axis at

t m 0 mod 2ir. The transformations are given in (III.25) and (III.26).

The new Hamilton function in the coordinates (E, $, y, P ) is

H - qV He (arg) sin ht

arg - — (cos o y* + sin a x*)(cos a y * - sin o x*) (III.68)

with

y* - y + SÏË sin ($ - t)

x* - P + JÏË cos (<|> - t)

For values y • P " 0 and <f> - 0, the argument is

arg - - 2E sin (t - a) sin (t + a) (III.69)

This argument changes the Heaviside function from unity to zero at

t - a mod IT and from zero to unity at t •» - a mod v. This is shown in

fig III.19a. Line (b) in this figure indicates the Heaviside function

as function of time for some arbitrary fixed value of the variables

and line (c) shows the difference F between the first two lines. We

substract the pure time function (line (a)) from the Heaviside

function just as we did in section III.3, so that F takes the place

of He (arg) in (III.68).

(a)JLJÏ1__J|
(b) J
te)T

2̂nk

I
5

Fig III. 19 The Heaviside function in (III. 68) as a function
of time for arbitrary fixed values of the
variables (a) and with (III. 69) as an argument
(b). The difference between the too functions is
seen in (a)

The time-intervals Lt\ to Ati, of the function F are expressed in the

variables by the relations

ï%
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Ati: cos a y + sin o P + /2Ë sin (+ - t + o) - O
with t - a + Ati mod 2ÏÏ

At2: cos o y - sin a P + /2Ë" sin ($ - t + a) = 0
with t - - o + At2 mod 2ÏÏ

At3: cos a y + sin o P + /ÏË sin ($ - t + a) = 0

with t • a + it + At3 mod 2n

At(,: cos a y - sin o P + v'SF sin ($ - t + a) = 0
with t - - a + ir + Ati» mod 2ir

(111.70)

This yields

with

A t 2 = <fr - B 2

At 3 = + - Bl

Ati» =• 4> + 62

Bl = arcs in

J}2 - arcsin

(III.71)

cos o y + sin a P

/2Ë"

cos a y — sin o P
2

After Fourier analysing F, we arrive at a new Hamilton function,

expre

E , < f r :
expressed in the centre coordinates P , y and the circle coordinates

viï

H = qV {a + I a cos nt + b sin nt} sin ht (III.72)
0 Pi n n

with a = 0o

even n a = — {sin n($ + o) cos nBi - sin n($ - o) cos n{52}

b = — {- cos n($ + o) cos n0i + cos n($ - a) cos nB2ï

odd n a = —— {cos n($ + o) sin n$\ - cos n(+ - o) sin nf$2}

b = —• {sin n(^ + o) sin vB\ - sin n($ - o) sin np2}
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The accelerated equilibrium orbit

An approximation of the E-^ motion of the AEO can be obtained by

neglecting the F > y motion in the Hamilton function in (III.72).

The quantities P > y are often very small. In the one-Dee system

P was even cyclic and we could choose y « 0. So

H(E, $) = qV { a cos nt + b sin nt} sin ht
n n

even n: a = 2 cos n$ sin not —

b • 2 sin n$ sin no —

All terms for odd n are zero, because (5. = 0.

(III.73)

The variable E is now cyclic and therefore $ is constant. For the

time derivative of E we find

:ü -

Z,4,—
— (- sin n$ sin no cos nt

+ cos n$ sin na sin nt)} sin ht
3
1

qV sin ht { \ sin na sin n(t -
2,4,—

= qV sin ht { \ 5(t - * - a + kir) - 6(t - + + o + kir)}
—00

(III.74)

As h is even, the energy gain per turn (AE) becomes

AE • qV {sin h($ + o) - sin h(+ - a) + sin h($ + a) - sin h($ - a)}

- 4qV sin ho cos h$ (III.75)

This corresponds to (III. 2) with m = 2 and $ replaced by - h*. The

instants of gap crossing are indicated in fig III.2. Note that the

maximum energy gain per turn will be obtained f or + = 0 and ho = 90°,

which means gap crossing on top of the Dee voltage.

I

"if

•fevl
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The motion of the centre is conveniently described in the quantities

Dj and Ü2- They give the distances of the orbit centre to the

acceleration gaps at azimuthal positions - a and it - a and the

distances to the acceleration gaps at azimuthal positions a and

ir + a, respectively. Dj equals cos a y + sin a P and D2 equals

cos a y - sin a F . By making jse of the equations of motion it

follows

i|2
dt

cos a sin a sin ht { I cos n(t - * + a)}
1,3,—

dt 1,3,-

The sums between the brackets represent trains of delta functions

with alternating signs. So the distances change stepwise at a gap

crossing and in between the gap crossings the centre of the particle

motion does not move, which corresponds to the behaviour in a

homogeneous magnetic field. Fig III.20 shows Dj and D 2 as a function

of time. y.

(jLj>sinha.C05asina1 ,1
^1 1

. 1
1

2 3

"Tl
1

1 .
1u
, 11 1

2nk 2rtk»a

(a)

Pig III. 20 The distance of the orbit oentve D1 to the gap at - a and
•K - a. azimuth and the distance D^ to the gap at a and
ir + a azimuth as a function of time (a). D% and D2 are
indicated in (bh For <j> = Q° and $ > 0° the corresponding
motions in yt Py plane (a and d) are shown
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The motion in the P » y phase plane for 9 = 0 is sketched in

fig III.20. The numbers refer to the gap crossings, indicated in

fig III. 18. For 9 i* 0 the figure changes since the energy gains at

the gaps belonging to the same Dee are different, as is illustrated

in fig III.20d. In both plots we assume that E in (III.76) is

constant. If E is not a constant the motion in the P , y space plane

is not closed, but shrinks with one over the square root of E.

In the derivation of (III.73) we neglected the rapid centre motion,

which appears from (III.76). When one knows this motion, it is

possible to estimate its influence by taking B^ i 0. From fig III.20c

we can conclude that a particle on the AEO reaches the gap always

earlier than one with the same CP phase that has its orbit centre

coinciding with the cyclotron centre. Consequently a particle with a

phase of the circle motion 9 will obtain an energy increase according

to (III. 75) with 9 replaced by 9 - 9 , 9 is given by

sin 6 = cos a sin
O

a ••*=• sin ha (111.77)

For example, h<|> equals about 10 after one turn for 90 Dees and

h = 3. Generally we may neglect the time variation of $ , and we can

incorporate 9 in the Hamilton function (III.72) by adjusting Atx in

(III.71). Consequently 9 should be replaced by $ - <|> in (III.72).

The motion with respect to the AEO

We return to the general Hamilton function described in (III.72).

With a transformation, similar to the transformation in (III.36), we

introduce the slowly varying energy variable E. We may replace the

old energy variable in the quantity @. by the new energy variable.

The difference between both energy variables only contributes to the

second order (i.e. {qV/E}2) in the Hamilton function, which we

neglect. Further new y, F variables are introduced that describe

the centre motion with respect to the centre motion of the AEO. This

way all the terms that are first degree in y and F disappear. Finally

oscillating coefficients can be transformed into the second order.

Thus, up to the second degree in y, P and in every degree up to first

order in qV/E, the final Hamilton function, following (III.72), is

'"i

t
..'•6
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i
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H • qV (é~ sin h-p* sin ha)

+ 5Ê. (I cos h<4.* + a) \ Bi - £ cos h(4>* - a) | Bg) (III.78)

With 3i and 62» according to (III.71), H becomes

+ C yP cos h($ - o

+ D (j y 2 cos 2a + -j P2 sin 2o) sin h($ - 4>fl)/2E (III.79)

with

C = 2 •*£ h cos ha cos a sin a
IT

D = - 2 sin ha

III.5•3 The axial_synmetrjc magnetic field

In the one-Dee system the introduction of an axial symmetric magnetic

field only implies the addition of two extra terms to the Hamilton

function, which describes the particle motion in a homogeneous field

(see section III.3). The same reasoning can be used in the present

case, so that the Hamilton function for a two-Dee system in an axial

symmetric magnetic field, described in (III.13), becomes

H aEz

ri,

+ D (|y2 cos 2a + j P2 sin 2a) sin h(* - (III.80)

C, D see (III.79)

When we now solve the equations for Di and D2 we find for the motion

of the centre of the AEO for <J = 0 a behaviour as sketched in fig

III.21a for aE > 0 and in fig III.21b for aE < 0. Now the orbit centre

in between the gap crossings rotates. Note that the quantity $ as

defined in (III.77) will be different for these different centre motions.
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iZT.22 2%s centre motion of the AEO fop a radial oscillation
frequency larger (a) and smaller (b) than 1. The particle
motion is cloak-irise. The numbers refer to the gap
crossing in fig III.18

III. 6 Applications in a two-Pee system

The Hamilton function that describes the centre and circle motion of

accelerated particles in a two-Dee system and an axial symmetric

magnetic field can be written up to terms that are of the second

degree in y, P and up to the first order in qV/2E, as

sin

+ C yP cos h(<fr - *o)/2E

+ D (-T y 2 cos 2a + -r P2 sin 2o) sin - +o)/2E (III.81)

with

C • 2 ̂ - h cos ha cos a sin a

t • - 2 ̂ h sin ho

The derivative of the function f (E) with respect to E, equals the

relative deviation of the magnetic field to its isochronous value.

In (III. 80) f (E) was equal to aE2. The quantity v is equal to the

radial oscillation frequency of the SEO and it is a function of E.

In (III.80) vr - I was equal to 2oE.
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Des £E i j t ion_of _ the_coug ling_eff ec t_in_ the

Analogous Co the treatment of the one-Dee system we neglect the
influence of the centre motion on the circle motion, so that the
y, P motion i s described by

C* yPy

-t D* (y2 cos 2<x + P2 sin 2o)

with
C* « C cos h($ - *O)/2E

D* - D sin h(* - •Q)/2E

E and $ are slowly varying functions of time with respect to the time
needed for one revolution.

Host striking in this equation is the appearence of a yP term with
a coefficient» which depends only slightly on the phase $. When v < C*
this yP term is responsible for an unstable phase plane region for
nearly all phases. Two flow-lines which are found by putting H constant
are then hyperbolas. (Of course H i s slightly dependent on time, but to
obtain the instantaneous flow-lines we neglect the time dependence of
both E and 4.) This unstable phase plane region wil l nearly always
occur at small radii in cyclotrons with an internal source, because
in these cases v i s usually very small. Open sector cyclotrons
generally have a much larger v-value. However, when heavy ions on a
very high harmonic are accelerated, the coefficient C* may s t i l l
exceed v and cause an unstable motion in phase plane.

The appearance of the yP term can be illustrated by considering a
particle with its centre displaced in the y direction with respect to
the AEO. Due to i t s displaced centre the particle arrives at gaps 1
and 4 too late and at gaps 2 and 3 to early. The gap numbers and the
tine of gap crossing on the sines wave are indicated in fig III.22.
Due to the changed acceleration voltage, the displacement of the orbit
centre is changed at the different gaps. The sum of a l l these changes
shifts the centre in the positive y direction (see fig III.22). This
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Fig III.22 The timea of gap crossing of a centered particle (•) and
a particle off-centered in the y direction (x) are
indicated on the sine wave. The off-centered particle
experiences ah extra, shift in the y direction with respect
to the centered particle. The relative single shifts at
each gap are indicated

corresponds to y • 3H/3P ^ y. An identical reasoning indicates a

negative P displacement for a centre in positive P direction.

For ha - 90° the coefficient (C*) of the yP term is zero. In that

case the particles are accelerated around the top of the acceleration

voltage. Now the sum of all the changes in centre displacements

equals zero. If the motion is only determined by the yP term and $__
y K.v

i s constant, y and P change according to

y - fcT y(*o>

Py(no) (III.83)

where Y = cos a sin a h cotg (ha), n •» turn number and n = initial

turn number.

The quantity C* can be written as function of y by

C 2ir Y E (III.84)

where AE is the energy gain per turn. Fig III.23 shows the value of

Y for different half Dee angles and harmonic numbers.

Now it appears that in principle a two-Dee system has a non-stable

influence on the beam behaviour. Generally speaking the magnetic field

will have a stabilizing influence as long 8s the radial oscillation
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8 10 12
harmonic number (h)

Fig III. 23 The Values of y for different half Dee angles
and harmonie numbers

frequency v is not too close to unity (v close to zero; v has to be

compared with C*, if v > C* the motion is stable).

The last term in (III.82) describes a strong phase dependent coupling

between centre and circle coordinates, which is equivalent to the

coupling that appears in a one-Dee system (see (III.53)). Note thct

in case a % 45° this coupling does not give rise to instability but

merely to an oscillation frequency, depending on the CF phase.

It should be remembered that due to these coupling effects not only

the phase plane areas may be stretched, so that the beam quality is

reduced, but also an off-centered beam may obtain a larger oscillation

amplitude. As the coupling is phase dependent, beam centering with

e.g. first harmonic field perturbations (see chapter V) will only

center the beam for one phase. The required amplitude and phase of the

first harmonic component in the magnetic field will strongly depend

on the harmonic number.
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III.6.2 The deScri£tion_of_the_cougiing_ef£ect_in_the__E;J-E!!ESÊ_Elê2ë

To obtain an idea of the energy and CP phase behaviour, we assume that

in (111.81) y and P are constant and f(E) i s equal to zero. Then the

E-+ motion is determined by

qV cosh* ^
ir h 2E

(III.85)

with

A = cos 2ot y2 + sin 2o P 2

B » 2 cos ha cos a sin a yP

As this Hamilton function is time independent, it is a constant of the

motion. Similar to a one-Dee system we can relate the variables on the

first turn to the variables after many turns. The first term in

(III.85) causes a phase compression depending on the value of

cos 2a y 2 + sin 2« P2. The second term causes a phase shift depending

on the yP value. For a certain area in yP space an increase in CP
o

phase width can be expected. For example in the case of h = 3, a = 45

and the radius of the first turn equal to 50 mm, the total effect for

an area in yP space of 4 < 4 mm2 gives an increase of CF phase width

smaller than 1°. When the radius of the first turn equals 20 mm this

increase of CP phase width is about 7°.

III.6.3 Calculations

The equations of motion, following from the Hamilton, function (III.81)

are rather simple and can easily be integrated numerically. We merely

follow the flow-lines in phase plane. The differential equations where

time is expressed in terms of turn number and the phase • in terms of

CP phases are given in (III.86)

In this case the particles move clockwise. In all the calculations,

to be given below, particles are considered which move anti-clockwise.

This was done to simplify the conparison with numerical orbit

integrations. Anti-clockwise motion is considered when we replace P

by -P y in (111.86).
 Y
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(III.86)

We will now investigate the behaviour of accelerated particles in two

different cyclotrons by making use of the theory described above. The

first cyclotron to be considered is the VICKSI cyclotron. The second

cyclotron is the cyclotron of the University of Louvain-la-Neuve

(Cyclone), which is a cyclotron with an internal source.

The main parameters of the accelerated beam in the VICKSI cyclotron,

which are of interest in the present analysis, are injection radiuB

((about 430 mm), turn separation (9, 14, 25 or 40 mm), harmonic number

between 2 and 6 and half Dee angle (18°). For all the calculations we

use an isochronous field for 120 MeV Ne 5 +. From the Hamilton function

in (III.81) we see that the influence of the acceleration structure on

the beam behaviour will be most pronounced for the largest qV/E ratio

and the highest harmonic number. This means in the VICKSI cyclotron a

turn separation of 40 mm and a harmonic number of 6. Under these

conditions the energy of the injected beam equals five times the
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energy gain per turn. A phase plane area for several initial CP phases

is followed during 50 turns. In fig III.24 the result is shown. The

coupling hardly deformes the area in the yP phase plane. This is due

to the large v - 1 value (0.07), which should be compared with a

coefficient C* in (III.82) (at the first turn 0.02, see fig III.23 and

(III.84).

start
1mm

after SO turns

-30°

flr,nj -40mm
h-6

Fig III. 24 An area in the yPy phase plane after SO turns in the
VICKSI cyclotron for the CP phase -30° 3 0° and 30°.
t&inj = 40 mm and h = 6. No strong deformation occurs.
The orientation strongly depends on the CP phase.

A large v - 1 value causes a fast-rotating area in yP space.

Therefore, although the coupling may be strong, the stretching will

be diminished. However, the orientation of the area strongly depends

on the CP phase, as was indicated by the last term in (III.82). In

fig III.25 the final oscillation phase of a particle starting with a

zero oscillation phase, is plotted as a function of the CP phase. In

this figure the results from extensive numerical orbit integrations

are shown and appear to be in good agreement with the analytical

results. (By analytical results we mean results obtained via a

simple numerical integration of (III.86). This in contrast to direct

numerical orbit integration.) The centre coordinates in the orbit

integration programma have been obtained by a special data treatment,

to be discussed in section V.5. In the figure also the oscillation

phase is plotted if the phase plane motion is only accounted for by

the v r - I term. Particles with different CP phases will acquire
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100

-100°

. . analytical results

,.... analytical results

without coupling

x numerical orbit int.

h=6
Ar. .=40 mmvns

n=5O

-40 -20 0 20

Fig III.2S The oscillation phase after SO turns in the VICKSI
cyclotron as a function of the CP phase (the full
line). Results obtained with extensive numerical
orbit integrations are indicated by (*). The dotted
line gives the oscillation phase in case of weak
coupling (see text), toinj = 40 m and h = 6

(300

200

100

200-

300

200 I

100

-40 -20 40

Fig III.26

The oacillation phase
after nearly half the
acceleration process
as a function of CP
phase for h = 6 and

=• 26* 14 or 9 tm
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different energies after a number of revolutions. Therefore they will

have seen a slightly different behaviour of the radial oscillation

frequency, provided this frequency depends on the radius. This effect

may be called weak coupling.

In fig III.26 the oscillation phase as a function of the CF phase is

given for the turn separations 9, 14, 25 mm, the harmonic number being

equal to 6. The results are plotted after pearly half the total

acceleration process. This corresponds to a radius of about 1.21 m.

The linear dependence of the oscillation phase at zero CP phase shows

up with about the same magnitude. This is due to the fact that,

although for a Dee voltage which is 3 times smaller the coupling

coefficient is also 3 times smaller, the total number of turns is

increased with a factor 3. For a lower turn separation the

contribution to the oscillation phase which arises due to the weak

coupling, increases as the particles make more revolutions.

T •*"

The oscillation phase dependence on the CF phase may be of importance

when deliberately off-centered beams are used. Such off-centered

beams will be treated in chapter VI. In that chapter we will have a

close look at the extraction. Due to the coupling the 'precessional

mixing' effect already shows up for a small CF phase width. In case

weak coupling only, there would be no effect.

1mm

Py

h-8

Fig III. 27 The areas in the y, F„ phase planet ttith similar starting
conditions as indicated in fig III. 24, after SO turns for

= 40 im and h = 7 or 8
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As we can observe in fig III.27 serious distortion does not appear

either for the harmonic numbers 1 and 8. In this case the coefficient

C* at the first turn is equal to 0.048 and 0.105 respectively. The

harmonic numbers 7 and 8 may be used in future to accelerate

particles heavier than argon.

The second cyclotron we will discuss, is the cyclotron of the

University of Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. In this cyclotron particles

are accelerated starting from zero energy. As the magnetic field in

the centre is nearly homogeneous, the v - 1 value is close to zero.

We expect therefore that in this cyclotron effects are more serious

than in the VICKSI cyclotron. Special attention will be paid to the

3rd harmonic operation, which is needed to accelerate heavy ions.

The preliminary study, presented here, has been carried out in co-

operation with the group in Louvain-la-Neuve.

The v - 1 values, the relative deviation of the magnetic field with

respect to the isochronous field, and the corresponding CF phase

behaviour are plotted in fig III.28. The half Dee angle is 45° and

the radius of the first turn is 70 mm.

i'"l

We will folow an area in the y, F space during 20 turns. The initial

area is a square as indicated in fig III.29. In this figure the

results after 2 and 20 turns are given for two different initial CF

phases and harmonic numbers 1 and 2. In the case of a first harmonic

acceleration the coupling distorts the area to such an extent that

after many turns the surface has apparently increased by a factor

3 to 4, due to precessional mixing. For a second harmonic acceleration

there seems to be no effect at all. The reason for this is that the

second harmonic in a 90° Dee corresponds to acceleration on top of

the acceleration voltage, so that the yP term in (III.81) disappears.

See also fig III.23. Furthermore the coefficients of ? 2 and y 2 of the

remaining coupling term are equal due to the half Dee angle of 45°.

Therefore in this case these terms cause only a phase depending

rotation of the area in the y, P space without any deformation. These

results indicate that acceleration on the first and second harmonic is

possible, although an improvement of the beam quality in first

harmonic operation is possible.
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Fig III. 28 The assumed radial oscillation frequency and deviation
with respect to the isochronous field as a function of the
radius in the cyclotron of the University of Louvain-la-
Neuve. The radius of the first and initial turn is 70 mm
corresponding to E = 0.54 MeV. The CP phase behaviour for
h = 1, 2 or 3 is shown

start

-2

•Pcp-25" n-2

Pytmm)

n-20

J i h=1

.n-20

-2

0^45°

Einitiaf0'54 MeV (r=7°
&E/turn=0.4 MeV

a=45°

Einitiaf0-54 MeV

bE/turn=0.6 MeV

Fig III. 29 Behaviour of an area in the y, P space for h = 1 or 2
i

However, when we look at the third harmonic operation, it turns out

that the coupling has a drastic effect on the y, P phase plane. This

is illustrated in fig III.30. The influence of the coupling described

by the yP term in (III.81) is now so strong that the area in the

y» p y space is stretched enormously. This result is confirmed by

numerical orbit integrations. Such calculations lead to the results

that are plotted in fig III.31. The coordinates of the orbit centre

have been calculated from the radial positions of the particle,
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h=3

I

E. ... -=0.S4 MeVvnttiaL
(v=?Q mm)

t£/tum=0.4 MeV

Fig III.30 Beam behaviour in the y, Py space for h = 3

-2ü

-5L

n=20

Fig III. 31 Beam behaviour in xaentre* Uaentre spaae for h = 3t
calculated with numerical orbit integration

according to the method to be described in section V.5. It will be

clear that acceleration of such a beam up to extraction will cause

large losses at resonances and a very poor extraction efficiency.

Experiments with the Louvain-la-Neuve cyclotron indicate a very broad

beam at the first turns, indeed, together with a very small

extraction efficiency [Rijckewaert].

: 1

Now that we know the reason for the increased beam size, we may find

a way to improve the acceleration process. In section III.3 we

indicated three possibilities to reduce the coupling effects in a
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one-Dee system. Similar solutions are possible for a two-Dee system.

The first possibility is the addition of a third harmonic frequency

to the Dee frequency. However, this is a very expensive solution.

The second possibility, being a shift of the CP phase from negative

values to positive ones after the first five turns, will not help too

much in this ca3e, since the coefficient of the most important

coupling term (yP term) depends on cos h$. Consequently only the use

of a second harmonic component in the field seems to give a realistic

solution to the problem. We first investigate the influence of a

second harmonic field perturbation (A2) with a radial shape as plotted

in fig III.32.
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Fig III. 32 Assumed amplitude of the seaond harmonic component
in the magnetic field as a function of radius. The
function Az + 1/2 A{ is also indicated

As we pointed out before the value of A2 + 1/2 A 2 is of importance

(see also chapter V). It turns out that the best results are obtained

when the maximum field of this perturbation is at an azimuthal

position of -45° with respect to the mid-Dee line. In fig III.33 the

results are plotted for an A2-field of a maximum value of 0.05 (i.e.

the average magnetic field is IT) for three different CP phases after

20 and 30 turns. We see that after 20 turns the result is reasonable.

However, the next 10 turns have a damaging effect on the shape of the

areas. This is due to the negative values of A 2 + 1/2 A2 during that

part of the acceleration process. It was not possible to find better

results at the 30th turn by changing strength and direction of the

perturbation with the given coil geometry.
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radius=50mm
h=3
A2=0

-10

radius = 300mm radius=37Omm

Fig III. 33 Beam behaviour in the y, Py space for h = 3, when
optimized with a seaond harmonic as given in fig III. 32
(A2 = 0, Bz = -10 times). Results after n = 20 and 30
for i(%> = -40°'t -30° and -20° are given

alter 20 turns

Ycentref

after 30 turns
10

-10

-10

«tentre

-lOr-

Einit=0-33 MeV

(r=S0 mm)

t£/turn=0.4 MeV

B2=-10

Fig III.34 Beam behaviour for h = 3, *cP - -*<-c and conditions
as in fig III. 3, obtained by numerical orbit
integration

The results obtained by analytical means are in good agreement with

the results from numerical orbit integration. This can be seen in

fig III.34, where the y, F phase plane is shown for a particle with

-40°.initially

100
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We have to note that in these numerical orbit calculations the

increase of energy is also assumed to be stepwise. Therefore the

influence of the extension of the Dee gap on the focusing of the CP

phase, as was shown in the calculation with the data of the analogon

method in section III.4, is not present.

An improvement seems to be possible if the shape of the A2~field

after 300 mm results in a value of A2 + 1/2 A$ equals to zero. At a

smaller radius this value may be increased by assuming a larger

gradient. Therefore we tried a new field form, given in fig III.35,

which should be compared with fig III.32.

aoio-

0006-

0.002-

Fig III. 35
A different field form
for the second hannonie
component

radius (mm)

fe--

We followed a point in the y, F space which drifted far away in the

uncorrected case. Fig III.36 shows the results at the 30th turn after

applying various strengths and directions of the field given in fig

III.35.

y
(mm)

I-10

-20

r initial É
20 w

Py(mm)

Ns-aS" Angle
A * = Ampl. aoa (angle)

Bg = Ampl. ain (angle)

Fig III. 36 Final position of the point» initially on (2 ran, 0), after
20 turns for different excitations and. directions of the
second harmoniet given in fig III. 35
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For the second harmonic field perturbation with amplitude 6

(1 corresponds to the strength in fig 111.35} and azimuthal position

315° (this corresponds to 270° for second harmonic components

indicated in fig III.36) we made a computation analogous to the one

shown in fig III.33. "bis is represented in fig III.37. A clear

improvement is seen.

after 20 turns after 30 turns

(mcm

10

Fig III. 37 Beam behaviour in the y, Py apaae after 20 and 30 turns
for a CP phase of -40° or -30° at an excitation of the
second harmonic of 6 times the strength indicated and a
maximum at azimuth poaition 315° (270° harmonic). This
picture should be compared with fig III. 34, in which
another second harmonic was used

Summarizing we may say that acceleration on the 3rd harmonic can be

improved considerably by use of a second harmonic magnetic component.

The radial shape of this harmonic field turns out to be very

important. This shape may be optimized by the use of our analytical

theory. The two examples, VICKSI aod Cyclone, illustrate that our

theory as expressed in (III.86) forms a powerful tool in the

investigation of the behaviour of accelerated particles. The advantage

is not only the saving in computer time, which is a factor of 100 less

than needed for a straight forward numerical orbit integration, but

also the output is more directly relevant. Therefore it is very

convenient to investigate a problem on line with the computer. Also

the Hamilton function gives us a clear insight into how the coupling

occurs and how to avoid it or how to repair the damage.
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III.7 The central position phase

SH

The central position phase (CP phase) has been defined in section

III.3.A. Throughout this chapter the CP phase is used as one of the

quantities to characterize the particle. It replaces the HF phase as

a characteristic quantity. In numerical orbit integration codes it

is usual to print the HF phase every time the particle crosses a gap.

Performing a calculation with a centered and off-centered particle,

however, we find for the off-centered particle a HF phase that

oscillates at a frequency of v - 1 as sketched for a special case

in fig III.38

t •4'\

150°

ioo°

VICKSI- cyclotron, azimuth 270

CP phase

HF phase

8 12 V ^ 5 » < - \ 2 B 32 36 40
turn

Fig III. 38 HF phase and CP phase at 270° azimuth in
the VICKSI cyclotron. Ar = 40 mnx h = 61
oscillation amplitude = 10 mm

This figure clearly demonstrates the influence of the centre motion

on the tine of gap crossing. Especially in the case of a short bunch

of only 3 to 6 , needed for single turn extraction, these effects a e

important. If instead of the HF phase we print the CP phase, calculated

by

*CP *HF ~ h arcsin (III.87)

where h • Che harmonic number of the accelerated frequency, and
Pr - radial momentum with respect to the SEO expressed in radians» the
same behaviour as a function of turn number for centered and off-
centered particles i s fcund.

The oscillations in the HF phase, which are strongly correlated to
the orbit centre position» must not be seen as a coupling between the
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longitudinal and the radial phase planes. The oscillating character

appears only because the HF phase and the energy, do not form a pair

uf canonical variables. The CP phase, instead, is conjugated to the

energy, as has been proved by the description of the particle motion

in the preceeding sections.

A study of the motion in radial phase plane, especially in case of

large harmonic numbers, will lead to misleading results if a set of

particles is started on the same HF phase with different starting

conditions in centre coordinates. These particles will have different

CP phases (see (III.87). Therefore they will gain per turn a different

amount o£ energy, according to their CP phases and consequently

particles with different energies are compared. An example is shown in

fig III.39a where an area is started at the injection radius of the

VICKSI cyclotron with all particles the same HF phase. The harmonic

number is 6. The results after different turns are given. Bizarre

oscillations ia surface appear, even so strongly that at larger radii

the orientation of the area changes. If we repeat this calculation

with particles that have all the same initial CP phase, the phase

plane does not show the bizarre oscillations and has a constant

surface when the momentum p is expresced in mm/rad. See fig III.39b.

The coupling with the E—+„_ space has no significant influence, as

already concluded in section III.6. In the calculation for the

Louvain-la-Neuve cyclotron the difference between CP phase and HF

phase in case of a p equal to 0.05 at 70 mm radius (h » 3) is even

12°.

f -*

III.7.1 The_accelerated equilibrium orbit

The HF phase of the AEO will in general not be equal to its CP phase,

due to an effect similar to the one described above. The relation

between I'm HF phase, measured when the particle passes the mid-valley

line of a Dee-free valley in the VICKSI cyclotron, and the CP phase

can be estimated when examining the centre motion of the AEO, sketched

in fig III.21. At this valley line, the orbit centre is displaced over

about 1/4 Ar (Ar is the turn separation) perpendicular to the valley

line. Consequently p r equals 1/4 Ar/r or 1/8 AE/E. The difference

between the two phases in case of a turn separation of 40 mm
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same HF phase

i;-

p..

n-lS

Fig III. 39a An area in radial phase plane started at the same HF
phase. The oscillations are due to different energies
because of different CP phases

same CP phase h-6
. -43mm

/ I

n-10

Fig III. 39b An area in radial phase plane started at the same CP
phase. A proper behaviour of the beam is seen
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(r. . - 440 mm) and h - 6 is according to (III.87) about 8 at

injection and nearly 0° at extraction. This difference as a function

of radius is sketched in fig III.40. ••t m

1.0
radius (m)

1.S

Fig III.40

The expected HF phase at Z?0°
azimuth in ease of a perfect
isochronous field

Since the CP phase is the proper canonical variable conjugated to the

energy, it will be clear that in programmes that calculate isochronous

fields the HF phase curve as given in fig III.40 should be the

objective. The energy gain is proportional to cos $_„. In cyclotrons

with a non-interceptive HF phase measuring equipment the phase probes

are in general positioned on one azimuth. From the signals, the HF

pi:9se is calculated. Consequently the desired ^hase curve must be a

curve similar to the AE/E curve in fig III.40.

In the numerical calculations for Ganil in France, these curves were

also found. In one of the cyclotrons the harmonic number is 14 and

HF phases of nearly 30° are reported for a maximum energy gain

[Chabert 77].

In section VII.3 some experimental illustrations will be given of the

above mentioned phase behaviour, that are obtained from the VICKSI

cyclotron with the help of the HF phase measuring equipment.

III.7.2 Injection lines

Although we have already indicated how to adjust the magnetic field

in order to obtain a proper isochronous field, we still have to make

sure that particles, injected in a very short bunch (about 6°) all

start at the same CF phase. If no attention is paid, an enlargement

up to 10° may be expected in the VICKSI cyclotron when h » 6, due to

variations in the initial p . Let us examine an injection line in
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which no acceleration occurs and in which we assume magnets with a

horizontal symmetry plane. The transfer matrix for the horizontal and

longitudinal motion in such a system has the general form

n M12 0

M
M2i

M31

0

M22

M32

0

0 M2if

1 M31J

0 1

corresponding

vector: 1

1'

(III.88)

where x - horizontal displacement perpendicular to the optical axis

in mm, 1 " displacement along optical axis with respect to a central

particle and ' - differentiation with respect to the 1 direction in

mrad.

The symplectic condition for M is

M TSM- S -

0 1 . .
- 1 0 . .

0 1

-1 0

(III.89)

With this condition it follows that

Mil M2i

M12 M 2 2
(III.90)

Let us now consider an injection line from an arbitrary point in the

beam guiding system between prè-accelerator and cyclotron up to a

certain point on the first turn in the cyclotron. At this point the

HF phase is

•„ * lf 7 + (III.9I)J, c e n t r a l p a r t i cie

where h - harmonic number, r » average radius in the cyclotron

belonging to the injection energy and f - final.

A particle with positive lf passes the reference at an earlier time

and has therefore a larger HF phase than the central particle. The

CF phase can also be expressed in this way, by using (III.87)
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•CP " *HF " r

or w i t h ( I I I . 9 1 )

*CP * *central p a r t i c l e + 1 f r ' X f h (III. 92)

We can express the final 1. in the initial coordinates (index i)

lf - 1. + M31, l! + M 3 1 xi + M 3 2 x! (III.93)

With (III.90) this becomes

1[ - M21| (III.94)

When the beam is bunched before the considered system, there exists

a relation between 1. and 1'. such that the sum of the first two terms

on the right side equals to zero. To achieve a same CP phase at the

final position for all particles, there has to be a correlation

between 1, and x,, indicated by (III.92) J This correlation is achieved

when M m - r (in meter) and M2it - 0. Hinderer was the first to

formulate these demands. He observed that they are equivalent to the

dispersion matching of the injection line [Hinderer 76].
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CHAPTER IV

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

IV. 1 Azimuthally varying fields

In this section we will indicate how azimuthally varying fields can

be incorporated in our general treatment of accelerated particles.

In the preceding chapter the influence of accelerating structures on

the motion of particles in cyclotrons was described. He included in

our treatment a homogeneous field and an axial symmetric magnetic

field. Azimuthally varying fields were included in the final

description of the particle motion via the radial oscillation

frequency v . In that case values for v were inserted in (III.48)

and (III.7!) which were obtained from numerical orbit integration in

these fields. This approximation has been justified for the given

examples by the calculations in chapter III. However the gap crossing

resonance is essentially not described. Also first and second

harmonic field perturbations did not rise in the theory of chapter

III. They were accounted fox by adding terms from the treatment of

Van Nieuwland to our Hamilton function, see [Van Nieuwlar.d 72a] and

see (III.60) and chapter V. We will indicate now how azimuthally

varying fields can be ircorporatied in our theory.

The azimuthally varying part of the magnetic field can be represented

by a vector potential in the radial direction:

Ar - 1/N
2 r f^, Ae - 0, where ' means d/dB (6 is azimuth), N is the

symmetry of the field, and f = A., cos N8 + B.T sin N6. A., and B„ are

the amplitudes of the harmonic field components. (For simplicity we

will neglect the vertical motion.)

After transformation (III.9), by which splitting of the total motion

into the circle motion and the centre motion was achieved in the

homogeneous field, the Hamilton function becomes (we suppress the

bars over the new variables)

;. I
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H' i - w (py
+ w

-t'̂ 1 f_ has to be expressed in the new variables. Considering y and P as
a y

small quantities with respect to x and P , we can expand this function

in a pover series in the y and P variables. From now on we will use

the definition that f„ = f„(x, P , y = P - 0). Expanding (IV. 1) up to
K a 3C jr

second degree in y and P » and skipping oscillating coefficients ofsecond order we find

" PxV ï*

(IV. 2)

with

For simplicity we assume that the quantities A., and B„ are radius

independent. If not, extra terms in the expansion of f„ to y and P

need to be taken into account.

As indicated by the terms that are first degree in y and P the

motion is not yet split in its centre motion and circle motion (the

y, P motion still contains fast oscillating parts in first degree).

The quantity f„/N or f«/N2 is regarded to be of first order, so that

the coefficient of the main term in first degree in y and P is of

first order. This first order term can be removed from the Hamilton

function by an appropriate transformation function (then we have

split the centre and circle motion in first order}. The generating

function of the transformation is

t - O (xPy (IV.3)
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In this case we take fM - fw(x, P )t however as we now are only
N W X

interested in first ordes we may neglect the difference between old

and new coordinates in the last two terms.

!;'

From this coordinate transformation the relation between the real

cyclotron coordinates (at , y ) and the new coordinates is (we

neglect terms of order f̂ /N1* and y f/N2)

N2 - 1 x N N2(N2 - 1)

pos
(IV.4)

The third term in (IV.4) describes the well-known scalloping of the

orbit in an AVF cyclotron. The fourth term ensures a constant velocity

along this scalloping orbit. Via this transformation we transformed the

complicated orbit of the SEO into the simple motion on a circle,

described by x and F . The frequency of this motion and of the y, Fx y
motion can be found by carrying out transformation (IV.3) in detail

up to second order and by the application of a transformation that

shifts oscillating coefficients in second degree to higher than second

order. This calculation is not carried out. We refer to appendix A.2

of chapter II, where the frequencies are found via a different

description of the particle motion.

From (IV.2) the influence of first and second harmonic perturbations

can be seen. In case of a first harmonic, N = 1, a term remains in

first degree, which can not be transformed away by transformation

(IV.3). This term is (ÏP - yx)f{ and becomes, taking only resonantx y
terms into account

_ Air _ Bir
(IV.5)

In case of a second harmonic perturbation we find resonant terms in

the texms of second degree (xy - P P )2/rz 1/N2 f". These terms become
x y a

become, taking again only resonant terms (with f" = - N2f ) into

account

Pj - yZ) A2 • yfy B2 (IV. 6)
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These results agree with the results of Van Nieuwland, which will be

used more extensively in chapter V.

Accelerated particles may now be examined by introducing into (IV.2)

the potential function of (III.24) or (III.66} for a one- or a two-

Dee system. The transformation (IV.4) must now be applied and the

treatment as given in section III.5 must be repeated.

f f

We will not go further into this analysis. We only want to point out

in brief one characteristic effect: the gap crossing resonance, first

reported by Gordon [Gordon 62]. In the further development of the

Hamilton function one of the steps to be taken is the subtraction of

the AEO's centre motion from the y, P variables: y = y - y and
•x* -« y

P = P - P (see e.g. section III.3.2). This gap crossing resonance

gives rise to a resonance effect alike the effect caused by first

harmonic perturbations in the magnetic field. This resonance is

caused by the second and third term in (IV.2). These terms, expressed
in the variables y, P , x and P arey x

(xy - 5 1) f' - - 2xyP P + _ .x y x y (IV-7)

In most important order x and F are given by x = r cos 6 and

P " r sin 8. The quantity r can be found via r = 1/2Ë" and using

(III.36). In most important order this will give rise to the following

first degree part

^ { X £ i J
COS 29) f

N
Pyo <sin 29) V

Py {- Pxo ~ PyPyo " COS V
In fig III.10 and fig III.20/21 we gave a representation of the y ,

P motion in case of a one-Dee and a two-Dee system, respectively.

For a one-Dee system y ï O . P and r are described by

pyo = 2ÏÏT f" sin fc " I sin 3t " i sin 5t}

2S 4 8in 2t 8in 4t} (IV.9)
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where n is turn number and r is the continuously varying part of rQ.

From (IV.8) we find now resonant tert.is of first degree for N => 3.

WÏÏ
The terms between the brackets may be seen as equivalent first

harmonic components (see (IV.5)).

In case of a two-See system we find similar effects. For a three-Dee

system no resonant terms are present. This agrees with the conclusions

of Gordon [Gordon 62]. The equivalent first harmonics, mentioned in

(IV.10), agree with the results found in [Kramer 66].

IV.2 The synchrocyclotron

In a synchrocyclotron particles are accelerared in an axial symmetric

magnetic field. The frequency of the accelerating voltage changes in

time» such that for a certain central particle the CP phase is

constant. The CP phase and the energy of other particles will

oscillate around the values of CP phase and energy of the central

particle. These oscillations are called synchrotron oscillations.

With our theoretical approach of accelerated particles it is possible

to deduce the equations which determine the synchrotron oscillations

[Corsten 77]. As the theory includes the circle and centre motion it

is possible to study the combined behaviour of betatron and

synchrotron oscillations. In this section we will only show how the

synchrotron oscillations can be deduced.

The Hamilton function, written in centre coordinates y, P and circle

coordinates E*, <&* (see (III.25) and (III.46)), is

H => E* + oE*z + oE*(P2 + y2) + qV He (y + /2Ë*" sin $*) cos T

T - t(t) - wt with u the frequency of the voltage.
(IV.ll)

As we are only interested in the circle motion, all terms with y or

F are neglected.

3

§?
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We introduce a co-moving coordinate system that rotates synchronously

with the acceleration frequency. The generating function G for this

transformation is

G *> E** - TE

E = E*

* - $* + r

3t dt

The new Hamilton function becomes

(IV.12)

- £ E + qVHe sin(it - x)}cos (IV.13)

The Fourier expansion of the Heaviside function is identical to the

one given in (III.32) with t replaced by T and putting $ = 0. Taking

into account only resonant terms, we find

H - E + aE2 - || E sin (IV.14)

We introduce coordinates which move with the central particle. The

variables of such a particle are represented by E and <j>

E ="SË + E

- 64. + * (IV.15)

The first degree part in the Hamilton function becomes zero when we

choose

(IV.16)

The Hamilton function that describes the motion with respect to the

central particle becomes

H - a ÖË* - sin cos W (IV.17)
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This Hamilton function is equivalent to the Hamilton function for the
description of synchrotron oscillations, using the classical way as
described in [Kclomensky 66]. The flow lines of the motion give the
well-known fish-shaped figures (see also [Corsten 77]).

fir
t

IV.3 The omegatron

An omegatron is a device which is used as a mass spectrometer in high

vacuum systems (see e.g. [Bijma 70]). Its operation is based on the

cyclotron resonance principle. In its most simple form it consists of

a homogeneous magnetic field with perpendicular to it a homogeneous

electric field, produced between two flat electrodes. The electric

field oscillates in time with a tunable frequency. In the centre of

the device an electron beam in the direction of the magnetic field

ionizes particles in the rest gas. Those ionized particles have to be

investigated. Due to the combined electric and magnetic field the

particles spiral outwards perpendicular to the magnetic field. At

maximum radius (mostly a few tens of mm) the current is measured by

an intercepting target. The frequency determines the element which is

accelerated. The current is a measurement for the particle density of

the element. A very accurate mass separation can be acquired by adding

to the dipole electric field a quadrupole electric field.

We will now give a short first order treatment of the ion orbits in

an omegatron in the presence of these complicated electric fields.

We use the same notation as la chapter III.

The assumed electric potential can be represented by

i F„

o 2
cos (IV. J8)

FQ is now the strength of the dipole field and y is a parameter for

the strength of the quadrupole field.

After including the potential function in the Hamilton function for

particles in a homogeneous magnetic field, we apply the transformation

(III.7) which in fact is a scale transformation.
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A homogeneous magnetic field (B ) may be represented by the vector

potential A « B y and A • 0. The quadropole field is seen as a

disturbance, so we first look at the case y » •>. The Hamilton
- - m

function is now x-independent so that P is constant. When we assume

that the initial velocity and the y-position of the particles are

zero, it follows that P - 0 and x • +y. Consequently it in sufficient

to solve the y motion only. It is determined by the differential

equation y + y « - F cos (1 + S)t. The equations of motion in an

omegatron can therefore be solved conveniently in xy coordinates.

[Hagedoorn].

We will new treat the particle motion in more detail. He follow a

different approach than indicated above. He will describe the orbits

in the same way as has been done in chapter III.

After including the vector potential from (III.8) for a homogeneous

field, the Hamilton function becomes

I y)2 * I (* ' 1 5) c08 ° * 6)
\ (y2 - x2) |- cos (I + 6) t (IV.19)

o m
u> - w (1 + 6)o

The frequency of the electric field i s not taken exactly equal to the
cyclotron frequency of the particle in order to bring out i t s
influence. The quadropole field i s treated as a perturbation, thus
ym

 > y, x. He transform to centre and circle coordinates in a
homogeneous field (see ( I I I . 9»

%***%&* 6) t

* y
I - cos (1 • 6) t

(IV.20)

Iot ym " *°
 an exact solution can easily be found
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(2 + 6)26
{cos t - cos (4 + filt)

"o (T

y. - O

2S {sxn C
+ 6)t,
Ï }

Sr;
(IV.21)

In the limit $ •*• O, the radius of the circle orbit increases linearly

in time: the syclotron resonance. The mass resolution of the omegatron

can be determined by considering'different values of 6 which

corresponds to considering particles with different masses.

Mow we include the quadrupole component. We assume that the x ami P

motion is hardly affected, the quantity 1/y is considered to be of

first order. The most important contribution to the centre motion

coaes from

y (IV.22)

Taking only resonant terms into account the extra centre motion

becomes

P . * . i_ {5ÏZLpyo (2 + 6)26 y l 6

cos 6t (IV.23)

For very snail 6 this becomes

_ £_ i_ t2
» y

(IV.24)

From this it follows that the 6P position of the orbit centre

depends linearly on 6. This effect gives a possibility to increase the

mass separation by placing several targets at different places in the

P direction. This was shown by Bijma [Bijma 70].
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CHAPTER V

INJECTION

V.I Introduction

Cyclotrons may be classified by cyclotrons with an internal source and

cyclotrons with an external source. In a cyclotron with an internal

source the quality of the accelerated beam is largely determined by

the design of the central region. Mostly accurate field maps of the

electric field in the central region can be obtained in an

electrolytic tank-model. More accurate field maps can be measured by

making use of a magnetic model of the central region. This method has

been developed by Hazewindus and Van Nieuwland [Hazewindus 74].

Although the optics of the first few turns can thus be determined very

accurately» the unknown output of the internal ion source will always

lead to an uncertainty in the predictions of initial conditions. A

common way to overcome this problem is the use of slits, which cut

away much current, but will provide a well defined beam. More control

over the initial conditions to the cost of a more complex system is

obtained by the use of an external ion source in combination with a

radial or axial injection system [Clark 72]. In that case the ions

will be preaccelerated. In a recently developed method, called pre-

cessional injection, particles are injected from outside the cyclotron

and perform spiral orbits along a hill-valley boundary to the centre

of the cyclotron [Van Kampen 75]. In case of heavy ions a promising

method is to inject the ions with low charge state and strip them near

the centre of the cyclotron to a higher charge state. In a proper

arrangement the stripped ions will find themselves on an accelerated

equilibrium orbit after they have been stripped.

In separated sector cyclotrons the energy of the injected ions is

normally much higher than the energy gain per turn (VICKSI 10 times,

SIN 70 times). Generally the beam is injected through one of the

valleys, where the magnetic field is very low. At the centre there is

place for magnetic and electric bending elements. Mostly the injection
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path up to some point on the first turn in the cyclotron is regarded

as part of the beam guiding system between pre-accelerator and

cyclotron. Using the results of common matrix

calculations, the beam can be adjusted to the requirements of the

cyclotron in six dimensional phase plane. Especially when short pulses

of a few degrees have to be injected, a dispersion matching and

adjustment to CP phase, as was discussed in section III.7, are

essential.

Up to now we assumed that the injection system puts the beam on the

central orbit. In practice, however, in spite of nice correction

possibilities, small misalignnents or missettings show up and result

in an off-centered beam. Also the perturbations due to injection

elements may cause off-centering. After the beam has made several

turns in the cyclotron it is possible to determine the amplitude and

phase of the oscillation of the orbit centre with radially moving

probes. A correction may be applied by changing the position and

excitation of the last injection elements. These corrections are in

some cases however not possible, accurate or reproducable. Then the

centering can be achieved by the use of magnetic field perturbations.

Often harmonic coils are already present to correct for first harmonic

distortions .which are due to the injection elements. In the VICKSI

cyclotrons the harmonic coils are the same coils which are used for

isochronizing the field in the four sectors (see section 1.3). By

unequal excitation of the coils in the different sectors a first or

second harmonic perturbation can be made.

In the next sections of this chapter we will pay special attention to

the possibilities of centering the beam in the VICKSI cyclotron by a

first and a second harmonic magnetic field perturbation. In section

V.S we will consider how to use this information to obtain an

automatic procedure for centering the beam.

5.2 The influence of first harmonic perturbations

The particle notion under influence of first and second harmonic

magnetic fields has been described among others by Van Nieuwland

[Van Nieuwland 72a]. He studied the possibility to use the
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perturbations to achieve an optimal extraction efficiency. The

equations of motion of the orbit centre, which he used in his analysis,

were obtained from a Hamilton function which describes non accelerated

particles in cyclotrons, as given by Hagedoorn and Verster [Hagedoorn

62a]. For first and second harmonic perturbations in a four fold

symmetric field (see (11.18) the Hamilton function is

H ' 1 * B* ro y )

i B2> yPy

(V.I)

in which P , y represents the x, y coordinates of the orbit centre,

v « v - I, r • the radius of the circle motion and A., B. • the

relative values of the i-th cosine and sine component of the field

and ' means r d/dr.o

For clearness we use the same notation for the centre coordinates as

in chapter III. In the analysis of Van Nieuwland the particle motion

is assumed to be anti-clockwise. This means that in (V.I) y is the

momentum variable, conjugated to P (so y • - 3H/3P , P • 3K/3y).

(In the derivation of the centre motion in chapter III the particle

motion is clockwise and P is the momentum variable, conjugated to y)>

The Hamilton function in (V.I) is derived in the case of a Fourier

analysis of the magnetic field along the orbit of a centered particle.

When the Fourier analysis is taken on circles, the Fourier components

(Ai, B}, A2, B2) have to be replaced in the case of the VICKSI

cyclotron (with a four fold symmetric field, Bi, » 0} Vy

In this section we will consider only first harmonic perturbations,

so that A^, A2, A{, B2, B£ are equal to zero. Further we neglect the

third degree part in (V.I).
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(A2 + | A !

(V.2)

(V.3)

The flow lines of the motion in y, P phase plane are found by putting

H equal to a constant. An example is sketched in fig V.I.

The resulting Hamilton function can be written in the form

1 f I B i r o l 2

orbit centre direction of first
harmonic

pV

Fig V. 1 The flow lines of the motion in y, Py phase plans for ro
constant. Hue to a first harmonie perturbation the orbit
centres oscillate around a point M = (- A\ro/2vt - Biro/2v).
SB is the 'starting point' on which the orbit centre has to
start to be centered after 5 turns

The orbit centres oscillate around the point (- Ajr /2v, - Bjr /2\>),

point M in fig V.I. This point is often called the magnetic centre of

the cyclotron. At the resonance v B I/I the rotation centre M lies

in infinity and the floj lines are straight lines.

An orbit centre, started in point SP in fig V.1. rotates around M and

passes after several turns the geometrical centre of the cyclotron.

When at that moment the strength of the first harmonic reduces to zero

the particle will be centered. Mien acceleration is taken into account

this reduction is accomplished by a radial dependent Ai and Bj. Since

also v is a function of radius the flow lines will not be nice circles
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and must be calculated by numerical integration of the equations of

motion, following (V.3) (expressed with the use of CP phase and turn

number). To incorporate acceleration in these equations, we include

the differential equations in from (III.86) (with P replaced by -P to

incorporate the anti-clockwise particle motion) • Note that the motion

is then described with respect to the accelerated equilibrium orbit.

For a given harmonic field and turn separation, we define a starting

point "SP" in y, P phase plane. "SP" is that point in y, P space,

on which the orbit centre has to start, so that after acceleration

beyond the radius where the first harmonic becomes zero, the beam will

be centered. This point may be found by backwards calculations. The

calculations only have to be performed for one strength and direction

of a certain first harmonic field form. A change in strength of a

factor a is equivalent with a multiplication of the base vectors of

the y, P phase plane with I/a and a change in direction of a degrees

is equivalent to a rotation of the base vectors over -a degrees.

This follows from the linear differential equations. Thus the needed

perturbation to centre a beam started in an arbitrary point in the

y, P phase plane can be found quickly.

The position of "SP" has been calculated for the first harmonic

perturbations that may be excited by coil 1, 2 and 3 in the VICKSI

cyclotron. (At present only coil 2 and coil 3 are equiped with

special power supplies for this purpose.) One set of coils on the

same radius in the different sectors will be called one coil.

Fig V.2 shows the dependence of the first harmonic components on

the radius. The Fourier analysis was made on static equilibrium

orbits [Lindback ]. N.B. The small and nearly constant field

contributions of the coils for radii larger than the coil position

(the coils are closed inwards, see chapter I) have been neglected.

Fig V.3 shows the position of "SP" and the motion of the orbit centre

in y, P v space for the different coils in case of the turn separations

8, 14, 25 and 40 mm. We further include the first harmonic perturbation

produced by a positive excitation of coil 3 plus a negative excitation

of coil 2. In this way a field bump in created which does not influence

the beam behaviour on the first turns. For these calculations the v

•- f t
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values for the 120 MeV Ne s + field were used. (vy -v 0.06 at injection

and slowly increasing to 0.10 at r • 1 meter.) Injection is assumed on

cone-
's

1%
15

.50
average radius frn)

Fig V.2 The radial dependence of the first harmonic components, which
may be made by coil 2, 2 and 3 in the VICKSI cyclotron. The
first harmonie oomponent is expressed relative to the main
magnetic field. We refer to the indicated field as strength
2. For an average main magnetic field of IT the indicated
fields, with their maximum at 0° azimuth (see fig 1.2), can
be produced by 65 Ampere through the coils at azimuthal
position +4SP and -45° and -65 Ampère through the coils at
235° and -235°. (In the field mapping by Saanditronix a
coordinate system is used, which is rotated over 4B° with
respect to the eye tan used in this thesis.)

2*
an averaged radius of 436 mm (<r> • l/2n fr d8). The CF phase of the

particles equals zero degress. The results were obtained by backwards

calculations.

The distance between "SP" and the centre position of the AEO indicates

what the maximum off-centering is that can be corrected with the

existing coils. In table V.I we summarized these distances, for K\

values as indicated in fig V.2.

Table V.2 The oscillation amplitudes at injection, which
are reduced to zero with the different coils,
producing a field as given in fig V.3. The values are

• • in tm.
Ar - 8 14 25 40 mm

coil
coil

coil

coil

1

2

3

3-2

20

25

23

7

14

38

13

29

9

30

42

31

5

19

42

22
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AR«8mm
h-2

fiR-Umm
h-4

AR»25mm
h-5 h-6

coin 10mm

Py

coil 2
\

-»--«. numerical orbit integration

Fig 7.3 The /notion of the orbit centre^ in y, Py phase plane, started
in point "SP" (first dot) at injection and centered at large
radius. The turn separations are 8, 14, 25 and 40 mm for a first
harmonic perturbation produced by coil 1, coil 2, coil 3 and
(ooil 3-coil 2). The used relative amplitudes are plotted in fig V.2
FortR=2S rm the analytical calculations are compared with
results from numerical orbit integration ( x x )

The variation in position of "SP" due to variation in CP phase of 10°

turned out to be smaller than 2 mm for all cases in fig V.3.

From fig V.3 we may conclude that the best coil for centering purposes

is coil 2 for low turn separation and coil 3 for large turn separation.

For Ar = 8 mm the bump has nearly no influence. This has also been

found experimentally.

The effect on the motion in the y, P plane of a combination of

different first harmonic perturbations can easily be constructed when
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the motion under influence of the single perturbations is known. Due

to the linearity of the equations of motion (we neglected the third

degree part) the total motion will be the vector sum of the single

results. The field bump gives" an example of this property. When an

arbitrary distortion, due to e.g. injection elementSt is present, the

needed correction in the first harmonic field can be estimated by

comparing the position of "SP" of this distortion with the position

of "SP" of the correcting field.

This way of correcting a perturbed field thus optimizes the beam

behaviour in stead of minimizing the first harmonic field itself.

In fig V.3 we also indicated the results obtained by numerical orbit

integration for coil 2 and 3 in the case Ar = 25 mm. The position of

the orbit centre is calculated with the two probe method described

in section V.5. The agreement between the centre motion from the

numerical orbit integration and the integration of the analytical

equations is very good. An other method, also convenient to find the

orbit centre motion in studies with numerical orbit integration,

compares two particles started with the same initial conditions, but

of which only one is accelerated under influence of the first

harmonic perturbation. The difference in position in x, p space can

be translated to an orbit centre position by a formule, given in

[Schulte 76c]. In this way no exact information on the AEO is

necessary. A number of examples is given in [Schulte 76c].

i

, ' I

V.3 The influence of first and second harmonic perturbations

A second harmonic in combination with a first harmonic perturbation

can give a fast reduction of large oscillation amplitudes. (Van

Nieuwland made a large grow of the oscillation amplitude in this

way.) For simplicity we take B2 and B 2 equal to zero, so that we

consider only second harmonics with a maximum field at 0° or 90°

azimuth. If we neglect the third degree part, the Hamilton function

for non-accelerated particles in (V.I) can be written as

t(v
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with

v = v - 1

D - i A2 +

If D > v the flow lines are hyperbolas with an asymptotic direction i|i

determined by v + D cos 2t|i • 0. An example without and with a first

harmonic is sketched in fig V.4a and b, respectively. In these figures

an area is indicated for different turn numbers. The distance of the

area to the centre of the hyperboles reduces proportionally to the

distance itself. As can be seen from the figure the area can be

centered when a first harmonic is present. To minimize the stretching

the centre of the hyperbolas should still be relatively far from the

centre of the y, P space at the moment the area is nearly centered.

At this moment the second harmonic should reduce to zero. Therefore

the first harmonic should extend to larger radii than the second

harmonic. Consequently the first harmonic will also take care of the

last part of the centering process. Compared with

regenerative extraction method, in which this process is used

reversely to obtain a large turn separation, this way of centering

an injected beam may be called regenerative injection. However, an

essential difference to regenerative extraction is that first and

second harmonic are uncoupled.

la) NtaMines

p

Fig V.4 The flow lima in yt Py phase plane in aaae of a second
hamonio in which D > v,alone (a) and with fivat hcunonia
(b). An example of the motion of an area is indicated
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Application of this method in the VICKSI cyclotron shows some dis-

advantages.
1. A very strong second harmonic component is needed to assure the

hyperbolic flow lines as indicated in fig V.4. Relative second
harmonic components in the magnetic field of about 0.05 appear,
while the available coils allow at this moment values less than
abcut 0.005.

2. Only second harmonic sin-components are possible because of the
available co i l s . This limits the azimuthal directions from which
centering i s possible.

3. From calculations i t turns out that the maximum oscillation
amplitude which can be corrected i s about 40 mm. In case of larger
amplitudes the particle gets out of the range of the second
harmonic during part of i t s turn, so that the effect of the second
harmonic i s strongly reduced.

More informations on these considerations can be found in [Schulte
76c]. The centering method as described above is however s t i l l a
promising method for cyclotrons with radial oscillation frequencies
close to unity.

V.4 Practical applications

From the results given in the two preceeding sections we may conclude
that the use of f irst harmonics alone seems to be appropriate to
centre the beam in the VICKSI cyclotron. Up to now we have not found
strong arguments that plead for a quick centering process. The
coupling between centre and circle motion, as described in chapter III ,
i s a linear process. Yet i t i s advisable not to keep large oscillation
amplitudes too long, because the oscillation phase depends on the CF
phase (see section III .6) . Consider for example a 20 mm off-centered
beam at injection (40 mm ini t ia l turn separation, harmonic number
equal to 5) . In fig V.5 the resulting phase plane after 25 turns for
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1mm

Afl = 40 im initial
initial A = 20 mm

080
final radius
h = S

1050 mm

Fig V. S The position in ys P« space of areas with CP phases -20° to
+20° after 25 turns. At the injection all areas had a 20 mm
oscillation amplitude and the same oscillation phase.
Coil 2 has been excited such that for a 0° CP phase the area
is centered. Due to the coupling as described in section
III.6 a linear relation exists between position and CP phase
(Ar = 40 rmt h = 5)

different CP phases are given in the case that centering is achieved

for 0° CF phase with the use of coil 2. For +20° CP phase an

oscillation amplitude of 4 mm remains. (With second harmonic field

perturbations the coupling effects and therefore also its influence

on the centering process may possibly be reduced, see section III.6.)

An important limitation to the possibilities to reduce large initial

oscillation amplitudes is formed by the demand that the orbit

separation at the injector nose must be larger than 6 mm.(The injector

nose is the end of the injector, where the particles leave the

injector, the azimuth position is about -30°, see fig 1.2.) The orbit

separation at any azimuth is determined by the turn separation

(defined as the averaged orbit separation over one turn) and the

centre displacement. Considering an orbit separation of 12 mm the

change in centre position may not be larger than 6 mm in the direction

opposite to the injector nose. As we know the influence of the different

harmonic coils in the VICKSI cyclotron on the centre motion an area

can be indicated in y, P space from which no centering is possible

with the considered coil due to a too small orbit separation at the

injector nose. Those areas are indicated in fig V.6 for the coils 2

and 3 in case of a turn separation of 8 and 14 mm, respectively. We
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assumed no residual f irst harmonics (the orbit motion i s anti-

clockwise) .

iR-Kmrn

Pig 7.6 In y, Pu phase plane the areas are indicated from which no
injection is possible as then Hie particle will hit the
injector in the case thai aentering is achieved by coil 2
for an initial turn separation tr = 8 ran and coil 3 for
Ar = 14 urn. For ke = 8 ion a similar area is seen if no
harmonic perturbations are present (so that the particles
oscillate around the centre of the y, Py space)

V.5 Radial probe measurement

In the VICKSI cyclotron there are diagnostic probes at 108° and 252°
aziauthal position. With these probes radial differential probe
measurements can be made» Since always single turn extraction is
anticipated, such a plot will generally show separated turns from
injection to extraction. For example in fig V.7 a trade is shown from
440 mm to 1200 mm.

From the radial position of two succesive turns at both probes (thus

4 measured point) the position of the orbit centre in the 90°
direction (y direction) is calculated. Four measured points are
involved to eliminate immediately from the measurement the turn
separation due to the energy gain.

To explain the method we assume the two probes at 90° and 270°
azimuthal position. The radial position of the beam in the points
1 to 4 in fig V.8 are measured and indicated by Pi to Pi,. In first
approximation these positions are the sum of the contributions of

•ê
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7.7 A radial differential probe meaaurement from 440 tm to
1200 im. The initial turn separation is 40 mt and the beam
ia 100 nA A*+ aeaelerated to 180 MeV at about 1700 rm
radius

centre aotion, circle motion, and centre motion of the AEO as indicated

in fig V.8 (see also fig III.21). Note that the position of the centre

of the ABO is zero When the particle passes the azimuth 90° and 270°.

We find for Px to Pi» [Schulte 77]

P2 - r + Ar + A,

r • | Ar - A„ (V.5)

where A is the y-position of the orbit centre, r the radial position

at point I and Ar the turn separation.

FroB (V.S) it follows that

Ay " (V.6)
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Fig V.8

From four measured beam positions
at too successive turns, indicated
with 1 to 2 , the y position of
the orHi centre, when the particle
passes point B, can be calculated

He neglected the change of A due to the rotation of the orbit centre.

Taken this into account, A in (V.6) is an averaged value over Ij turn

and thereby a good approximation of the y position of the orbit centre

when the particles pass point B at 0° azimuth in fig V.8. Hinderer

adopted (V.6) to a more general situation in which the probes make an

angle of a degrees with the y-axis and an angle of (180 - 2a) degrees

with resyect to each other [Hinderer].

I cos o (Pi + 3P2 - 3?3 - Pi,)

- £ sin a f (P2 - Pi • Pi, - P3) (V.7)

f2 is the excentricity of the eigenellips in x, rp phase plane at

the mid-valley line (i.e. f « 1.2).

To test the above given equation* a numerical simulation is carried

out. In fig V.9 calculated positions of the orbit centre for a • 0°

and a • 18° are given as function of turn number, using (V.7). A

measurement of the rp value at 90° also gives the orbit centre

motion in y-direction. However, as the motion in radial phase plane

turns along an ellips the amplitude in rp direction must be reduced

by a factor f2, the excentricity. There is good agreement between

the different plots.
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Fig V.9 The y position of the orbit centre aa obtained with (V.7) for
a = Qo and a = 18°. The corresponding rpr notion at 0°
azimuth ie also given

47.1

turn turn turn

Fig V.10 The turn separation as a function of turn number as measured
with the two probes in the VICKSI cyclotron for an argon
beam which is accelerated to 180 MeV. The y position of the
orbit centre as calculated with (V.7) is also shown. The
dotted line is the estimated linear part in the measurement
which is due to a slow drift of the magnetic centre

f
3ÏF*
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In the experimental set up in the VICKSI cyclotron a radial

differential plot is read by the control computer. From this radial

plot, the radial position as a function of turn number is calculated.

In fig V.lOa and V.lOb an example of the orbit separation at both

probe azimuthes are given. (In this case the data had still to be

acquired from a plot of the orbit pattern; this explains the

inaccurancy.) In fig V.lOc the result of the calculation of A is

shown. Remarkable is the clean curve for A , whereas the curves for

the orbit separation are not so accurate.

With these measured centre plots a very accurate correction of an

off-centered beam is possible. We have investigated the possibility

of controlled centering in section V.6 by using the information of

the harmonic coils as given in section V.2.

A very useful application of this probe-method is found in numerical

orbit integration codes. The program can simulate probes on 0°, 90°,

180° and 270°. By (V.6) the y and x position of the orbit centre can

be calculated. Close examination reveals that in this case the

x-position is measured 1/4 turn earlier as the y position. When v is

not too far from unity the error is very small. The results are very

handsome and directly available in the computer output. Also no

information on the AEO is needed to determine off-centering.

In case of a broad C? phase width of the beam, separated turns do not

appear. In that case an off-centered beam shows up through fluctuations

in the density pattern measured with a differential probe. Whan

harmonic coils are available at a smaller radius than the radius of

the measured interval, a linear influence in the density is seen foe

different excitations of these harmonic coils. With this information

a sisple 2 x 2 matrix may supply the correct settings

for a well centered beam [Corsten 78].
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V.6 Automatic centering

V.6.1 Introduction

In the previous section we showed an accurate method to determine the

yposition of the orbit centre. We also can calculate or measure the

influence of a first harmonic field perturbation on the y-position

and we know that these influences are linear. Therefore it is possible

by linear calculation to determine the settings for the different

harmonic coils with which the beam will be centered or off-centered

in a predescribed way. An automatic centering procedure may be

developed this way.

Proper settings for the currents through the harmonic coils can be

obtained by a least square fit, in which these settings are the

parameters (p.) and the ypositions of the orbit centre as function

of turn number, are the measured point (x.). The relation between a

variation in p and a subsequented variation in x is given by

x - Ap
x -

(Pi»
(V.8)

where A is a matrix which does not need to be square. Singularity
Toccurs when det (AA ) - 0.

With two sets of coils and for each set two independent directions
there are four independent parameters in the VICKSI cyclotron. The
interval of interest can be taken just after injection or at about
half the final radius. We will discuss both situations.
This is also applied in the closed-orbit corrections in synchrotrons
[King 73, Maclacklan 73].

V.6.2 Applications

Generally i t will be sufficient to ask for a centered beam after the
injection region, which is defined as the region where disturbances
of the injection elements are noticable. As an oscillation is
determined by amplitude and phase, two independent parameters are
sufficient to correct for this oscillation. These two parameters may
be phase and amplitude of some first harmonic perturbation at the
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centre (see section III.2). In the VICKSI cyclotron a field bump made

by coil 2 and 3 is most suitable. Only for a turn separation of 8 am

at the injection it is better to use coil 2 separately, as is

illustrated in fig V.3. Although we know that an exact solution

exists for the strength of the parameters, we use the least square

aethod, because there may be still a contribution of a slowly changing

magnetic centre (see fig V.10) and because the accuracy with which is

measured, is limited. The scheme, in use fct the VICKSI cyclotron at

the moment, analyses 14 points (y-positions of the orbit centre) at

about I meter radius. In 14 turns an orbit centre will make roughly

one revolution around the magnetic centre. Base vectors for the LSQ-

analysis (the coloans in the matrix A in (V.8)) are the two influences

of the field bump, a constant and a linearly increasing function

[Hinderer]. With the last two functions, which are no real para-

aaters, we can try to eliminate the influence of the magnetic centre,

of which we assume tnat it changes slowly over these 14 turns. This

assumption is true in the VICKSI cyclotron after a radius of 1 meter.

The settings of the field bump can be calculated and carried out

resulting in a reduction of the oscillation amplitude.

It may happen that the oscillation amplitude in the injection region

is increased at some places after the correction is applied. When

this oscillation amplitude should also be reduced, measuring points

can be taken from the first turn in the cyclotron. In that case, of

course, we have to take into account more than two parameters for a

least square fit.

To test the procedure, model calculations were done with the use of

the analytical equations from section V.2. The influence of the four

parameters on the y-position (A ) as function of turn number is

given in fig V.ll. As distortion field we assumed a first harmonic

magnetic field, produced by the injection elements, as sketched in

fig V.13. The motion of the orbit centre under influence of this field

is given in fig V.I2a. Fig V.12b indicates the resulting centre motion

in y, F coordinates after correction (LSQ-fit for the y coordinate).

Although the y-position is measured and optimized, the x-position (P )

may still obtain large values. This is the case in fig V.I2b.
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Fig V.ll The influence on the y-poaition of the orbit centre (Ay) aa
funotion of turn number for the four parameters (first harm
harmonic fields produced by aoil 2 in 0° and 90° direction
and by coil 3 -in 0° and 90° direction). At the left side
the total centre motion in y, P« phaee plane is given in
case of aoil 2t 0° and coil 3t V°

A somewhat better situation occurs when Sollwerte and weight

factors are introduced. Fig V.I2c shows the Sollwerte, used in this

case. The weight factors are 6 at the first and last measured points,

while reducing to 1 for the measured points in the middle. The

results after correction is also given in the figure. Well choosen

Sollwerte clearly push the result more in the wanted direction.
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without correction

(a)

correction correction with Soil Werte
coil 2: (0.43, 270°) coil 2: (0.17, 358°)
coil 3: (0.53, 336°) coil 3: (0.30, 304°)

(bj (cj

Fig V.12 The y-position and total motion of the orbit centre in
y, Py phase plane for the unaorreated case (the assumed
perturbation is given in fig V.13) and corrected oases
without and With Solïuerte, calculated with the LSQ-
method. Note the change in scale. (Amplitude 1 refers
to the fields in fig V. 2)

0.002rA1

original
corrected with
relative Soil Werte

-10L

correction with
relative Soil Werte
coil 2: (0.60, 72°)
coil 3: (0.42,245°)

(a)

^^ auorano rarlïiKaverage radius (mm)

(b)

Fig V. 13 The resulting centre motion in y, Py phase plane when
relative Sollwerte are used (a). The harmonic fields before
and after the correction are shown in (b) (full line and
broken line, respectively)
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If turn separation is small, i t may be of interest not to change the
beam path at the f irst turn to avoid losses at the injector nose.
This demand can be incorporated in the control scheme by the intro-
duction of relative Sollwerte. These are Sollwerte which are equal
to a determined fraction of the measurement at that moment. We took
fractions equal to I for the f irs t four turns (thus ensuring the well
adjusted injection efficiency) and a value decreasing to zero for the
next five turns. The change after correction in the centre notion is
given in fig V.13a. The motion resembles very much the original motion
in fig V.12a on the f irst turns. In fig V.13b the resulting f irst
harmonic perturbation is plotted. I t i s clearly seen that an allowed
centre motion does not coincide with best reduction of f irst harmonic
perturbation.
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Remaining oscillation amplitude (in cm)
at a radius larger than the measured
interval, after that a correction is
applied

least square value (in cm ) divided by
the number of measured points after a
correction is applied

determinant of ATA where A is given
in (V.8)

standard deviation of the change in the
currents, when continuously corrections
. are applied because of a I mm noise in
the measurements (in arbitrary units)

Fig V. 14 Some quantities of interest as function of the number of
involved parameters. Three parameters give the best results
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Four parameters are not always necessary. This is illustrated in a

number of plots in fig V.14 in which horizontally the involved: number

of parameters and vertically some relevant quantities are given. From

these plots three parameters seems to be the best number.

Until now we tested the method using the analytical equations.

Complete numerical orbit integrations of the orbit give the same

results.

In the VICKSI cyclotron the control computer has enough data to

determine the control matrix by the above sketched analytical

calculations for every beam which is accelerated. Time consuming

measurements of the influence of the parameters may be avoided in

this way.
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CHAPTER VI

EXTRACTION

VI. 1 Introduction

For the extraction two main processes can be distinguished: the

single turn mode of operation and the luulti turn mode of operation,

which normally are called single turn and multi turn extraction.

By single turn extraction a particle bunch is extracted in one turn

and this process may have an efficiency of 100%. As energy > or

radius, is a function of CP phase, single turn extraction in an AVF

cyclotron can normally only be achieved by a bead with a small CP

phase width.

In case of multi turn extraction the beam has a large CP phase width

and extraction of one bunch takes place during many turns. In this

chapter we have a closer look at both extraction processes.

VI.2 Single turn extraction
'• i

For single turn extraction a small CP phase width is necessary. This

has been clearly indicated by Gordon [Gordon 66]. Very often a beam

with a small CP phase width is selected by the use of radial or

vertical slits on the first turns in the cyclotron [Blosser 66,

Van Heusden 76a]. (See for the meaning of CP phases section III.3.4,

for the purposes in this chapter the CP phase may be taken equal to

the HF phase.) If the beam is pre-accelerated, a buncher in the

injection liae may provide these very short pulses. The VICKSI

cyclotron forms an example (see chapter I).

Also the quality of the beam at extraction is very important. (A good

quality means a small extension of the beam in radial direction and a

small divergence for one CP phase.) Coupling effects, as described in
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chapter III, can deform an area in the radial phase plane. We proved

however that in the case of the VICKSI cyclotron this deformation can

be neglected (see section III.6).

For single turn extraction an energy focus is used up to now to

minimize the radial width of the bunch, so that the last turns in the

cyclotron are well separated and extraction in one turn is possible.

(For an 'energy focus' the particles must lie around the top of the

parabola, which describes energy as function of CF phase.) Such a

focus occurs when the CF phase history <fr,™(n) with n representing turn

number, satisfies [Gordon 66]

max
I

n=o

ain 0 (VI. O

However, a fluctuation of the Dee frequency, or in practice more
important, of the magnetic field strength will influence the CP phase
history. To obtain the most stable final energy the CF phase history
has also to obey [Gordon 66]

max
I n sin *cp(n) = 0

n=o
(VI. 2)

For the VICKSI cyclotron, in which the phase history can be measured

and adapted in most of the acceleration process (see chapter VII), the

most simple solution for (VI.I) and (VI.2) is a constant CF phase

equal to zero degree.

The demand for separated turns limits the permittable CF phase width.

For example in the VICKSI cyclotron a final turn separation of 10 mm

at the extraction radius of 1.64 m permits roughly a 12° CF phase

width. For a final turn separation of 3 mm, however, the turns already

overlap due to the extension of the beam for one single phase

(normally about 4 mm). To ensure still single turn extraction the

orbit separation at the azimuth of the deflector entrance is enhanced

by a large oscillation amplitude in radial direction. This oscillation

is created by a first harmonic field perturbation at the resonance

v = 1, which is passed due to the falling-off of the field.

>' 1
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VI. 1 The orbit motion in rpr space near extraation in the VICKSI
cyclotron at 0° azimuth (a). The particle with 0° CP phase,
started in this calculation at r = 1.60 m on an AEO, is
indicated with "x". For 0°, 3° and 4° an area, which is
started around the AEO with the proper energy, is given at
the turn 4 and 14. The loaer part of the figure shows the
radius as function of CP phase for the different turns at
zero degree azimuth. Although the orbit separation is
increased after the resonance, the permitted CP phase width-
is not enlarged for a beam with an extreme good quality
(called small beam). For a normal beam of 4 rm width
extraation is made possible by the created oscillation.
4>CP(n=14) - *cP(n=0) = -33°, E{. = 115 MeVt Ri = 1.6 mt
( = 0.09,

Aa illustration of this process in rp space is seen in fig VI.la.

An initially well centered particle with 0° CP space is indicated

with (x). For turns 4 and 14 also an area is plotted for initial CP

phases 0°, 3° and 4°. Fig VI.lb shows the radius for initially well

centered particles as function of CP phase and turn number. The

resonance appears at 1.62 m. The orbit separation for one CP phase

increases after the resonance.
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However, if we consider every turn to be a candidate for extraction

and place an infinite thin septum just outside the last-but-one turn,

the permitted CP phase width turns out to be approximately the sane

for all turns even before the resonance. In this case we assumed a

beam with an extreme good quality. If we take into account the septum

thickness and extension of the beam, a larger CP phase width is

possible after the resonance, because these two things are not

influenced by this resonance (if excited by a first harmonic

perturbation). This is illustrated in fig VI.1 by the dotted lines.

From fig VI. 1 we also see that after the resonance the radial

extension of the total beam is increased. The larger the turn

separation is, the larger this radial extension will be. Experimental

evidence is given in fig VI.2, in which radial differential plots for

different first harmonic amplitudes at the resonance for the VICKSI

cyclotron are shown.
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Fig VI. 2 Radial differential plota of the last turns in the
cyclotron. When the first harmonic at the resonance is
changed, such that the orbit separation is increased , the
width of the burst is also enlarged. The beam is
130 MeV I 6 0 S + . At 1730 mi the beam comes sust out of the
first deflector. In these cases the deflector was not
adjusted for an optimal beam out of this first deflector
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A realistic CP phase width that can be extracted in one turn at a

3 mm turn separation just before the resonance in the VICKSI

cyclotron, is about 8° (see fig VI.Ib). However, the permitted CP

phase width can be enlarged by the introduction of an oscillation

amplitude already at injection. In the following we will prove that

the contributions of the oscillations to the radial position of the

particles may be such that the difference in radial position due to

energy differences is compensated in such a way that initially over-

lapping turns are separated at extraction radius. We say that the so

obtained small beam has a 'radial focus'. The situation in case of

resonant free extraction (before the resonance v • 1) and pre-

cessional extraction (after the resonance v - 1) will be examined.

In the present analysis we neglect the influence of the coupling

between circle and centre motion, as presented in chapter III,

because we assume now low turn separation at low harmonic numbers.

Resonant free extraction

Consider an off-centered beam of which the oscillation is created at

injection, e.g. by a changed injector position or a first harmonic

field perturbation. He assume that the oscillation amplitude and

phase at injection are equal for all CP phases. The oscillation phase

(* ) will change during acceleration, while the amplitude (.&)
OoC OSC

remains constant. The radial position (r) of a particle with CP phase

•pp is now given by (assuming an isochronous magnetic field)

CP *CP Aosc W
(VI. 3)

The first term represents the radial position due to energy and the

second term represents the contribution of the radial oscillation. If

the amplitude of the radial oscillation equals zero, the radius r is

a parabolic function of the CP phase 4 , as was shown already in

fig VI.1. This parabolic form will change in the case of a non-zero

amplitude. The reason for this is that the radial oscillation phase

W^CP**• _ depends on the CP phase, thus $
OSC OSC

circumstances described below, the parabolic form may then even change

into a fourth power curve, in which case the radial width of a

beam is reduced.
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We will now determine the oscillation phase as function of the CP

phase, so that it will be possible to explore (VI.3) as function of

the CP phase» The nomenclature that we will use in the following is

fir variation of radial position: radial distance between

a reference particle and a particle with other CP phase

on the same turn

fir delta radius: radial distance between turns for

particles with same CP phase (orbit: separation, in case

of centered particles turn separation,

index o centered particles

index e particles at extraction

The oscillation phase (iji ) as function of turn number (n) is
osc

*init " (v - l)dn (VI.4)

in which •• . is the oscillation phase at injection.

The radial oscillation frequency v is a function of radius. In the

following we always denote v_ - 1 as v. We are not interested in the

absolute value of <p , but more in the change in i> for differentosc osc
CP phases. Therefore we will make an expansion around a reference

particle with a CP phase ̂ . Consider therefore two particles with

the CP phases +o and }\. The difference in the radial position of

these particles on the same turn in the case they are centered, is

6rQ (the variation of the radial position of centered particles

(index o » . No»

for é
*init " 2* )dn

o

n

• *init Jv(ro + 6 r o ) d n
(VI.5)

r is a function of the turn number,o
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By a Taylor expansion of the last line we find for the difference in

the oscillation phase 6*
osc

'osc

n n

- - 2» [v'8rodn - 2w Jv" -j dn (VI. 6)

where ' - d/dr. As v is a function of radius and the integration

boundaries are determined by the particle with CP phase * we may

transform the integral to an integral over radius r . (Integration

boundaries are determined by the particle with CP phase $ , because

around this particle we make the Taylor expansion.) Since the CP phase

is constant (ideal isochronism) the next relation holds

dn (VI.7)

1

with r is the final radius and Ar the turn separation at the
Oc 06

final radius (see index e) for well-centered particles (see index o).
6r
oe

oe
(VI.8)

with 6r is the radial distance between well centered particles with

CP phases $ and $i on the same turn at final radius.

In the last equation we assumed that at injection the particles have

an energy equal to E cos $.

With the assumptions that the injection energy and the energy gain per

turn are much smaller than the final energy and the radial difference

between the two particles is not too large, we find for 6ib at
osc

extraction
«•,osc (VI.9)

with

Ar
oe

'oe

t; - i v dn

o
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He nay neglect 1/2 Ar v' with respect to v - v. In the VICKSI

cyclotron in case of 3 mm turn separation the maximum value for

1/2 Ar v' is 0.015. whereas in the Eindhoven cyclotron this value
oe e

is about 0.010. With this relation a simple investigation of the

influence of off-centering at extraction is possible.

With this relation we can explore (VI.3) .The difference in radial

position 6r of the two particles with CP phase * and $i on the same

turn at extraction (at one certain azimuth) becomes

6re 6roroe ~ cos (VI.10)

or with (VI.9}, in which v' is neglected and 6r is replaced by

Vroe

6r • x Ar + x 2ir(v - v>A sin * (* )e e oe e e osc osc"o (VI. 11)

The difference is radial position due to the difference in energy is

compensated when fir » 0. The radial extension of the total beam is

than minimized at extraction (or in other words r in (VI.3) becomes

a fourth power curve as function of the CP phase). (VI.II) becomes

sin (VI. 12)

Since we also want that the oscillation amplitude increases the orbit

separation at the considered azimuth, it follows that (Ar is the

orbit separation at extraction)

Aroe + 2irveAosc *osc > Aroe

and consequently (we take here v larger than zero or v > 1)

Aosc 8in *osc > ° < V 1' l

Now i t follows that

1. (vg - v) must be negative to fulf i l (VI.12);

2. From (VI.12) the needed oscillation amplitude nay be calculated.

The condition v£ - v < 0 means in practice that extraction must take

place in the fringing field» where due to the negative gradient in

the magnetic field v drops below its average value.
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The oscillation amplitude is given by (sin * $ 1)
osc

Ar
oe

osc - v)
(VI.15)

The orbit separation in case of a radial focus becomes

It follws from the two preceding equations that

osc

(VI. 16)

(VI. 17)

Here we see that large values of v are favourable, because the needed

oscillation amplitudes are smaller. Three examples are

1. (VICKSI cyclotron)

2. (data corresponding

0.08
0.025/ needed A

A roe " 3

«0.5

OSC

Ar « 4.4 mm

9 mm

to the SIN cyclotron) v - 0.17 } needed A » 2.5 mm
6 I OSC

Ar >• 5 urn ) Ar = 7.5 mmr

3. (Eindhoven cyclotron) v

v

v - 0.035\

ve - 0.010>

Ar •!•)

needed A = 7 mm

Ar « 1.5 mm

. 'I

•Ml

In the VICKSI cyclotron (first example) resonant free extraction is

not a normal operation situation, but it may be accomplished by

changing the magnetic field by a decrease of the current in the

gradient coil 12 (see section 1.3), by which we prevent that v

passes the value 1. The particle motion for this situation, calculated

with a numerical integration code, is shown in fig VI.3. At extraction

v - 1 is 0.025. The particles are started at a turn, corresponding to

an energy of 112 MeV for 0° CP phase with the same oscillation

amplitude and oscillation phase. Here we assumed that for the particle

with 0° CP phase the average v is equal to the radial oscillation
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frequency at this turn (see (VI.9)). From fig VI.3 we see that indeed

at the same tine an increased orbit separation and a 'radial focus'

appear. The meaning of the 'radial focus' may be best understood by

comparing the r$„D space in Fig VI.3 and in fig VI,1 before thec™
resonance. Further a sketch is given of the radius to intensity plot,

which should be measured with a differential probe on the assumed

azimuth. It is clear that a CP phase width of 2 x 11° = 22° can be

allowed in stead of less than 10°. This calculation illustrates what

may be achieved at extraction with off-centered beams in the case the

beam is extracted in the fringing field.

Experimental evidence has not yet be found by us. However, the

experimental results at the SIN accelerator point in this direction

[SIN 77]. There an increased orbit separation together with a small

beam in front of the first deflector were achieved by a 2.5 mm

oscillation amplitude from the start (v = 0.4 and v $ 0.4). Also

at the Julich cyclotron effects have been seen that might be

explained by the above given theory [Reich]. However, more experiments

are needed to prove the theory.

Generally it seems that by a radial focus the permitted CP phase width

at injection is about twice at large as in case of centered particles.

Of course only by numerical calculation real numbers for a specific

situation may be found.

N.B. Mien extraction does not take place in the fringing field and

thus v > v an oscillation amplitude may produce at a certain azimuth

an increased orbit separation for one CP phase but will at the same

moment increase the radial width of the beam.

Precessional extraction

In the case of 'precessional extraction' the beam is accelerated

through the v <• 1 resonance, at which place a large oscillation

amplitude is created in the presence of a first harmonic field

perturbation [Hagedoorn 63, Hagedoorn 66, Garren 62, Blosser 62,

chapter V]. Due to the oscillation sufficiently large turn separation

is possible. An example of this extraction process for the VICKSI

I
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cyclotron is given in fig VI. 1 in rp space at 0 azimuth. At

r = I.6SS m or r » 1.643 m a septum can be placed. The orbit

separation can be described by

Ar Ar + A s i n ill 2itv
oe T e

(VI.18)

where A and i|i are amplitude and phase of the oscillation created

at the v • 1 resonance. As in this case v < 0 the orbit separat

is increased when sin $ 2L~1. The variation in radius for two

particles on the same turn with CP phase 0 and 5$, respectively,

becomes

6r ör + A sin (VI.19)

To calculate \j> we consider the integral of v over turn number. We

assume a small CP phase width so that fir is roughly a turn

independent constant (thus equal to 5r ) . If we change to integration
OG

over radius, i t fol lows that 6\p i s determined by the integrat ion of U
from r - 6r to r . Thereforeoe oe oe

-r— 2itv 6rAr e oeoe

From (VI.17), (VI.19) and (VI.20) it follows that

6ro
Ar
oe

6re
Ar

(VI.20)

(IV.21)

This relation means that the position of a particle relative to the

position of the particle with 0° CP phase does not change from before

to after the resonance.

We consider now again an oscillation which is created at injection.

All the variables, in which this oscillation plays a role, are marked

with a tilde (y). In first approximation the motion is linear and

therefore we sum the motion for centered particles, the oscillation

created at the v = 1 resonance and the oscillation created at

injection. Therefore

n.
+ A co?

oe
A cos iliosc Tosc

cos ife osc osc (VI.22)
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It follows, using (VI.9)

$r - Sr + A* _ (VI.23)

This equation resembles (VI. 11). As v - u will be negative also now

(VI.14) holds. A 'radial focus' for this case may be achieved for an

amplitude, calculated with (VI. 15). For the VICKSI cyclotron we find

Ar

0.08

- 0.1

90 mm

needed A
osc

Ar

9 mm

4.3 mm

With sin t|> £ -1 (to obtain an enlarged orbit separation) and

sin * % 1 (to obtain the radial focus) a smaller orbit separation

at extraction follows. Fig VI.4a shows this 'radial focus' for a beam

with a CP phase width of 12°. The situation in the rifi.- plane is given

in fig VI.4b. Without the 'radial focus' only a CP phase width of 8°

can be extracted in a single turn. See fig VI. 1. Unfortunately we have

not yet experimental data about this 'radial focus'.

Fcr the Eindhoven cyclotron a 'radial focus' in the precessional

extraction mode is not possible as v decreases to about 0.02 due to

the large negative v - 1 values at the last turns. An orbit

separation of 4 mm together with a 'radial focus' would then demand

an oscillation amplitude of about 40 mm. The stability region in

this 3 fold symmetric AVF cyclotron does not permit such large

oscillation amplitudes.

N.B. With the increased CP phase width in one burst also the energy

width of the extracted beam is increased.

VI.3 Multi turn extraction

:1

If the CP phase width of the accelerated beam is so large that the

radial extension of one bunch is always larger than the radius gain

per turn, one bunch will be extracted in more than one turn: multi

turn extraction. In such an extraction process 100% extraction

efficiency will never be reached. The best experimentally determined

efficiencies lie between. 85 - 90%

1

•-3
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n-13

small
normal beam

Fig VI. 4 'Radial fa <s' far preaessional extraction in the VICKSI
cyclotron. The situation in the rpr plane at 0° azimuth and
the r^Qp plane are given. The initial energy for the 0°
particle corresponds to a radius of the AEO of 1.6 m. The
introduced oscillation is fAr, tpP) = (-4.2 nrn, + ? mead).
The magnetia field is the 120 MeV Ne5+ field. This figure
can be compared with fig VI. 1 in which the beam is
initially centered

If no beam pattern is observed with a differential probe, a good

estimation of the extraction efficiency is given by the ratio between

the septum thickness and the orbit separation. In a better

approximation the acceptance of the first deflector channel is taken

into account [Hagedoorn 63, Hagedoorn 66]. This acceptance can be

represented by an area in rpr space. As the radial position of the

septum is known, an effective thickness can thus be defined. This

effective septum thickness will generally be minimal for a certain

radial momentum. An example is given in fig VI.5.
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yin example of a channel
acceptance in rpr phase space

Optimal use of the effective thickness is therefore obtained by

permitting only a limited width in radial momentum in the beam

[Van Nieuwland 72a]. Although Van Nieuwland used the second harmonic

field component mainly to increase the orbit separation at the

deflector entrance, this harmonic caused in addition an elongation

of the phase plane area such that the radial width of this area

increases while the radial momentum width is decreased. This system

resembles a regenerative extraction scheme [Verster 56]. However,

in a regenerative extraction scheme first and second harmonic

components are coupled, because they are made by one field bump.

Van Nieuwland could adjust the second harmonic separately as he had

harmonic coils in all four valleys of a 4-fold symmetric magnetic

field. Therefore the second harmonic provides an extra parameter to

optimize the extraction process.

T '«'I

When, in the case of precessional extraction, the beam is still

accelerated over many turns after the resonance (Eindhoven cyclotron

% 30 turns), the oscillation phase of the excited amplitude will

depend on the CF phase at the extraction entrance. The highest

extraction efficiency will be obtained when for all CP phases the

beam arrives at the extractor in about the same way. In other words

zero derivative of oscillation phase with respect to CP phase

[Schulte 75a, Corsten 78]. Also an energy focus at extraction is

desirable. When optimization is only done with the main field, a

situation will be created somewhere between an energy focus and zero

derivative of the oscillation phase with respect to the CP phase. We

will not go further into the subject of multi turn extraction.
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CHAPTER VII

THE CP PHASE MEASUREMENT AMD CONTROL nrl

VII. 1 The measuring equipment

The CP phase of the circle motion of the accelerated particles can be

determined by measuring the HF phase of the beam. The relation between

the CP phase and the HF phase has been discussed in section III.7.

The HF phase probes

In most cases the HF phase is measured by non-intercepting capacitive

pick-up probes [Feldman 64, Schutte 73]. In the first pick-up probe

systems the signals were transformed from some tens of MHz to some

kHz by means of the sampling technique and at this frequency analysed

via correlation techniques [Schutte 73]. Later on good commercial

high frequency mixers became available, so that the correlation could

be done directly on the probe signal. This method is much faster and

more sensitive than the sampling technique [Van Heusden 75].

By measuring the amplitude and phase of one frequency component in

the signal, the HF phase can be determined. However, the signal from

the probes consists out of the beam signal, a pick-up signal from the

Dee with its high frequency voltage and noise. In fig VII.1 the

frequency spectrum of the pick-up signals in the Eindhoven cyclotron

is shown in case of no beam. The Dee frequency is 19.14 MHz and the

Dee voltage is 40 kV. As can be seen the amplitude of the second

harmonic component (2u = 38.28 MHz) is substantially lower (25 dB)

than the amplitude of the first harmonic component. The second

harmonic component of the probe signals in Eindhoven is therefore

analysed [Schutte 73, Van Heusden 75]. The area of the probes in

Eindhoven is 400 mm2 and its distance to the median plane is 10 mm.

At the VICKSI cyclotron the second harmonic disturbances in case of

10.5 MHz, 50 kV are about 3 uV. The phase probes used have an area
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- 2 0 dBm

Fig VII. 1 The frequency spectrum of, the pick-up signal in
the Eindhoven cyclotron in case of no beam. Dee
frequency is 19.14 MHz and Dee voltage is 40 kV.
Most of the signal comes from pick-up on the
cables. With an extra amplifiaation just outside
the vacuum box (see part 1 in fig VII. 2) much
better signal-to-noise ratios can be obtained

of 3000 mm2 and are placed 10 mm below and above the median plane.

Signals influenced by the beam can be calculated from the next formula

[Van Heusden 76b].

4kLW
 50\

k " r2
 qk 50 + ^

with V. = k-th harmonic component of the signal,

L = effective length of the probe (normal length

plus distance of probe to median plane),

W = effective width,

r = orbit radius for an energy equal to one energy

gain per turn,

q. = amplitude of k-th harmonic component of the

current in ampere,

Z, = the impedance of the probe.

In the VICKSI cyclotron 60 uV/uA can be expected for 40 mm initial

turn separation at a radius of 430 mm (r =180 mm). In the Eindhoven
o

r -si
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cyclotron we obtain about 1000 uV/yA for a turn separation of 1 mm

at 400 i

values.

radius (r «21 mm). These values agree with experimental
o

In the VICKSI cyclotron the HF phase is measured at 10 different

radii, at an azinuthal position of 270° with capacitive pick-up

probes (see fig 1.2). These radii are given in table VII.1.

Table VII.1 The radial positions of the different phase probes along
the mid-valley line (270° in fig 1.2)

probe nr

radius (urn)

1

440

2

498

3

575

4

762

5

955

6

1115

7

1255

8

1381

9

1496

10

1603

The electronic equipment

A block diagram of the electronic equipment is given in fig VII.2.

(This equipment has been designed by Van Heusden in close cooperation

with HMI, Scanditronix and Eindhoven. It has been built by

Scanditronix.)

scope
switchprobes

part 1

Fig VII.2 The phase detection system. Part 1 is the multiplexing
system, part 2 the transformation of the signal to a fixed
frequency and part 3 the mixing part in which sine and
cosine aomponenta are determined

The basic idea is to transform the signal to a signal with a fixed

frequency in which still the phase and intensity of the old signal is

preserved [Brautigam]. A crystal oscillator produces the fixed

§
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frequency, which is in this case 85 MHz. As we are interested in the

component in the signal with the double frequency, the original signal

is multiplied in a double balance mixer with a sine of frequency

(85-2u) MHz in which u is the Dee frequency. The necessary, very clean

double frequency 2w comes from a phase locked loop amplifier. A very

short band pass filter, the frequency of which equals exactly the

frequency of the crystal oscillator, selects the 85 MHz signal with

the desired information (part 2 in fig VII.2). By correlating this

signal with the original and a 90° shifted 85 MHz signal, two DC

signals result with levels proportional to cosine and sine of the 2ai

component of the original probe signal (part 3 in fig VII.2). From

the two DC signals a DC voltage is substracted, such that if no beam

is present also no signals result (Bias compensation). The

compensating voltages are taken from two Power Supply Controllers in

CAMAC. Finally the resulting signals are measured by two ADC's. In the

equipment the gain in the AC signals is 40 dB, whereas the DC signals

are amplified 10 or 100 times.

To keep the cost low and avoid difficult calibration problems, only

one system is used and the signals from the probes are multiplexed

(part 1 in fig VII.2). Different probes are selected by effecting a

switch with 20 mA current input, delivered via a multiplexer in a

CAMAC crate. One of the main features of the equipment is that no

adjustments are necessary when the Dee frequency is changed to

accelerate an other particle to an other energy. For the operator

it is a simple black box with knobs. This makes computer control very

easy. More specific information can be found in [Van Heusden 78] in

which a similar system is described, operating at the cyclotron in

Eindhoven.

In front of part 2 in fig VII.2 a low pass filter is placed to avoid

that when the Dee frequency is a submultiple of the crystal frequency

beating phenomena occurs. Take for instance u . , % n (dn . The
cristai Dee

multiplication of the(2n-2)th harmonic in the probe signal with the
wcristal ~ 2uDee s i8 n a l» gives a signal with frequency n n>Dee. This

signal will also pass the sharp band pass filter and mix with the

wanted signal. Fig VII.3 shows a photograph of the vector scope when

this beating phenomena occurs.
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Fig VII. 3 Beating vhenomenon in the measured phase vector
in the case that the Dee frequency is a submultiple
of the crystal frequency

r "«I

During operation at the VICKSI cyclotron the HF phase is determined

by an average over 10 measurements. Calibration of the 0 direction

can be done using a returning beam, as it is described by Schutte

[Schutte 73]. The measured vector, in the case that no beam and no

Dee voltage is present, has a length of 127 mV, due to the electronics

itself. Between the ten probes a difference of 25 mV was observed and

the stability of the signal was better than 0.5 mV. After compensation

vectors of about 1.3 mV were observed with still the same stability

(0.5 mV). In the case of a Dee voltage of 50 kV at a frequency of

10 MHz, the analysed signal was about 30 mV. This could also be

compensated up to 1 mV. A beam of 110 nA Ar8+ with an initial turn

separation of 40 mm gave a signal of 60 mV. The stability of the

signal was about 2 mV, which leads to an instability in the HF phase

of the beam signal of 1°. Fart of this instability may be due to

instabilities in the injection phase. (From a model test the

instability of the equipment for this case seemed to be 0.3°.)

VII.2 The control scheme

An extensive discussion of the control scheme can be found in

[Van Heusden 76a]. We will only discuss the most important
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considerations. A control action is characterized by three processes.

Firstly the HF phase on all phase probes is measured. Secondly a

correction in the trim coil currents is calculated to achieve a

desired HF phase behaviour. This is done via a least square method.

Thirdly the correction is applied. In the VICKSI cyclotron and the

cyclotron in Eindhoven the computer can measure the phases and change

trim coil currents, so that a full automatic control action is

possible.

The HF phase measured at the i-th phase probe (or better sin $^) can

be denoted by x.. A measurement of all phase probes may be seen as a

vector: (xj, X£, ...... JC.) with N the number of phase probes

involved. Every measurement is thus a vector in an N-dimensional

space. The base vectors of this space (e.g. (0, 0, 1, 0 , 0,))

have little physical significance. For a better physical understanding

it is practical to express the measured vector in an other base: the

Chebyshev base [Abramowitch 64]. A graphic representation of this

Chebyshev base for N = 8 is given in fig VILA [Monhemius 77]. For

example the first Chebyshev base vector (C\) corresponds to a change

in injection phase, while the second base vector (C2) can be made by

a combination of changed injection phase and changed main magnetic

field level. These lower Chebyshev base vectors have therefore highest

physical significance.

To test the usefulness of the Chebyshev vectors we calculated the

probability of appearance of the Chebyshev vectors on 60 HF phase

behaviours, made by random errors in the settings of the trim coils.

The result is given in fig VII.5. A relative noise spectrum is also

given in fig VII.5. If there is a high noise level in the signal it

is advisable to perform a correction of a HF phase history only by

compensating the contribution of the lower Chebyshev vectors, even

if an exact correction of the measured values is possible. We will

denote the control by means of the first few Chebyshev vectors only,

'limited control'.

Also for single turn extraction the lower Chebyshev vectors are most

important. This is seen in expressing the relation (VI. 1) and (VI.2)

r '*
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Pig VII. 4 Representation of the Chebyahev
base in aaae of 8 phaae probea
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HF phase due to
magnetic (ield
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Chebéhev vectors

Fig VII. S
The appearance in % of the
different Chebyahev veatora in
60 different HP phaae behaviowea.
The relative spectrum, produced,
by noisey is alao shown
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(for an energy focus and maximum energy stability at final radius)

in the Chebyshev vectors

sin $ k - 2.86

8
I

k-1

8
I k sin

k-1
12.74 Cj - 6.48 (VII.2)

where C\ and C2 are the lengths of the projection of the phase vector

on Ci and C2» respectively. In practice only the components of the

first two Chebyshev vectors need to be considered if single turn,

extraction must be maintained.

t m

:.\\

As is seen from (III.4) there is a nearly linear dependence between

the HF phase and the magnetic field. (In fact a linear relation exists

between sin $ _ and the magnetic field.) So in the VICKSI cyclotron 14

parameters are possible: injection phase, main field and 12 trim coils.

However, only 8 out of 10 phase probes are available if we want to

measure the phase history with an equal number of turns in between the

probes (see table VII.1, excluding probes 1 and 3). We selected there-

fore 8 parameters: main field, the trim coils 2 to 10, with trim coil

3, 4 and 5, 6 coupled. With these parameters an exact correction of

the HF phase history to the wanted HF phase history may be obtained

('full control'). The injection phase is not considered as a parameter,

but merely as an input condition which can be monitored by the first

phase probe, which sees the first few turns in the cyclotron. In case

of limited control the four lower Chebyshev vectors can be

approximated by combinations of only four parameters: main field,

trim coils 2, 6, 9. At VICKSI at the moment all 10 phase probes are

used and the HF phase is controlled with 8 parameters.

For single turn extraction a limitation in the energy spread and

energy stability may be set of about 0.2 AE with AE the energy gain

per turn. These two demands lead to the requirements [Monhemius 77]

;• \\
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or sin
1.6

N 8
k sin +. £ ho j=l

(VII.3 )

6$ is the CP phase spread, N the total number of turns, h the harmonie

number and W u the relative instability in frequency of magnetic

field. We note that the equations on the left side represent a sum

over turn number, while the right side equations represent a sum over

the phase probes. For example if 6$ = 6°, n = 150, h = 3 and

10"6

8
I sin <(>. <,0.1

3=1 3

8
and I 3 sin *, £ 30

3=1 J
(VII.4)

The second relation will probably always be true. The first relation

sets a limit to the component of the first Chebyshev vector. This

limit may be smaller than the level determined by the noise in the

measurements of each phase probe, in which case the wanted energy

spread can not be guaranteed.

Controlling the HF phase we always have to be aware of the difference

between CP phase and HF phase. First of all the desired HF phase

behaviour should result in a constant zero CP phase, as was described

in section III.7. In fig III.40 such a desired phase curve is plotted.

In the next section we illustrate this phenomenon experimentally. Due

to large first harmonic distortions the orbit centre may still be

displaced several tens of mm with respect to the accelerated

equilibrium orbit. See for example fig V.10. If a displacement of

10 mm occurs at the injection radius of the VICKSI cyclotron in case

the harmonic number is equal to 6 and the CP phase is constant and

zero degree, the difference between the expected and actual HF phase

may be 10/430 6 % 1/7 radian or about 9°. Consequently an isochronous

field may not be obtained by the HF phase control when the beam is

off-centered. It may also give rise to funny control actions, if a

changed HF phase behaviour gives a changed orbit centre motion.

if
'I
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VII.3 Some measurements

We will present three different measurements, done at the VICKSI

cyclotron in which use was made of the HF phase measuring equipment.

All measurements were performed for Ar8+ ions under the following

conditions: injection energy 10.7 MeV, extraction energy 180 MeV,

<B> = 0.54 T, Ar • 40 ram, frequency = 10.5 MHz, h = 4, current about

10C nA.

1. The "Sollwerte" phase behaviour for an accelerated equilibrium

orbit as discussed in section III.7, was checked. This is

illustrated in fig VII,7. For the understanding of this figure

it is necessary to remark that in case the magnetic field is

perfectly isochronous the CP phase will be constant and independent

on the total number of turns (i.e. on the Dee voltage). If the

magnetic field is not isochronous and introduces for instance a

CP phase, which shifts overall 3°, the CP phase will shift over 6°

when the Dee voltage is lowered to 50% of its original value. With

the knowledge of the CP phase we can construct the expected HF

phase measurement from a measurement for a lowered Dee voltage.

In fig VII.6 the construction in indicated. The first figure gives

the difference between $,._ and <)>„„. This depends only on the Dee

voltage (turn separation, see section III.7). Fig VII.6b shows the

CP phase behaviour, which gives a constant and zero HF phase

measurement, as indicated in fig VII.6c. When we lower the Dee

voltage to 50%, the not-isochronous magnetic field has twice as

much influence on the CP phase. This is seen in fig VII. 6b (dotted

line). We also know for the lower Dee voltage the difference

between HF phase and CP phase (see dotted line in fig VII.6a).

Consequently the HF phase that will be measured can be calculated

and is given in fig VII.6c.

In fig VII.7 the estimated and measured HF phase curves are plotted

for three different cases. At first in fig VII.7a a constant HF

phase curve is shown for normal Dee voltage (100% curves, solid

line). At second in fig VII.7b the magnetic field was adjusted such

that for the normal Dee voltage the HF phase curve as a function of

radius is represented by a 1/r2 curve. Thirdly in fig VII.7c the
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same curve is shown as in fig VII.7b but with opposite sign. The

HF phase curves for Dee voltages lowered to 80% and 60% were

measured in each situation in the corresponding magnetic field

configuration. There is a reasonable agreement between estimation

and measurement. The last situation is clearly nearest to an

isochronous magnetic field.

2. The influence of an off-centered beam on the HF phase at the first

probe is measured after making a returning beam by a phase slip in

the region with radius larger than the radius of coil 10. We

created an off-centered beam by a field bump (coil 3-2) with

amplitude of 20 Gauss (corresponding with an oscillation amplitude

of 10 mm). By a faster or slower phase slip the total number of
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The influence of
different Dee voltages
on the HF phase
behaviour* The last
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in the measured curves
are due to introduced
off-centering

turns from probe I to full radius and back again to probe 1 is

changed. Then also the oscillation phase of the orbit centre

notion of the returning beam at probe 1 is changed. This results

in different measured HF phases because due to a different orbit

centre the particle will pass the phase probe earlier or later.

The measured HI' phase is a 'centre of gravity' phase of the

accelerated and decelerated beam. A properly centered beam will

always give a zero degree HF phase. An example of a measured HF

phase behaviour is plotted in fig VII. 8 as a function of the

strength of the current through coil 10.
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50
coil 10 (A)

Fig VII. 8

The influence of off-centering on the
measured HF phase. A returning beam is
created by coil 10. The HF phase is
measured as function of the current
through coil 10 (variation of +he current
in coil 10 means more or less iztrns and
therefore changing oscillation phase).
The amplitude of the orbit centre
oscillation is about 10 mm

At other probes similar oscillations were found with smaller

amplitude for a larger radius. As may be concluded from fig VII.8

this oscillation could in principle be used for centering purposes,

but the sensitivity of this measurement is not sufficient in the

VICKSI cyclotron. In cyclotrons with much larger harmonic numbers

this may be a method to center the beam.

3. An other property in the HF phase characteristics shows a large

sensitivity for centering. This property is the minimal distance

at which the phase vector will pass the zero point due to the

returning beam caused by a change in the magnetic field [Schutte

73]. In fig VII.9 a vector diagram is shown as one will observe on

the vector scope, when the main field is scanned. At both sides of

the isochronous situation, returning beam appears, when the

magnetic field is lowered or increased with respect to its

isochronous situation (current 1646.8 Amps). A full explanation

is given in the thesis of Schutte [Schutte 73].

The direction of 0 HF phase is indicated, together with the

minimal distance of the HF phase curve with respect to the origin.

Starting with a well centered beam we made deliberately an

oscillation amplitude by exciting the harmonic field bump. The

phase of the orbit centre oscillation was changed by varying the

direction of the first harmonic perturbation produced by the bump.

The minimal distance (positive when passing the zero point at the

'left' and negative when passing at the 'right') as a function of

the direction of the first harmonic is given in the left part of

fig VII.10. The occuring oscillation is symmetric around the 0 mV

line.
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Fig VII. 9 The behaviour of the end point of the phase vector on the
vector scope when the main field is scanned. The numbers
refer to the current through the main coil. Returning beam
occurs for currents larger than 1648.4 Amps and smaller
than 164S. 8 Amps. At the right side the vector goes further
in the 180° direction to a maximum value of about ISO mV

so centered beam off- centered beam

360

direction of lieldbump

i

i

•i

i

n' i;i

Fig VII. 10 The minimal distance, as indicated -in fig VII.9 as a
function of the areated oscillation phase in case of a
centered and off-centered beam (a: positive SF phase slip,
b: negative BF phase slip) (injector voltage 8% lower)
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In fig VII.10b the voltage of the electrostatic injection element

was lowered with 8%. Measurements for this not-centered beam were

done for a positive and negative phase slip, produced by coil 5.

A clear correlation between minimal distance and centering appears.

These correlations may be used for an estimation of the size and

position of the harmonic bump that will center the beam. This

procedure seems rather complex and we will not discuss it further.

However, it may be usefull when the cyclotron is equiped with a

computer control.

t *

VII.4 Energy measurement

By measuring the time of passage of the beam on two different places

in the beam guiding system the energy of the beam can be calculated.

The time of passage can be measured with non-intercepting phase

probes, similar to the ones used inside the cyclotron. At the facility

in Eindhoven we placed two probes 13 meters apart. The signals from

the probes were amplified with 27 dB and fed into two channels of a

multiplexer system, which is similar to the one described in fig

VII.2. A simple change of the computer program which controls the HF

phases, made it possible to obtain the energy and a measure for the

accuracy (we took for this measure for the accuracy four times the

standard deviation from 10 measurements). In fig VII.II the energy of

a beam of 400 nA with a HF phase width of 6 is given. The energy was

measured over 30 minutes. The larger jumps in the energy value are due

to a changing distortion signal from the probes (in a first

experimental set-up). From our results we can conclude that for a

beam of 100 nA with 6° HF phase width the energy can be measured with

a relative accuracy of 5.10-lf.

An illustration of the accuracy of the method is seen in table VII.1.

From a certain cyclotron setting, giving 7 MeV, we rised the energy

in three steps and measured for each step the energy. The last column

gives the energy as may be calculated from the initial energy and

increase in magnetic field. During the measurement the transmission

must be 100%. Small losses influence the measurement already strongly.

More information on this subject can be found in [Corsten 78].
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Table VII. 1 Energy, measured and aalculated from the original energy,
when the magnetic field and Dee frequency are increased
in steps of 1%

f

(MHz)

11.2997

11.4126

11.5257

11.6387

setting
magnetic
field

26680

26947

272U

27481

VDee

606

618

630

642

Emeas

(MeV)

7.097

7.237

7.378

7.515

0

0.0010

0.0016

0.0010

0.0010

calc

(MeV)

7.239

7.380

7.512

• i\

As we had still free channels in the multiplexing system we

incorporated also the possibility to measure the position of the beam

at the first, probe by placing four probes around the beam and feeding

the signal from each plate separately in the measuring equipment.

Intensity differences in the pick-up signals indicate the position.

Test measurements have been done. However, the final set-up is not

ready yet. Position detection with an accuracy of 0.1. mm seems to be

possible.
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CHAPTER V I I I

CONCLUDING REMARKS •T-Vl

From the theoretical models, calculations and experiments, described

in this thesis, we give a few summarizing and concluding remarks.

1. The analytical equations for the radial and vertical oscillation

frequencies, given in (11.25), yield accurate results for

separated sector, medium energy cyclotrons.

2. The theory of accelerated particles, developed in chapter III,

presents an accurate description of the influence of the

accelerating structure on the horizor.cal particle motion in

cyclotrons. Even synchrotron oscillations are included (see

chapter IV). The splitting of the total motion into a centre

motion (equivalent with the motion in radial phase plane) and

a circle motion (equivalent with energy and phase) is essential

in this theory.

3. Aside the normally used HF phase a so-called central position

phase is defined. This phase forms, together with the energy, a

set of conjugated variables. The use of the CF phase facilitates

substantially the investigation of the behaviour of accelerated

ions, especially at the first few turns in the cyclotron or in

case of high harucaic acceleration (see section III.7). The

relation between CF phase and HF phase has been illustrated

experimentally (see section VII.3).

ij. J

V'i

4. When short bunches of only a few degrees have to be accelerated

it is very important that the beam is injected at the same CF

phase. For this it is necessary that there is a correlation

between radial momentum and arrival time on the first turn. This

correlation is achieved at the same moment the injection line is

set properly for dispersion matching (see section III.7.2). The

injection line for the VICKSI cyclotron has been designed to

provide for dispersion necessary matching and CP phase matching.
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5. In cyclotrons with a one- or two-Dee system there is a CP phase

depending coupling between the centre motion and the circle

motion. This coupling has in principle a defocusing influence on

the central motion. The strength of the coupling is inversely

proportional to the square of the radius.

6. In a one-Dee system the above mentioned coupling may result in a

bad beam quality for negative CP phases in case of a radial

oscillation frequency, which has a value larger than unity. In

the same way coupling results in a bad beam quality for positive

CP phase and a radial oscillation frequency smaller than unity

(see (III.53)). The coupling is very important in case of a high

harmonic number of acceleration and a radial oscillation

frequency close to unity. Different compensation methods are

indicated (see section III.4.1).

7. In a two-Dee system there is an extra defocusing coupling term

present which depends hardly on the CP phase. In case of

acceleration of heavy ions with zero degree CP phase an

instability of the horizontal motion may occur for very high

harmonic numbers of acceleration (about ten to twenty) in spite

of a possible large radial oscillation frequency.

8. In the VICKSI cyclotron the accelerating structures cause no

instable phase plane for the used harmonic numbers. Only for

harmonic numbers equal to 8 or more the beam quality may become

worse.

9. The presented theory of accelerated particles gives a nice

description of the phase focusing effect on the first turns

due to the extension of the electric accelerating field (see

(III.64)). Further also the gap crossing resonance, as described

by Gordon, is demonstrated (see section IV.2).

10. With the two probes in the VICKSI cyclotron the position of the

orbit centre in one direction can be determined accurately. With

this information an automatic centering procedure with first

harmonic field perturbations is possible.
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11. With the introduction of an oscillation amplitude at injection

it is possible to increase the accepted CP phase width in a

single turn mode of extraction, when the radial oscillation

frequency at extraction is lower that its averaged value over

the total acceleration process (see section VI.2).
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with the study of the motion of accelerated

charged particles in an AVF cyclotron. This study has been done on

behalf of the VICKSI- project of the Hahn-Meitner-Institut in

West Berlin.

A new theory is developed which facilitates an accurate description

of the influence of the acceleration on the motion in the median plane

of a cyclotron. The theory is applied to systems with 1 or 2 Dee

electrodes, the frequency of the accelerating voltage being equal to

the revolution frequency of the particles or a higher harmonic of

this frequency. It turned out that the betatron oscillations in the

radial phase space may be disturbed considerably as a result of the

acceleration. In the theory we made use of the Hamilton formalism.

After a number of canonical transformations a Hamilton function was

found, in which the most important effects show themselves clearly.

The corresponding equations of motion can be solved very quickly

with the help of a simple computer programme. The results of this

theory are in agreement with those of extensive numerical orbit

integration programmes. In this thesis attention is also devoted to

the centering of the beam in the VICKSI cyclotron just after injection,

the possibility to obtain single-turn extraction and the interpretation

of the high frequency phase measurements.

In chapter I the VICKSI project is described in short.

Chapter II gives a summary of an already existing theory of

non-accelerated particles.

The new theory of accelerated particles is treated in chapter III.

A short analysis of the particle motion in the cyclotrons in Eindhoven

and Vancouver illustrates the application and importance of this

theory for cyclotrons with a one-Dee system. Cyclotrons with a two-Dee

system are considered more closely with the help of the data obtained

from studying the cyclotrons in West Berlin and Louvain-la-Neuve.

The concept 'Central Position phase' is introduced. This phase and the

particle energy form a pair of canonically conjugated variables.

The application of the theory to the particle motion in synchro-

cyclotrons and omagatrons is discussed in chapter IV.
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Chapter V deals with the use of the Is and 2 n harmonic disturbances

in the magnetic field to center the injected beam in the VICKSI

cyclotron. The opportunities for an automatic procedure are given.

In chapter IV special attention is paid to a method, which enlarges

the HF phase acceptance in the case of single-turn extraction by using

a non-centered beam.

Chapter VII deals with the phase measuring equipment, as it is built

for the VICKSI cyclotron, and the phase control. Besides a number

of experiments, using this equipment, are described.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift handelt over de studie van de beweging van versnelde,

geladen deeltjes in een AVF cyclotron. Deze studie is uitgevoerd ten

behoeve van het VICKSI project van het Hahn-Meitner-Institut te

West Berlijn.

Een nieuwe theorie is ontworpen waarmee het mogelijk is een

nauwkeurige beschrijving van de invloed van de versnelling op de

beweging in het mediaan vlak van een cyclotron te geven. Deze theorie

is toegepast op systemen met I of 2 versnelelectroden, waarbij de

frequentie van de versnelspanning gelijk is aan de omloopfrequentie

van de deeltjes of een hogere harmonische frequentie daarvan. Gebleken

is dat ten gevolge van de versnelling de betatron-oscillaties in de

radiale faseruimte ernstig verstoord kunnen worden. In de theorie is

gebruik gemaakt van het Hamilton formalisme. Na een aantal kanonische

transformaties is een Hamilton functie gevonden, waarin de

belangrijkste effekten duidelijk zichtbaar zijn. De hieruit volgende

bewegingsvergelijkingen kunnen met een eenvoudig rekenprogramma zeer

snel opgelost worden. De resultaten van deze theorie stemmen goed

overeen met die van uitgebreide baanintegratie-programma's.

In dit proefschrift is tevens aandacht besteed aan:

de centrering van de bundel in het VICKSI cyclotron direkt na

injectie,

de mogelijkheid tot het verkrijgen van "single-turn1 extractie, en

de interpretatie van de hoog frequent fase-metingen.

In hoofdstuk I wordt het VICKSI project kort beschreven.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een samenvattende beschouwing over een reeds

bekende theorie van niet-versnelde deeltjes gegeven.

De nieuwe theorie voor versnelde deeltjes wordt uitvoerig behandeld

in hoofdstuk III. Een korte analyse van de deeltjes beweging in de

cyclotrons in Eindhoven en Vancouver illustreert de toepassing en

het belang van deze theorie in cyclotrons met een één-Dee systeem.

De deeltjes beweging van cyclotrons met een twee-Dee systeem wordt

nader bekeken aan de hand van de gegevens van de cyclotrons in

West Berlijn en Louvain-la-Neuve.
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Het begrip 'Central Position1-fase wordt geïntroduceerd. Deze

grootheid en de deeltjes-energie vormen samen een paar kanoniek

toegevoegde variabelen.

De toepassing van de theorie op de deeltjes beweging in synchro-

cyclotrons en omegatrons komt in hoofdstuk IV aan de orde.

Hoofdstuk V handelt over het centreren van de geïnjecteerde bundel

in het VICKSI cyclotron d.m.v. ] e - en 2 e- harmonische verstoringen

in het magneetveld. De mogelijkheden om te komen tot een automatische

procedure worden aangegeven.

In hoofdstuk VI wordt vooral aandacht besteed aan een methode waarmee

met behulp van een niet gecentreerde bundel de HF fase acceptantie

voor 'single-turn' extractie verhoogd kan worden.

In hoofdstuk VII komen de fase meet apparatuur, ontworpen voor het

VICKSI cyclotron, en de fase regeling aan de orde. Tevens worden enige

experimenten, waarbij van deze fase meet apparatuur gebruik is

gemaakt, beschreven.
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